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Abstract
With the recent surge of interest in global change, the impact of different
ecosystems on the Earth's carbon budget has become the focus of many
scientific studies. Studies have been launched by NASA and other
agencies to address this issue. One such study is the Boreal Ecosystem-
Atmosphere Study (BOREAS). BOREAS focuses on the boreal ecosystem
in Northern Canada.
As a part of the BOREAS study, we have developed a helicopter-borne
three-band radar system for measuring the scattering coefficient of various
stands within the boreal forest. During the summer of 1994 the radar was
used at the southern study area (SSA) in Saskatchewan over the young
jack pine (YJP), old jack pine (OJP), old black spruce (OBS) and old aspen
(OA) sites. The data collected will be used to study the interaction of
microwaves with forest canopy. By making use of three different
frequency bands the contribution to the backscatter from each of the layers
within the canopy can be determined. Using t.he knowledge gained from
these studies, we will develop algorithms to enable more accurate
interpretation of SAR images of the boreal region.
The following report describes in detail the development of the L-, C- and
X-band radar system. The first section provides background information
and explains the objectives of the boreal forest experiment. The second
section describes the design and implementation of the radar system. All
of the subsystems of the radar are explained in this section. Next,
problems that were encountered during system testing and the summer
experiments are discussed. System performance and results are then
presented followed by a section on conclusions and further work.
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Chapter I - Introduction
Remote sensing is the observation of a target from a distance. Remotely
sensed data are used to provide information about a target that could not
otherwise be obtained or is not easily obtained by in situ measurements.
The primary advantage of remote sensing over direct sensing is the ability
of remote sensing instruments to provide data from large areas on the
Earth's surface in a small amount of time. In fact, many instruments that
are in orbit today can provide global coverage within the span of a few
days [Barbour, et al., 1987]. It is this ability that has propelled remote
sensing to the forefront of global change studies. Remote sensing
techniques provide scientists with spatially large data sets that can be used
to test hypotheses on larger scales than previously possible [Ustin, et al.,
1993]. Therefore, processes on a global scale can be studied in new and
more insightful ways with remotely sensed data.
The wide-spread use of remotely sensed data has also spurred a new
approach to Earth science studies. Data made available by remote sensing
instruments have allowed scientists to study the Earth as a system for the
first time. Earth system science has quickly become the catch phrase used
within the scientific community to describe interdisciplinary studies of the
Earth as a complex system of interacting components. An example of this
type of interaction is the fact that many of the greenhouse gases
responsible for global warming that originate on land may end up in the
ocean. Understanding of processes such as these and their impact on the
global climate requires interaction between atmospheric scientists and
oceanographers. NASA's Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE) is an example of
the new approach being taken to Earth system studies by organizations
around the world. During the next decade, NASA will launch a series of
satellites known as the Earth Observing System (EOS) to study the
atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere, biosphere and solid Earth [EOS AM
Spacecraft, 1994]. To utilize the data sets that will be collected by these
sensors, scientists must learn to understand the sensors' interactions with
the Earth's surface and algorithms must be developed based on this
knowledge to provide information that is useful for global change studies.
Before scientists can understand the Earth as a system o n a global scale,
they must first study the interaction of the .various subsystems on a
regional scale. Understanding the Earth's subsystems on a regional scale
can be accomplished by performing a series of relatively small-scale
ecosystem-atmosphere studies at various locations on the globe. Ideally,
these studies should bring_ researchers from a wide variety of disciplines
together at a single study area for extensive data collection. Measurements
taken during the experiment should be analyzed and the results should be
published or presented. The ground-based data sets collected during
studies such as these allowscientists to understand the ecosystem's
interaction with the atmosphere. The ground-based measurements also
can be used to improve existing algorithms for interpreting the remotely
sensed data that are collected during the study. NASA has sponsored
experiments over the past several years aimed at accomplishing these
objectives. Included in these studies are the First ISLSCP Field Experiment
(FIFE) and, currently, the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS).
BOREAS is an intensive three-year experiment taking place at two
primary study areas in Canada. The study is a cooperative effort between
the United States and Canadian agencies with NASA taking the lead. The
Southern Study Area (SSA) is located in Prince Albert National Park,
Saskatchewan, and the Northern Study Area (NSA) is located in
Thompson, Manitoba. Each of the study areas is broken down into several
smaller sites on the basis of the dominant tree type. Measurements are
taken throughout the year with the main data collection effort taking place
during the intensive field campaigns (IFCs). The boreal zone was chosen
for this study because of the forest's importance in the global carbon cycle.
A study by Tans, Fung and Takahashi presents evidence of a large
terrestrial sink for carbon in the North Hemisphere [Tans, et al., 1990].
The study implies that the majority of the carbon is being stored in either
living tissue or in the soil [Sellers, et al., 1994]. Therefore, any temperature
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increase or change in soil moisture could create changes in nutrient
cycling in the soils resulting in releases of CO2, CH4 and other trace gases.
If this release of greenhouse gases were to occur on a large enough spatial
scale, the chemistry of the atmosphere would be altered and surface
temperature would again increase. Once this cycle of a surface
temperature increase followed by a release of trace gases into the
atmosphere is set into motion, it will continue to exist until a saturation
point is reached. Saturation will occur when either the soil is depleted of
nutrients or the atmosphere can no longer accommodate the release of
more trace gases. At this point, no further warming would occur.
However, if this saturation point is reached it could have catastrophic
effects on the ecosystem. Although reactions sucl_ as this have serious
implications in terms of global change, the boreal ecosystem's interaction
with the atmosphere is not fully understood. As a result, further study is
necessary to learn more about processes within the region to gain a more
complete understanding of the carbon source/sink dynamics of the forest.
An accurate determination of the net carbon flux in the boreal forest
region requires the measurement of many different parameters. Two
parameters that affect the carbon fluxes within the forest canopy are the
moisture of the soil and the biomass present in the forest. Soil moisture is
important because of its role in supporting organic activity [Schlesinger,
1991]. Furthermore, by monitoring changes in soil moisture and
atmospheric chemistry we can begin to understand the importance of soil
moisture fluctuations in terms of the regional carbon budget. Monitoring
biomass is also important because biomass estimates provide information
about how much carbon is stored within the forest canopy. Additionally,
accurate predictions of photosynthetic rate require knowledge of the
amount of woody biomass present in the forest [Ranson and Sun, 1994]. In
other words, monitoring of woody biomass can provide better estimates of
the amount of carbon being utilized by the forest.
Parameters such as soil moisture and biomass need to be known on a large
scale to determine their net effect on the boreal ecosystem. Therefore, if a
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suitable sensor can be found, these two parameters are ideal candidates for
being monitored using remote sensing techniques. A suitable sensor is
one that is sensitive _0 _e parameter of interest, is able to collect data on
large scales at proper time intervals, and is able to provide the resolution
necessary to make measurements on a logical spatial scale.
Although optical sensors have been-used succ6ssfuily for remote sensing
studies of the forest [Sellers, 1985], they have two critical drawbacks that
make them less desirable than microwave sensors for monitoring soil
moisture and biomass. One drawback is the optical sensor's inability to
measure the Soil m0isturewithin the canopy. -_e opticai sensor's small
wavelength does not allow penetra_nto (he forest flgor. Therefore, s_oil
moisture measurements over the forest with an optical sensor are
impossible. Second, optical wavelengths cannot penetrate clouds. This
severely limits the utility of optical seh_sors-Ln-the boreal zone where cloud
cover is common throughout the year. Optical data during periQ_s of
interest may be sparse or nonexistent because of clouds. Microwave
sensors and, in particular, radars are sensitive to soil moisture over the
forest at longer wavelengths. Additionally, microwaves can penetrate
clouds and can operate at night, lending themselves to studies of diurnal
Change as weli asproviding uninterru-p_¢d aa6 sets from seas0ntoseas0n
re ardless of weather conditions S ace-borne microwave sensors such asg • p ...............................
synthetic-aperture radar can provide resolution that is comparable to that
provided by space-borne optical sensors. For example, the ERS-1 SAR
pro_cide _ a resolution on the orderof a few meters [Attem_a, - 1991 ].
Currently, the First European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1), the First
Japanese Earth Resources Satellite 0ERS-1) and the third Shuttle Imaging
Rad_a r (SIRfC) havebeen dep!oyed an d havecollecte d radar images 0f the
boreal region__ Also, "m the near future: m Qre data will becom_e available
with the launch of the Second European Remote SensingSatellite (ERS-2)
and the Canadian Radar Satellite (RADARSAT). These satellites will
make a large volume of SAR data available at several different frequencies
for investigations of the boreal forest regions. To make this data useful for
4
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global change studies, the microwave remote sensing community must
develop reduction algorithms that can accurately _ansform the SAR data
to useful geophysical products. Reduction of SAR data into useful
geophysical information is essentially an inverse scattering problem.
Problems of this nature are inherently non-unique and prior information
about the target being observed is a necessity. Inversion of radar data for
extracting geophysical parameters is currently in its infancy and
satisfactory inverse scattering algorithms for the forest have yet to be
developed.
W e have proposed solving the inyersescattering Problem by ut!!izing a
short-range radar system that measures the scattering coefficient of the
forest. Radars that measure the Scattering coefficient are commonly
known as scatterometers. The scatterometer used should measure the
scattering coefficient of the forest at the same frequency, incidence angle
and polarization as the SAR it is supporting. Measurements taken by the
short-range radar system can provide insight into the sources of the
scattering in the forest canopy because of the high resolution and large
dynamic range that can be achieved using a short-range radar system. As a
result, this type of system can pro_fide useful knowledge for interpreting
SAR data. Additionally, the short-range radar can take measurements at
varying incidence angles and polarizations that provide further insight
_nto the scattering characteristicS_oftiqe_foreSfJ ................
At The University of Kansas Radar Systems and Remote Sensing Lab
(RSL), we have developed a helicopter-based L- (1.5 GHz), C- (5.5 GHz) and
X-band (10 GHz) radar operating-at all four linear polarizations
(VV,HH,VH,HV) with the ability to sweep through multiple incidence
angles. This system is ideal for determining the scattering sources within
the forest canopy. Microwave radiation at L band can penetrate to the
forest floor and provide information about parameters such as surface
roughness and soil moisture. The SAR on board JERS-I operates at L
band. C-band radiation interacts primarily with the secondary branches
and stems of the trees and is attenuated more rapidly than the L-band
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radiation. This frequency band is covered by the SAR on board ERS-1.
The higher frequency radiation at X band provides information about
"'scatter_-a_°_om_ _e_top layers_of_e c_opy_ _d_S not i_ene_ate _to-_the
forest floor. This frequency is used by the X-SAR that is part of the SIR-C
mission. With measurements at these three frequencies as well as
different combinations of polarization and incidence angle, we can obtain
a more in-dePth understanding of the forest canopy's scattering
characteristics. The knowledge gained_fr0m the helicopter-based radar
data can then be used to interpret more accurately the data collected by the
SAR.
The radar we developed is a frequency-m0dulated continuous-wave (FM-
CW) scatterometer that is mounted on a UH-1 helicopter provided by
NASA. We have chosen to use an FM-CW radar rather than a pulse radar
for two reasons. First, we can transmit less peak power using an FM-CW
:_radar :because transmission isco-ni:ifiuous=h_ t:'wh6 [R6ddy. i986%:: _gec0nd,
althoughwe still require the sameamguntgf b_ag_dwidth for a g!ven r _an_ge
resolution, we can dictate the modulation frequency. This allows us to
slowly sweep over a large bandwidth instead of having to use fast switches
to produce a narrow pulse. The primary motivation for basing the radar
0n°a heiicopter is to provide easy access-t0 the muitipie sites being studied
as a part of BO_REAS and to allow fo_r collection of data from above the
canopy. In addition, the low altitudes that can.be flown with a helicopter
help to lower the transmit power requirements of the radar. Also, flying
at low altitudes reduces the area illuminated by the __antennas. When _e
helicopter is flying lines over the forest canopy, we can obtain multiple
independent samples of the scattering coefficient in a relatively short
period of time.---These multiple Samples are needed to provide a good
estimate of the mean scattering coefficient of the canopy.
In addition to the previously mentioned reasons, the helicopter is also
advantageous because overflights can be coordinated easily with ground
truth measurements [Ulaby, et ai., 1986]. Ground truth data are used to
;_vai;_a_eTl_%c_te£ng;;mOdeis_d6veiSp6d and _6v6_ntualiy_to test = the
6
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accuracy of the inverse scattering algorithm. During IFC-2 and IFC-3 of the
BOREAS experiment, ground truth data were collected by Dr. K. Jon
Ranson, Dr. Roger Lang and Dr. Narinder Chuahan in conjunction with
the helicopter overflights at the old jack pine (OJP) and young jack pine
(YJP) sites in the SSA. We also took ground-based radar measurements
during IFC-2 to gain a better understanding of the scattering response of
the forest floor. Data collected during IFC-2 and IFC-3 by the helicopter
radar are currently being processed. After the data have been properly
reduced to scattering coefficients, the data will be analyzed and used in the
development of scattering models. The scattering models will then be
used to invert radar data taken by SAR to obtain large-scale estimates of
parameters useful in global change studies such as soil moisture and forest
biomass.
The following report describes the design and implementation of RSL's
helicopter-based twelve-channel radar system. First, a system description
is given and design equations are presented. Second, a description of the
radar's evolution to its current state will be given using the problems
encountered during the IFCs as background. In this section the eventual
remedies to all of the problems encountered are given along with
theoretical explanations of the solutions. The next section quantitatively
describes the system's performance and presents radar measurements
taken after the system problems were eliminated. The future work section
offers suggestions for imprOving the radar performance and describes
what needs to be done to prepare the radar for future experiments. Also,
the possibility of future data collection is discussed. Conclusions are then
made with suggestions regarding the usefulness of the radar in future
scattering studies.
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Chapter 2 - System Description
A radar can oray provide information about the range to a target if it has
bandwidth. Range measurement becomes more accurate as the system's
bandwidth increases [Skolnik, 1980]. Bandwidth is acquired in a radar
system by coding the transmit signal. Typically, a pulsed sinusoid is used
as the transmit signal. For a pulsed waveform, the bandwidth increases
with decreasing pulse width. The range to the target is measured by
keeping track of the time between the transmission and reception of the
pulse. Then, the transit time along with the velocity of propagation can be
used to calculate the range to the target.
An FM-CW radar transmits a signal that is continuous in time but swept
over a band of frequencies. Therefore, the beginning of the frequency
sweep marks the time of transmission. The range to the target is
measured by taking the difference between the return signal frequency and
the transmit signal frequency. This technique of measuring range can best
be understood by plotting the transmit and receive frequencies versus
time (Figure 1).
Frequency
l l'If \ ", .,
/ 1/ \ , / ,0'
_-L--_ _' _ "/ .,"
/ ,' \ /\ /
b.
w Time
T m
Figure 1. Transmit and Receive Frequency vs. Time for an FM-CW Radar
In this illustration, a triangle waveform is used to modulate the transmit
frequency. When the radar is aimed toward a point target at a range R, the
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return waveform will arrive at the receiver after a time T = 2R/c, where c
is the speed of light in air. By mixing a portion of the transmit signal with
the return signal, we obtain an intermediate frequency (IF) signal with a
frequency fif. This frequency is commonly referred to as the beat
frequency. The beat frequency can be found in terms of the other FM-CW
radar quantities in the following manner. Equating the slope of the
modulation waveform to the change in frequency during the transit time,
we obtain
f_ B: : :
(2R_c) = (T_2)
£' •
(2.1)
where B is the radio-frequency (RF) bandwidth in Hertz (Hz) and Tm is
the period of the modulation waveform in seconds (s). After solving for
the beat frequency, equation 2.1 becomes
. : = : z
f_ _- 4 RB f_ (2.2)
C
where fm = 1/Tin is the modulation frequency in Hz. From equation 2.2,
we can see that the range to the target is directly proportional to the beat
frequency. When multiple targets are present at different ranges, the
principle of superposition can be applied to show that the return signal
will consist of several different frequency components. The composition,
size, and shape of thescatterers Present will determine the magnitude and
phase of the frequency components: Because the IF signaI_ is: the=: sum of
several different frequency components we can" take the Fourier transform
to obtain a plot of the return versus frequency. Then, by converting the
frequency axis to range using the system's parameters, we can acquire the
return versus range.
The first step in designing an FM-CW radar is to determine the RF
bandwidth, the modulation rate, the maximum unambiguous range
9
_T1_ I ]--
(Rmax) required and the corresponding sampling frequency (fs). The RF
bandwidth dictates the range resolution (AR) according to the equation
C
a_R = -- (2.3)
2B
Therefore, if we want fine range resolution we must use a large RF
bandwidth. However, a large RF bandwidth presents problems in terms of
added system cost. We have chosen an RF bandwidth of 500 MHz for the
L-, C-, and X-band sections. This provides a range resolution of .3 meters
(m) in free space if the samples are uniformly weighted. Next, we
consulted the helicopter crew and determined the lowest altitude that the
helicopter could fly without disturbing the forest canopy. Then, we
divided this number by the cosine of the largest incidence angle to obtain
Rmax = 60 m. By flying at the lowest possible altitude, we can minimize
the area illuminated by the antennas, minimize spreading loss and reduce
the sampling rate by lowering the bandwidth of the IF signal. The period
of the modulation waveform must be large enough to allow for an
acceptable sampling rate but small enough for the samples to be collected
before the helicopter moves through the antenna's beamwidth. For our
system, this can be achieved with a modulation frequency of 50 Hz. In this
case the helicopter will move a distance of 20 cm during each sweep
assuming a speed of 20 m/s. Plugging our system's parameters into
equation 2.2 yields a maximum beat frequency of 20 kHz. Therefore, using
the Nyquist criterion and assuming that the IF signal has been low pass
filtered, we must sample at a frequency of 40 kHz. This means that during
each upsweep or downsweep we will acquire
N - _T_ fs (2.4)
samples of the return signal. Table 1 presents a summary of the FM-CW
radar parameters used.
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Parameter
RF Bandwidth
Range Resolution
Max. IF Frequency
Sampling Frequency
Max. Unambiguous
Range
Modulation Rate
Value
500
3O
Units
MHz
i
cm
20 kHz
40 kHz
,i
60 m
Hz5O
400Number of Samples for
each Sweep
N/A
Table 1. FM-CW Radar Parameters
The signal at the output of the RF section is very small and must be
amplified using an IF amplifier before it can be digitized. The exact level
of the output signal from the RF section is unknown and we must
estimate its value to determine the appropriate gain settings for the IF
amplifier. The gain levels are determined so that they match the output
voltage of the IF amplifier to the input voltage range of the A/D
converter. By matching the gain settings in this manner, the system's
dynamic range is maximized. We can determine the gain settings by using
the radar equation to determine the power level out of the mixer and then
determining the amount of gain needed to amplify this signal to the
appropriate level. The radar equation relates the return power to the
other radar system parameters as follows:
11
p, G2A2 o'°A_
P,= (41"I)3R*L
(2.5)
Pr = power received (W)
Pt = power transmitted ON)
G = antenna gain
_. = wavelength (m)
_o = scattering coefficient
Aill = area illuminated (m 2)
R = range to target (m)
Lc = conversion loss of mixer
The minimum signal that can be digitized is equal to the input voltage
range divided by the number of counts. For our case, this minimum
voltage is .61 millivolts (mV). The maximum voltage for our A/D
converter is 5 V.
We chose the same gain settings for C and X band for all the polarizations
to eliminate the complexity of providing multiple gain settings. The L-
band gain settings were chosen separately because of the larger signal level
at L band. The L-band return is larger than that of C and X band because
more power is transmitted, the wavelength is longer, a larger area is
illuminated by the antenna and the L-band scattering coefficient is larger.
The gain settings for the L-band amplifier were chosen in the following
manner: The transmit power of the L-band RF portion is 13 dBm. We
estimated the gain of the antenna to be 15 dB and the beamwidth of the
antenna at L band to be 15". This beamwidth yields an illuminated area of
112 m 2 (20 dB) at vertical incidence. Also, we assumed a maximum
scattering coefficient value of -10 dB. Usingthe values k 2 = -14 dB (k = 20
cm), (4n) 3 = 33 dB, R 4 = 66 dB (R = 45.72 m), and Lc = 10 dB along with the
estimates of the system parameters, we find a received power of -55 dBm.
When input into a 50 f_ load this results in a voltage level of -36.5 dBV.
Since we want the maximum signal to be 5 V, we convert this value to a
root-mean-square (rms) value and find that a 5.5 dBV signal is required at
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the input of the A/D converter. Therefore, the voltage gain should be 42
dB and the current gain should be adj-ustedsothat the amplifier can drive
a 50-fl load. To accommodate a wide range of input signal levels, we used
a variable-gain amplifier with three different gain settings. This provides
flexibility and allows us to adjust the radar's measurement range under
varying conditions. For L band, we chose voltage gains of 20, 40 and 60 dB.
Similar calculations were performed using the radar parameters at C and X
band. After performing these calcuiafions, we chose gains of 50, 70 and 90
dB for the C- and X-band IF amplifiers.
After specifying the general FM-C.W radar parameters and the necessary
gain levels for the IF amplifiers, we began the design and construction of
the radar system. The radar system is divided into four subsystems. These
-are _the antenna system, -the- RF Section; : the _ IF secti6n-a/i_dthe data
acquisition system. Each of the subsystems were designed, built and tested
individually. Then, the entire system was integrated and tested. Figure 2
shows the interconnection of the radar's subsystems.
....... 2: : =
Figure 2. Radar System Block.Diagram:: :,_ _
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The following sections describe the design and implementation of each of
the radar's four subsystems. First, the antenna system is described. Then,
the RF and IF sections are described followed by a discussion of the design
of the data acquisition system.
2.1 Antenna System
The antenna used for the radar is an offset-fed .parabolic reflector. In this
configuration, the main reflector is fed from the focal point with the feed
antenna pointing toward the center of the dish. The dish used is a cutout
of a paraboloidal reflector. A paraboloidal reflector antenna was selected
because of its capability to provide a high directivity. An offset feed
configuration is advantageous because it eliminates aperture blockage
[Balanis, 1982] and it allows us to measure backscatter at nadir without
physically pointing the antenna straight down. Elimination of aperture
blockage provides a higher antenna gain because scattering from the feed
structure is eliminated. The latter advantage is convenient when
operating from the helicopter because we can cover all incidence angles
starting with nadir without lowering the antenna structure below the
landing gear. The antenna system design consisted of choosing the main
reflector dish, designing and fabricating the feeds and designing and
building the mounting structure.
The main reflector dish for the antenna system is a satellite TV dish that is
commercially available from Andersen Manufacturing Incorporated of
Idaho Falls, Idah0. By using a commercially available diShwe avoided the
high cost of in'house design and fabrication. The dimensions of the dish
that we chose are suitable for operation at C and X band. The dish
diameter is 36" and the f/D ratio is .610. The manufacturer's data sheets
are included in Appendix 1.
After choosing the main reflector dish, we designed three feeds to facilitate
operation of the antenna at L, C and X bands. When designing a feed for a
paraboloidal reflector, it is considered ideal to illuminate the reflector
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uniformly over the solid angle of the aperture. If this is achieved, the
taper efficiency is 100%. In addition, we would like provide a spil!over
efficiency of 100% by eliminating radiation from the feed that will not be
intercepted by the reflector. Unfortunately, a feed that can simultaneously
satisfy both of these requirements is not physicaily realizable. Therefore,
in practical feed design, a tradeoff exists between taper and spillover
efficiency. If taper efficiency is maximized then the feed pattern will
radiate energy beyond the angle subtended by the reflector. Conversely, if
a large amount of the feed radiation is intercepted by the reflector Sen the
amount of radiated energy present at the reflector's edges will have
decreased significantly resulting in a poor taper efficiency. Although these
effects counteract each other, a Point exists where optimal tape r and
spillover efficiency can be achieved. Typically, this occurs When the
radiation from the feed at the reflector's edge is between 8 and 12 dB below
that at the center [Skolnik, 1980]. We have chosen the patterns of our C-
and X-band feeds using this design rule. This results in a first sidelobe
level of 22 to 25 dB.
_e problem that is present when-using an offset-centerfed_parabolic
reflector antenna is the high cross-polarized components that are
generated. Superior cross-polar performance can be achieved by using
conical horn feeds rather than pyramidal horn feeds [Rudge and Adatia,
1978]. For this reason, we decided to use conicaIhorns as the C- and X-
band feeds. We decided to provide a taper of 10 dB at the edges of the
reflector. Therefore, the first step in designing these feeds is to determine
the 10-dB beamwidth required. This is accomplished by using simple
geometry. Figure 3 shows the geometry of the parabolic reflector antenna
along with the corresponding dimensions.
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Figure 3. Geometry of the Offset-Fed Parabolic Dish
To determine the angle subtended by the reflector (0AB), we use the
relation sin(0AB) = D/B. We know that B is 36.75" and D is 36". Using
these values, we find 0AB = 78.7 °. Therefore, we need to design conical
horns that have a 10-dB beamwidth of approximately 78.7 °.
While searching the literature, a conical horn with a 10-dB beamwidth of
about 78.7 ° Was located [Love, 1976].-The radiation pattern of the conical
horn antenna from this paper is included in Appendix !. Rather than go
through the task of designing a new horn, we decided to use the design
presented in the paper. Figure 4 is an illustration of the horn showing the
dimensions specified in the paper.
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Figure 4. Dimensions of Conical Horn Antennas
After determining the dimensions of:_flie conical horns, a section of
waveguide must be designed to allow the desired frequencies to propagate.
The waveguide design is accomplished as follows:
1. ChooSe the desired cutofffrequency for the w/iveg_4ide:
2. Calculate the cu-toff frequency for- tl_e _-x-thi-gher-0rder mode, .....
3. Calculate the attenuation per meter over the desired frequency band_
4. If the attenuation is small enough over the desired band and the next
mode does n_ beg-{n to propagate, then-the design is comple[e. Otl_erwise,
step_s 1 _through 3 should be repeated or some bandwidth may have to be
Sacriffce& =- - = ....... =_
The dominant mode in a circular waveguide is TEll l For this mode, the
cutoff frequency can be determined from the radius (a) of the waveguide
[Collin, 1992] using
c (2.6)
f,,n = 3.41. a
For the C-band waveguide, the cutoff frequency was initially chosen to be
4.75 GHz. This corresponds to a waveguide with a radius a = 1.85 cm. The
cutoff frequency of the next higher order mode (TM0i) was calculated. For
a radius of 1.85 cm, the cutoff frequency for the TM01 mode is 6.2 GHz.
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Since this mode begins to propagate at a frequency very close to our
desired band of 5 to 6 GHz, we decided to choose a new cutoff frequency. A
cutoff frequency of 4.97 GHz (a = 1.77 cm) was chosen this time. The cutoff
frequency for the next higher order mode is then 6.5 GHz. The next step is
to insure that our signal will propagate in the waveguide. To determine
this, we calculated the attenuation in the waveguide as a function of
frequency using the equation given by Collin
o c,11j o:aZok ko:a2 (2.7)
CO= 2/ff
_t = permeability of the waveguide material
c = conductivity of the waveguide material
Zo = impedance of free space (f2) = 120_
a = radius of the waveguide
kc, 11 = p'11/a
p'11 = 3.832
ko = co(_eo) 1/2
eo = permittivity of free space
n=l
We used these values along with the conductivity of aluminum (or =
3.54"107 S/m) [Cheng, 1989] in equation 2.7 to create a plot of attenuation
in dB per meter versus frequency. This graph is included as Figure 5.
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Attenuation vs. Frequency for a
Circular Waveguide (a=1.77 cra, Aluminum)
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Figure 5. Attenuation versus Frequency for the C-band Waveguide
As is evident in the plot, this waveguide will allow a signal centered at 5.5
GHz with a bandwidth of 500 MHz to propagate with very little
attenuation. Similar calculations were performed to determine the radius
of the waveguide for the X-band horn. The radius used is a = 1 cm.
To provide the antennas with the capability to transmit and receive
signals of both linear polarizations, we must excite the fields in the throat
of the antenna using two separate launchers. These launchers should be
orthogonal to one another and they should be positioned in a manner that
provides minimal coupling between them. Therefore, the final step in the
horn design is to find the dimensions of the waveguide necessary to
provide appropriate spacing for the two separate launchers. Additionally,
the distance between the launcher and the beginning of the flare should be
large enough to provide adequate attenuation of the higher order modes
that are introduced by the launchers. The center conductor of a coaxial
cable is used as a launcher to excite the fields within the waveguide. The
length of the center conductor determines the frequency of the wave that
is produced. This length was adjusted until desirable return loss
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characteristics were achieved over the bandwidth of interest. The two
launchers are placed orthogonal to one another so that the antenna can
transmit and receive both vertical and horizontal polarizations. The
distance between the first launcher, the one that excites horizontally
polarized waves, and the back plate of the waveguide is Kg/4 so that the
fields reflected from the back _plate will add constructively with those
produced by the launcher at its point of entry. The guide wavelength (Xg)
can be calculated using the following equation
(2.8)
For the C-band waveguide, the guide wavelength is 12.7 cm. A mode
filter, which is simply a metal rod placed orthogonal to the horizontal
launcher, is inserted at a distance Kg/4 in front of the horizontal launcher.
This mode filter attenuates any vertically polarized fields that are
produced by the horizontal launcher. The rod is also used as a reflecting
plate for the vertical launcher that is placed parallel to the mode filter at a
distance Xg/4. The rod performs the same function for the vertical
launcher that the back plate performs for the horizontal launcher. The
waveguide extends one guide wavelength past the vertical launcher to
allow any higher order modes produced by the launchers to die out.
Figure 6 is a drawing of the waveguide that feeds into the conical horn
with the dimensions labeled in terms of guide wavelength.
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Figure 6. Drawing of Waveguide Design for Conical Horn Antennas
The dimensions were calculated for both the C- and X-band horns.
Detailed calculations and the original drawings of the feeds are included in
Appendix 1. The drawings of the conical horn antennas with the
dimensions were taken to Nelson Machine and Tool of Lawrence, Kansas
for fabrication.
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"Designing the feed for L band was a much harder task than we anticipated.
First, we designed a conical horn that would operate at L band. However,
we immediately realized that this design would not be practical for use on
the helicopter because of its size. For example, the mouth of the horn
would be 68 cm and the distance from the throat to the end of the horn
would be 70 cm. Therefore, we were forced to sacrifice antenna
performance and build the L-band feed using an open-ended rectangular
waveguide. The open-ended waveguide provicfes a higher taper efficiency
but a significantly lower spillover efficiency than the conical horn. Also,
the sidelobe level will be much higher for this type of feed because of the
uniform field distribution that the feed places on the surface of the
reflector.
We initially specified a center frequency of 1.5 GHz with a 20% bandwidth
(300 MHz) for the L-band feed antenna. We used a square waveguide to
"provide identical performance for both linear polarizations. For a square
waveguide with sides of length a, the cutoff wavelength is given by
2a
A,== q,m2 +n 2 (2.9)
Using equation 2.9, we can see that TEl0 is the dominant mode for the
square waveguide. The cutoff wavelength for this mode is %c = 2a [Rizzi,
1988]. We used the same design procedure that was used for the C- and X-
band circular waveguides to determine the dimensions of the L-band
waveguide. We chose a length of a - 12 cm. The cutoff frequency for the
next higher order mode (TM11) is fc -- 1.77 GHz and the guide wavelength
is 36.18 cm. The design calculations and drawings for the L-band feed are
not included because this antenna was not used during the experiments.
The L-band waveguide antenna was fabricated by Nelson Machine and
Tool in February 1994. Although the antenna was bulky, we decided to
stick with our original design to save time and money. However, during
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the flight test in May 1994, we were told that the L-band feed was too large
for use on the helicopter. As a result, we had to redesign the L-band feed.
We decided to use a microstrip patch antenna as the new L-band feed. A
microstrip antenna was chosen because it can be fabricated easily and it is
lightweight. Also, the microstrip antenna provides performance
characteristics similar to those of the open-ended waveguide. Microstrip
antennas consist Of a rectangular patch of conductor with dimensions
dictated by the antenna's operating frequency. The rectangular patch is
attached to the top of a dielectric substrate with a ground plane
underneath as shown in figure 7.
Patch .a_t erma/
Feed Points
Ground Plane
DielectricSubstrate
Figure 7. Geometry of the Rectangular Microstrip Antenna
The antenna is fed by inserting a coaxial probe from beneath the ground
plane and soldering the end of the conductor to the patch antenna. We
used two feed points as shown in figure 7 to provide dual polarization
capability. Also, for identical performance at all polarizations, we used a
square patch (L = W).
To find the dimensions for a rectangular microstrip patch antenna with a
center frequency of 115 GHz and a 20% bandwidth, we used the design
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procedure described in Bahl and Bhartia [Bahl and Bhartia, 1982]. The
primary concern in the design of a microstrip patch is the bandwidth.
Maximum bandwidth is achieved by using a thick substrate with a relative
dielectric constant close to unity. We sampled a substrate (RT/5870) from
Rogers Corporation of Chandler, Arizona with a thickness of 375 mils (1-
mil=l/1000") and a relative dielectric constant of 2.33. Using this substrate,
we can obtain a bandwidth of only 9.3%. Although this bandwidth does
not satisfy the initial specifications, we sacrificed the bandwidth for the
convenience of using a readily available material. The width W of the
patch is calculated for a center frequency of fr = 1.5 GHz and a relative
dielectric constant of _r = 2.33 using
(2.10)
The width was found to be 3051 mils. Then, we calculated the effective
dielectric constant (¢e) using
er+l+ er-1(1+12h_-_
E'= 2 _lt, --W--;
(2.11)
The line extension was also calculated using
.(3) )264
h :" 412I (t;o_. 258)(W//h +. 8) 1
Next, the results from equation 2.11
calculate the length L of the patch using
(2.12)
and equation 2.12 were used to
n
=
(2.13)
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The length of the element was found to be 2346 mils. We wrote a
MathCAD program to perform these ca!culations and it is included in
Appendix 1.
Since we wanted the patch to be square, we used the largest of the two
values as the length and width of the patch antenna. We etched the patch
onto the substrate using the etching facility at the EE Shopl We tested the
antenna using the Hewlett-Packard 8722C Network Analyzer by observing
the return loss within the antenna's bandwidth. After testing the
antenna and trying to tune it by changing the dimensions of the patch, we
were unable to obtain satisfactory performance.
T_herefore, after two failed attemptsat desi_._g and fabricating our own
L-band feed, we decided to use tw O commercially available log-periodic
array antennas. We mounted these antennas orthogonally to provide
transmission and reception of both linear polarizations. The radiation
pattern of the log-periodic antennas is down by 5 dB at the edges of the
reflector. This provides a first sidelobe level of about 18 dB [Silver, 1984].
We used the log-periodic antennas during IFC-3. The log-periodic
antenna specifications are included in Appendix I.
During February 1994 we desi;..gned a mounting structure to provide a rigid
support for the three feeds. When tlae-:original moun-tlng ]bar Was
designedl we were using the open-ended waveguide feed for the L-band
radar. Because of the size and weight of the original L-band feed, we
placed it at the center of the mounting bar. We used the original strut that
was included with the reflector dish for supporting the center of the
mounting bar and two additional struts to be attached to the ends of the
mounting bar were built by Nelson Mac_e & Tool. These two struts are
necessary to provide rotational stability.
We placed the L-band feed on the mounting bar so that the phase center is
lined up with the focal point of the parabolic reflector at a distance of
21.96", which is the focal length of the reflector. We mounted the L-band
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feed rigidly because the phase center of an open-ended waveguide remains
at the center of the antenna's physical aperture regardless of a change in
frequency. We designed a mounting bracket for the conical horns that
allows the position of the horns' phase centers to be moved. This allows
us to focus the conical horns. By focusing the conical horns, we can
optimize the gain of the antenna. Figure 8 is a drawing of the mounting
structure.
dc
11, r!
; a'c
he
Focal Point of Dish
Figure 8. Geometry of the Antenna Mounting Structure
We determined the angle [3 such that the conical horn antennas are aimed
at the focal point of the parabola. We also calculated dc, 4, and dc' such
that no interference exists between the C- and X-band feeds and the L-band
feed. Appendix 1 includes the calculations performed to determine the
dimensions of the mounting structure. After the mounting bar and struts
were built, we mounted the feeds onto the supporting bar and the
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positions Of the conical horns were adjusted to obtain the desired antenna
performance. Upon completion _ of the antenna system, we designed and
built the L-, C-, and X-band RF sections.
2.2 RF Section
The RF section is the main subsystem of the radar. Its primary task is to
transmit and receive the FM microwave signal. In the receiver, the
receive signal is mixed with a portion of the transmit signal to form an IF
~
signal. The IF signal's frequency is proportional to the range to the target.
The C- and X-band RF sections are identical and Figure 9 shows a block
diagram.
Triangle Wave In
sPUr SwiSh Circulator #1
oT= °'W)aY e r ]_o]_t or - _
YIGOscilIator • . _ I Two-Way Mixer#1 / _o1._,,,
l Mixer #2 Isolator #2 [ HAntenna
| r _'_ Channel I1 vv VH
2 HV HH /
/ c ham',e!,_
Figure 9. Block Diagram of RF Section for C and X Bands
We built the C- and X-band RF sections and housed them together in a
Hoffman box. We used discrete components and flexible coaxial cable
suitable for use at the desired frequencies for interconnecting the RF
components. Yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) oscillators are used to generate
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the microwave signals. These oscillators are used because they can
provide good tuning linearity over a wide bandwidth [Ulaby, et al., 1986].
The frequency of the YIG-tuned oscillator is determined by the magnetic
field applied to the resonator according to the relation f = 2.8H where f is
the resonant frequency in MHz and H is the field in gauss [Avantek Data
Book, 1990]. The sensitivity of the oscillator is the change in frequency
caused by a change in tuning current. This parameter is typically specified
in units of MHz per milliamp (mA). For example, the C-band YIG
oscillator that we used has a sensitivity of 15 MHz/mA. Therefore, to
generate a FM waveform with a center frequency of 5.5 GHz and a
bandwidth of 500 MHz, we must supply a triangular current waveform
varying from 350 mA to 383.3 mA. We used an oscillator with a built in
voltage-to-current converter and provided a triangular voltage waveform
varying from 5.42 V to 6.25 V. The manufacturer's specifications for the C-
and X-band YIGs are included in Appendix 2. We used a modulator board
to generate the triangle wave. The modulator board was designed and
built at RSL.
We designed the RF section in a manner that allows us to use a single
antenna for both transmitting and receiving. A radar that operates in this
fashion is known as monostatic. The RF section's design also allows us to
collect data at two polarizations simultaneously while maintaining good
polarization purity. Specifically, we have used a single-pull double-throw
(SPDT) switch to determine the transmit polarization and we used
circulators to isolate the transmit and receive paths. When the SPDT
switch shown in Figure 9 is in position 1 the radar is transmitting a
vertically-polarized signal and receiving both a vertically- and a
horizontally-polarized signal. In other words, we are simultaneously
measuring the VV and VH channels. Similarl3_, if the switch is in
position 2, we are measuring the HI- and HV channels.
The SPDT switches used in the C -_ and X-band RF sections are PIN diode
switches manufactured by Narda Incorporated of Hauppauge, New York.
We used these switches rather than mechanical ones to provide faster
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switching times. Because these switches are built using PIN diodes they
are current controlled. We designed _a .d_ver _at conve_rts_a_ _TTL.cont_l
signal to the proper current levels for biasing the diodes in the switch.
The design of the driver circuit is the subject of section 3.2 of this report.
Appendix 2 contains the data sheet for the SPDT switches used in the
radar. According to the specifications, these switches provide a minim_um
isolation of 55 dB in the OFF state and a maximum attenuation of 2.8 dB
in the ON state. _ _ _ _ _ _....
L _ • .
We placed circulators before the antenna ports to enable the radar to
transmit and receive signals simultaneously. Circulators are three-port
devices that use ferrite technology to allow a wave incident in port 1 to be
coupled into port 2 only and a wave _cident in port 2 to be coupled into
port 3 only, and so on. Signals can travel only in one direction so that a
signal incident in port 2 will be isolated from port 1. Typical circulators
have an insertion loss of less than 1 dB, isolation from 20 to 40 dB, and
input reflection coefficients less than 0.2 [CoUin, 1992]. We used isolators
in the receive paths to prevent reflections at the mixers from being
coupled to the circulators and back to the SPDT switch. Isolators also use
the non-reciprocal transmission characteristics of ferrites to allow signals
to travel in only one direction. Isolators can be constructed by matching
one of the three ports of a circulator and the provide isolations from 20 to
40 dB.
t
We used a homodyne receiver in which a portion of the transmit signal is
used as the local oscillator (LO) input of the mixer. We used mixers built
by MITEQ, Incorporated of Hauppauge, New York that operate from 2 to 18
GHz. These are double-balanced mixers that require a LO power range of 7
to 13 dBm. The maximum specified conversion loss of the mixer is 8.5 dB
for an IF frequency of 100 MHz but the conversion loss increases as the IF
frequency decreases. We chose to use double-balanced mixers because they
provide good isolation between the RF and LO ports, as well as between
the IF and the RF and LO ports [Collin, 1992]. Double-balanced mixers also
suppress the even harmonics of the RF and LO signals and therefore have
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a lower level of intermodulation distortion than that of a single-balanced
mixer. The data sheet for the mixers used is included in Appendix 2. The
IF outputs of the mixers provide the input signal for the IF amplifiers that
are discussed in section 2.3.
Ideally, we can isolate the transmit channels by 50 dB and the receive
channels by 35 dB using the design shown in Figure 9. To understand
how these values are determined, we must examine the paths where
coupling between the channels is possible. For the transmit path, the only
significant coupling that can occur is through the SPDT switch. Since this
.device has a typical isolation of 50 dB (see Appendix 2) at both C and X
bands, we can see that if we wish to transmit a vertically-polarized signal a
horizontally-polarized signal with 50 dB less power will also be
transmitted. Although this seems like an insignificant amount of
coupling, it may be important if the like-polarized scattering coefficient is
much larger than the cross-polarized scattering coefficient. The receive
channel provides less isolation than the transmit path. By examining the
paths, we see that the most likely place for coupling to occur is in the path
from the circulator to the isolator then to the mixer and the power splitter
and, finally, to the LO port of the other channel's mixer. In the worst case,
the RF to LO isolation is 20 dB and the power splitter isolation is 15 dB.
This means that the worst case receive-path coupling is 20 dB + 15 dB = 35
dB.
During IFC-2 and IFC-3, a Hoffman box was used as the housing for the C-
and X-band radars. A drawing of the Hoffman box that was sent to NASA
Wallops is included in Appendix 2. Modifying the RF sections while they
are in the Hoffman box is impractical because the box can only be opened
from the top. As a result of this problem, we were unable to examine or
repair the RF section during the field experiments. Therefore, after IFC-3,
we repackaged the radar in a more convenient box. We designed a rack-
mountable aluminum box with a sliding rack for mounting of the radar
components. Figure 10 shows two views of the 'new RF box.
3O
RF
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Aluminum Support Brackets
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Amphenol
Connector
s_ Rail
Metal Plate
(attached to faceplate)
Three-Dimensional View of the Entire RF Box
Heat Sink with
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C-band YIG
Oscillator X-band YIG
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C-band RF
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X-band RF
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C-band HPFs X-band HPFs
Top View of New RF Box Showing Componmt Layout
Figure 10. Design and Layout of the New RF Box
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We went through several iterations in the design of the L-band radar
because of logistics decisions made by the aircraft engineer at NASA
Wallops. Initially, we had planned to house the L-band RF section in the
same box as the C- and X-band sections. However, two external decisions
forced us to change the original design of the L-band radar. First, during
the test flight in May 1994, we were informed that the RF box could not be
mounted on the outside of the helicopter near the feed antennas. Second,
we were told that we would have to redesign the L-band feed antenna
because the open-ended waveguide antenna was too big to be mounted on
.the helicopter.
Although we could not mount the RF box on the outside of the helicopter,
we were allowed to mount the RF box on the side of the helicopter's rack
to minimize the length of the coaxial cable running from the outputs of
the RF box to the antenna ports. Even with this configuration, we still had
to run about ten feet of RF cable from the RF box to the antennas.
Although this did not cause us to change the design of the C- and X-band
RF sections, we were forced to redesign the L-band radar. We did this
because ten feet of cable between the circulators and the antenna ports will
cause spikes in the IF spectrum that may drown out 10w-level return
signals. These spikes are present as a result of mismatches at the input to
the antenna that are not significantly attenuated by the RF cable.
Therefore, to avoid this problem, we needed to come up with a design for
the L-band radar that would allow us to mount the RF section closer to the
•feed antenna. Additionally, we had to design a new L-band feed antenna
that would attach to the new RF section. The design of the L-band feed
was discussed in section 2.1 .......
Initially, we designed the new L-band radar using surface-mount
components. The block diagram of the radar is the same as that in Figure
9 but the SPDT switch and circulators are replaced by a transmit-receive
(TR) switch and a directional coupler. We also built a driver circuit to
convert a TTL control signal to the gate voltage needed to turn the FETs in
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the TR sw_itchON Or OFF:_ A___di_a_gra_m 0 f the polarization switching for the
L-band microstrip radar is shown in Figure !!, - ...... . : _
V Antenna
J2: - _J _ _ i l
Rx(Copolar) 50! f2
H Antmna
, i i
Control Inputs
V1 V2 V3 V4
0 -V 0 -V
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-V 0 -V 0
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J2 - J3 and J1 - J4
J1-J3andJ2-J4
T,
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V VV VII
H HH I-W
Figure 11. Polarization Switching for the L-band Microstrip Radar
Six separate microstrip boards were designed and built. We fabricated the
boards using PTFE substrates with one ounce of electrodeposited copper on
both sides. We laid out the boards using Tango and printed the photoplots
on a 600 dpi laser printer. Then, we transferred the patterns to the circuit
•boards and cut away the copper on top of the boards in the appropriate
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regions. After the board patterns were completed, we soldered the
components onto the circuit boards and the bare copper was tinned to
prevent oxidation. We then tested the boards individually using the
Hewlett-Packard 8722C Network Analyzer.
Once the boards were working, we designed a compartmentalized box to
house the six boards. The box was milled out of a block of aluminum by
Nelson Machine and Tool. The box is lightweight and it is designed to fit
on the antenna mounting bar in the space previously occupied by the L-
band waveguide feed. The microstrip radar block diagram and the RF box
drawings are included in Appendix 3.
After the entire system was constructed, we connected the boards together
using semi-rigid coaxial cable. We did this by soldering the center
conductor of the coaxial cable to the 50-fl microstrip line on the boards.
These interconnects seriously degraded the VSWR characteristics of the
radar resulting in undesirable system performance. As a result, we did not
have a working L-band radar for IFC-2 in July 1994.
During the time between IFC-2 and IFC-3, we decided to build a new L-
band radar using discrete components. We ordered Small components
manufactured by Mini-Circuits Incorporated of Brooklyn, New York. We
also had the compartmentalized RF box completely hollowed out to
accommodate the new RF section. The same design was used for the
discrete L-band radar as was used for the C- and X-band radars except for
the addition of an RF amplifier in the transmit path. The block diagram
"for the revised L-band radar design is included in Appendix 2. We used
the RF amplifier to compensate for the loss in the RF cable that connects
the L-band YIG in the radar control box to the input of the RF section. We
managed to fit all of the discrete components inside of the small RF box.
After the radar was completed, we ran delay-line tests using both the
spectrum analyzer and the oscilloscope. Two log-periodic antennas were
then fastened to the lid of the RF box and this L-band radar was used
during IFC-3 in August 1994.
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Because the output level of the mixer is small, an IF amplifier is needed to
boost the received signal to a level that is useful for either display or
digitization. We built an IF amplifier that provides three gain settings for
amplifying the output of the RF portion of the receiver. The following
•section discusses the design and implementation of the IF amplifier.
2.3 IF Section
The IF section of the radar consists of a high-pass filter (HPF) and an IF
amplifier followed by a low-pass filter (LPF). The LPF has a cutoff
frequency of 22 kHz and is used to limit the bandwidth of the signal that is
input to the data acquisition system. By limiting the bandwidth of the IF
signal, we can avoid aliasing when the IF signal is sampled. The LPFs and
HPFs are manufactured by TTE Incorporated of Los Angeles, California.
The C- and X-band HPFs have a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz and the L-band
HPFs have a cutoff frequency of 5 kHz. We use these filters to suppress the
low-frequency components in the IF spectrum that are present due to the
reflections at the antenna ports. All of the filters are passive and
specifications are coded on the side of the filter.
The IF amplifier that we designed is a three-stage switchable-gain
amplifier. The gain settings for the IF amplifier are determined as
discussed in the beginning of section 2.0. The circuit diagram for one
channel of the IF amplifier is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. IF Amplifier Circuit Diagram
We used Tango to lay out the PCB and the board was fabricated at Colt
Technology. The board layout and bill of materials are included in
Appendix 4. We made three boards, one for each frequency, and each of
them have two channels like the one shown in Figure 12.
We used three separate stages to provide the gain levels required. The
first stage of the amplifier uses an SSM-2017 audio preamplifier
manufactured by Analog Devices Incorporated of Norwood,
Massachusetts. This is a fixed-gain amplifier that requires only one
resistor to set the gain and provides good noise performance over the
desired frequency range. The data sheet for this amplifier is included in
Appendix 4. We designed the first stage of the C- and X-band amplifiers
with a fixed gain of 30 dB (Rg = 330 f2) and a gain of 0 dB (Rg = _o) for the L-
band amplifier. Ideally, the preamplifier should have a low noise figure
and a large gain. If this is the case, the noise characteristics of the
preamplifier will dominate. We can see this by examining the expression
for the overall noise figure of a three -stage amplifier [Haykin, 1989]
F = F1 + F2-14 F3-1 (2.14)
G1 G1G2
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Equation 2.14 tells us that the noise characteristics of the C- and X-band IF
amplifiers are determined primarily by the first stage. The noise figure for
the L-band amplifier is dominated by the noise figures of the first and
second stage because of the lo w gain of tl)e first stage. _Theref°re' the noise
performance at L band Will not be as good as the noise performance at the
other two frequencies. , __ .... : _,
To provide the amplifier with three gain settings, we used a digitally-
programmable amplifier with gains determined by two digital inputs (A1
and A0). Table 2 shows the digital inputs and the corresponding gain
settings.
A0
1
A1 Gain Gain (dB)
0 0 1 0
0 1 10 20
1 0 100 40
1 1000" 60*
* Only applies to new IF amplifier
Table 2. Gain Settings for the Second Stage of the IF Amplifier
The programmable-gain amplifier is a PGA-103 that is manufactured by
Burr-Brown Corporation of Tucson, Arizona. The manufacturer's data
sheet is included in Appendix 4. We chose this particular amplifier
because it requires no external components for operation. The amplifier is
also small and inexpensive.
We designed the third stage of the IF amplifier using two op amps to
enable it to drive a 50-fl load. We accomplished this by using a high-
current buffer in the feedback loop of an OP-27 op amp to boost the output
current. We used this configuration to provide the amplifier with the
ability to drive loads requiring high current levels while remaining
relatively immune to noise on the power supplies [Sedra and Smith, 1991].
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The OP-27 is manufactured by Analog Devices and the buffer is a BUF-634
available from Burr-Brown. The data sheets for both of these integrated
circuits are included in Appendix 4. Figure 12 shows the design of the
output stage. The OP-27 is used in the inverting configuration with the
BUF-634 in its feedback loop. This stage provides a fixed gain of 10 dB.
The output of the IF amplifier circuit is fed to a single-pole R-C high pass
filter that provides a DC block. This HPF also provides a 50-f_ output
impedance to match the 50-f2 input impedance of the A/D board.
We used a switching power supply to provide the DC voltages throughout
the radar system. The power supply provides DC voltages of + 24 V.
Therefore, to provide the op amps with the proper supply voltages of + 15,
we used voltage regulators to convert the + 24 V levels to + 15 V levels.
We used the LM-7815 and LM-7915 voltage regulators for this purpose.
We decoupled the power inputs to all of the integrated circuits using a .1-
_tF monolithic ceramic capacitor. This prevents parasitic oscillations
within the circuit [Analog Devices, 1992]. A 10-_tF tantalum capacitor is
also used on each power input to suppress low frequency spikes.
The IF amplifier was tested using a signal generator, a variable attenuator,
and an oscilloscope. All of the gain levels were tested by using two voltage
sources to provide the TTL control signals. The amplifier worked well on
the test bench. However, when the IF amplifier is introduced into the
radar system, we are unable to operate in the highest gain setting (90 dB)
because of unwanted oscillations. At present, we have been unable to
solve this problem and we have opted for a simpler design of the
amplifiers. We feel that the problem with the amplifiers can be attributed
to either the PCB layout or the wiring within the old RF box. However,
we have been unable to isolate the cause.
After tests were run and significant progress was not made, we decided to
build new amplifiers with separate channels for each polarization. This
time we made six individual amplifier boards. The new IF amplifiers are
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2.1" square and they consist of threes stages. The first stage is a high-gain
preamplifier that is used for the same reasons as discu_ssed__eariier. The
second stage is a programmable gain amplifier that has four different gain
settings. We used a pGA-202bY Burr-Brow n fo r this stage. This amplifier
is similar to the PGA-103 and the gain settings for the new _ amplifier _re
included along with those for the old amplifier in Table 2. The third stage
is a high-current op amp (BUF-634) that is used to drive a 50-fl load.
We packaged the new amplifiers in a box with separate compartments for
each channel. By placing each of the channels in a different compartment
and by carefully managing the ground, we were able to achieve a much
higher isolation between the channels. The new amplifier boards provide
a 30-dB isolation between all channels in the highest gain setting. In the
second gain setting the isolation between channels is 50 dB.
The first stage of the IF amplifier is constructed using an OP-37 op amp
with an inverting gain of 20 dB. The maximum value of the noise
spectral density for this IC is 3.8 nV/qHz. Assuming that the noise
characteristics of this stage dominate and that we are driving a 50-f_ load,
we can distinguish a signal at a level of -100 dBm from the noise [Franco,
1988]. The circuit diagram for the new IF amplifier circuit is included in
Appendix 4.
After the signal has been amplified, it is digitized using a high-speed A/D
board. The design and implementation of the data acquisition system for
the radar are the subject of the next section.
|
2.4 Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system is used to digitally record the radar data.
Recording the data in digital form is advantageous because it allows us to
process the data after the experiment is completed. Therefore, we can
make use of digital signal processing (DSP) techniques to eliminate
unwanted signals and thereby improve the quality of the data. Each of the
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twelve channels (CVV, CHH, CVH, CHV, XVV, XHH, XVH, XHV, LVV,
LHH, LVH and LHV) of the radar are digitized during the helicopter
overflights. We collect the data using a _dat_ acquisition board that is
manufactured by Datel Incorporated of Mansfield, Massachusetts called the
PC-414-B2. The specification sheet for this board is included in Appendix
5. We chose this board because of its ability to sample four channels
simultaneously at 14 bits per sample (actually uses two bytes when storing)
with sampling rates as high as 5 MHz. Also, the board has a built in first-
in first-out memory (FIFO) for easy transfer of the data from the A/D
board to the personal computer's memory.
We used the simultaneous four-channel sampling mode along with a
switching scheme to collect data from all 12 channels during the flights.
Channels 0 and 1 of the A/D board are dedicated to C-band V receive and
C- band H receive respectively. Channel 2 switches between L-band V
receive and X-band V receive and channel 3 switches between L-band H
receive and X-band H receive. The switching between L and X band is
performed once every four periods of the modulation waveform (a 50-Hz
triangle wave). During the upsweeps of the modulation waveform, we
keep the SPDT switch in position I (see Figure 9). This means that we
collect CVV, CVH, LVV or _ and LVH or XVH during the upsweeps.
During the downsweeps, the computer switches the SPDT switch to
position 2 and we collect CHV, CHH, LHV or XHV and LHH or XHH.
Using this switching scheme, we obtain several independent samples of
the backscatter for each frequency and polarization combination during
each flight. Figure 13 illustrates the switching scheme and shows how all
12 channels are sampled multiple times during every flight line.
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Figure 13. Data Acquisition Scheme for Digitizing 12_Channels
We chose a sampling rate of 160 kHz. This is four times the sampling rate
required for a single channel. The sampling rate for an individual
channel is determined based on the maximum unambiguous range
desired as described in Section 2.0.
Eachfiight ihne is covered in a period of 40 seconds. Therefore, s_'mce 160
ksamples are taken each second and the sample length is two bytes, we
collect approximately 12 Mbytes of data during each flight line.
Additionally, each flight line must be flown six times for collection of
backscatter_ciata -at va_ing incidence angles. This results in a minimum
data volume of 72 Mbytes for each flight line_
The PC-414-B2 data acquisition board is designed to fit into a standard PC
slot. The board is controlled using a program written in C. Basically, the
program tells the board the sampling frequency, the mode of operation
and the format of the data. The program also controls the acquisition of
the data and the flow of the data to the PC. While the data are being
sampled they are directed to the data acquisition board's FIFO and then to
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the PC's memory. At the end of the flight line, the data are transferred
from the memory to a 150-Mbyte Bernoulli disk.
We controlled the switching of the transmit polarization and the
switching between L- and X-band data acquisition using waveforms
generated by a digital input-output (I/O) board. The I/O board that we
used is the CIO-DIO24 manufactured by Digital Boards, Incorporated of
Mansfield. Massachusetts. The polarization switching is controlled using
a 50-Hz TTL-level square wave. This square wave controls the position of
the SPDT switch in the RF section. A 12.5-Hz TTL-level square wave is
used to switch between the L- and X-band channels. This square wave
controls the position of a switch on the L/X-band LPF board in the control
box.
The details of the programs written for the data acquisition system are not
included here because they are beyond the scope of this report. All of the
programs were written by Simone Pinheiro during the spring and
summer of 1994. They are the subject of an RSL Technical Report that is
currently being written [Pinheiro, 1994].
2.5 Systems Integration
After all of the systems discussed in sections 2.1 - 2.4 were tested
individually, we integrated the entire radar system. The radar system was
powered up for the first time in the summer of 1994. However, several of
the subsystems discussed were not functioning as well as they are at
present. After several modifications, we packaged the radar system into
three rack-mountable boxes. The first of these boxes is the rack-mountable
PC that we obtained from Appro Incorporated of San Jose, California. The
Bernoulli drive was attached to the top of the computer box for mounting
in the helicopter. The second box is the RF box that has already been
discussed in Section 2.2. The Hoffman box was mounted in the helicopter
during IFC-2 and IFC-3 but a new RF box (see Figure 10) is currently being
used. The third box is the control box. We used an old control box with a
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linear power supply during IFC-2 but a new control box was built using a
Vicor switching power supply for IFC-3. We designed the control box so
that we could easily monitor the radar's output during the helicopter
flights. A drawing Of the front and back pa43eJ of the radar control box is
shown in Figure 15a. Figure 15b shows the layout of the radar
components within the control box. .........
ON
Front Panel
Back Panel
Figure 14a. Front and Back Panel of the Radar Control Box
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Figure 14b. Layout of the Components within the Radar Control Box
We mounted all of the boxes along with an HP digital oscilloscope inside
the helicopter during both of the IFCs. Appendix 6 includes several
photographs of the radar system.
As mentioned earlier, we operated the radar from the helicopter during
IFC-2 in July 1994 and later during IFC-3 in September 1994. The following
section describes the problems that we encountered during IFC-3 and
provides detailed explanations of how we were able to overcome some of
these problems.
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Chapter 3 - Problems with the Radar System During IFC-3
Although we experienced problems during IFC-2, they were not
as interesting from an electrical engineering standpoint as the ones that
we faced during IFC-3. Therefore, this section describes the actions we
took to overcome the problems encountered dhring IFC-3. First, we will
examine the problems caused by the long RF cables for the C- and X-band
sections. We were forced to use long cables because the Hoffman box that
houses the C- and X-band RF sections could not be mounted outside of the
helicopter. We made changes to our original system design to counteract
the effects of the long cable. Despite our efforts, the long cables still
degraded the performance of the radar. After we have examined the
problems with using long RF cables, we will discuss the mistakes made in
the design of the switch driver board used to control the SPDT switches in
the C- and X-band RF sections. Although the design of this circuit seemed
to be simple, we made an error by overlooking a subtlety in the design
when implementing the circuit. We did not detect this error until IFC-3
and we had to design and build a new circuit in the field. Then, we will
discuss other problems that we faced during the field experiment. At
present, we can not explain the causes of some of these problems.
However, we will describe the tests that we have performed and discuss
possible causes of the problems.
3.1 The Problems Caused by Long RF Cables
Using long RF cables causes problems because of the interference signals
generated by multiple reflections and the loss of system sensitivity due to
the lower transmit power at the antenna ports.
The worst-case scenario for multiple reflections occurs when we have long
cables with very little loss and a poor match at the antenna port. For our
case, this occurs at C band. We used ten feet of RF cable with loss of .4
dB/ft. The transmit power measured at the output of the circulator is 9
dBm. The C-band antenna has a 10-dB return loss at the edge of the
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passband. Using these values and assuming a perfect match at the
circulator port, we can calculate the power returned by the first reflection
as 9 dBm - 10 dB (due to mismatch at antenna port) - 8 dB (due to cable
loss) = -9 dBm. The mismatch at the inputs to the antennas and the long
RF cables cause a spike in the IF spectrum with a magnitude that is 18 dB
less than that present when the circulator port is shorted. The frequency at
which this spike occurs can be calculated using equation 2.2 and is
approximately 2 kHz. Additional spikes will be present at multiples 2 kHz
and the magnitude of each of these spikes will be 18 dB lower than that of
the previous spike.
Using this estimate, we chose to precede the IF amplifier with a HPF with
a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz. This filter is used to attenuate the multiple
reflections caused by the long cable and the antenna port mismatch.
However, the I-IPF also attenuates the antenna feedthrough signal that we
had planned to use in place of a delay line as our internal calibration
signal. The RF sections were constructed before we learned that the RF
box could not be mounted outside of the helicopter and we decided to use
the attenuated version of the antenna feedthrough as our calibration
signal.
Another more fundamental problem caused by the use of the long cables
is the loss of transmit power at the antenna port. At X band, the radar's
transmit power is lowered by 10 dB due to the loss in the cable. Lowering
the transmit power of the radar will cause the system to be unable to detect
small objects or large objects at longer ranges. Therefore, by introducing
the long RF cables into the radar system, we have lost dynamic range. The
only ways to remedy this situation are to either use a source with more
output power or to somehow move the RF section closer to the feed
antennas. Neither of these options were feasible and we had to sacrifice
system performance.
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3.2 The Switch-Driver Circuit
PIN-diode switches are used in the RF section rather than mechanical
ones to provide faster switching times. We used switches that were
readily available in the lab. However, these switches did not have a built-
in driver circuit to convert the TTL control signal to the current levels
necessary to properly bias the diodes. The switch-driver circuit controls
these PIN-diode switches in the C- and X-band RF sections of the radar.
We want to control the transmit polarization of the radar using TTL
signals but the PIN-diode switches require two 30-mA currents of opposite
polarity to control their position. Therefore, we needed to design a circuit
to convert the TTL input signal into two 30-mA currents of opposite
polarity.
We first designed the switch driver using a voltage-to-current converter
commonly found in the literature [Sedra and Smith, 1991]. This circuit
was used in conjunction with a comparator to produce the correct output
current given the TTL input. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 15.
Depending on the input voltage, the comparators hit either the positive or
negative supply rail. Then, the rail voltage V is converted to a current
(Iout- V/R) by the voltage-to-current converter. Therefore, by using two
comparators and two voltage-to-current converters, we can produce the
currents needed to control the switch. The original circuit was designed,
built and tested by Steven LeBueof during the summer of 1994.
We used this circuit throughout IFC-2. After we returned from the field,
we redesigned the switch driver board and fabricated it using the etching
facility. We then tested the circuit in the lab and it was working properly.
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Figure 15. Original Switch Driver Circuit
When the radar was operating for longer periods of time during IFC-3, we
observed that the comparator chips were abnormally hot. We then tested
the circuit and found that it was not working. After taking a closer look at
the circuit, we realized that the original design requires the comparator
stage rather than the voltage-to-current stage to supply the current to the
load.
Once we found the problem with the circuit, we came up with a new
design for the switch driver. The new switch-driver circuit is not as
complex as the original. A circuit diagram of the new switch driver is
shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. New Switch-Driver Circuit
We used this design because the parts needed to build the circuit were
readily available. The voltages at the input are provided using 1-amp
regulators (LM-7805 and LM-7905) and the switches are implemented
using a DG-189 made by Siliconix Incorporated. The data sheet for the
switch is included in Appendix 6.
The operation of this circuit is simple. The load current iL is determined
by the input voltage Vin and the series combination of the resistor R and
the load resistance RL as
iL-- Vi. (3.1)
R+RL
Therefore, by choosing the proper value of R, we can adjust the amount of
current supplied to the load. While designing this circuit, we made
certain that the components possessed the ability to supply the current
required by the load. The new switch-driver circuit was built in the field
using a prototype board. This circuit was used successfully throughout
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IFC-3. When we returned, we made a PCB version of the new switch-
driver circuit.
3.3 Other Problems Encountered During the IFCs
In addition to the problems discussed above, we also solved a series of
smaller problems during the field campaigns. _
A new control box was constructed during the period between the second
and third IFCs. One of the main reasons for building a new control box
was to decrease the weight of the system by using a switching power
supply rather than a bulky series supply. Although the switching power
supply is very lightweight it has the disadvantage of being very noisy.
Therefore, we used ripple attenuation modules inside the control box to
filter the power supply noise. Initially, we did not obtain the performance
that was specified by the manufacturer after installing the modules. After
running several tests during IFC-3, we noticed that a mistake had been
made in the wiring of the modules. We corrected the wiring error and
this resulted in a drop in the noise floor of 20 dB.
The most mysterious problem that we encountered in the field was the
appearance of a noise spike at 12 kHz when the system was mounted in
the helicopter. The 12-kHz spike was not present during system testing
and when we first saw the spike it was confused with the radar return.
We realized that the spike was system induced after we started sweeping
incidence angles and the spike did not move. Initially, we thought that
the spike was being generated by the electronics on board the helicopter.
However, when we landed, we tested the system using power from a
nearby generator and the spike was still present. We then took the radar
back to the lab to see if we could find out where the noise was coming
from.
Once we figured out that the noise was not created by the helicopter, we
began to suspect a grounding problem. After we returned to the lab with
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the radar, we stacked the system as it was mounted in the helicopter and
used grounding straps to interconnect the boxes. We were then able to see
the 12-kHz spike in the lab. After testing the system, we discovered that an
improper value resistor had been used on the input to the A/D board. We
replaced the resistors and the 12-kHz spike disappeared leading us to
believe that the problem was solved. However, when we remounted the
radar in the helicopter for the next flight, the 12-kHz spike appeared once
again.
To avoid interference with the 12 kHz spik6, we took data at ranges
corresponding to larger frequency values by flying at higher altitudes.
Although this helped us to avoid interference between the radar return
and the noise spike, the system sensitivity was lowered because of the
larger area illuminated by the antennas and the increased spreading loss
when flying at higher altitudes.
During the field experiment we could not find the source of this problem.
We felt that the problem was either due to the wiring in the RF box or to
the layout of the IF amplifier boards. Therefore, after we returned from
the field, we repackaged the entire RF section and redesigned the IF
section. We carefully wired the RF box making sure that we did not create
any ground loops.
The following section describes the performance of the radar system at
present. Also, results of test measurements are presented.
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Chapter 4 - System Performance and Results
In this section we will discuss the performance of the radar system in its
current state. First, the method used to calculate the antenna's beamwidth
and gain at all three frequencies is discussed. This is followed by delay line
measurement results with a table showing the isolation between channels.
Delay line results are followed by lens measurements taken behind
Nichols Hall. Using these results, we discuss the system's measurement
capabilities and possible improvements that can be made. Several tree
measurements are also presented. At the end of the section, we have
included some of the initial results from the L-band radar data collected
during IFC-3 over the YJP site.
4.1 Antenna Performance
Since we have not measured the antenna patterns to date, we estimated
the antennas performance using basic equations [Ulaby, et al., 1986]. The
L-, C- and X-band half-power beamwidths were calculated using
;t
fll/2 = a_ (4.1)
where _. is the wavelength, d is the diameter of the aperture and a is a
factor based on the taper. We also calculated the gain of the antennas at
each of the bands by first calculating the directivity using
Do =.78 _-ff (4.2)
/" 1/2
Then, the gain is calculated using
Go = _D0 (4.3)
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where 11 is the radiation efficiency of the antenna. The results of these
calculations are pre_sented in Table 3.
Freq.
(GHz)
a
(cm)
d
(m)
11 Do Go
(dB) (dB)
_1/2
(')
10 1.5 3.00 .9 .25 3.0 36 30
5.5 1.5 5.45 .9 .25 5.2 31 25
1.5 1.2 20.0 .9 .20 15 21 14
Table 3. L-, C- and X-Band Antenna Gain and Beamwidth
We measured the isolation between the V and H channels of the C- and X-
band conical horns using the HP Network Analyzer. The isolation for
each of the antennas is 20 to 25 dB.
v _l,J q.
The output power levels were measured for each of the transmit channels
of the radar using a power meter. The results of these measurements are
shown in Table 4.
Frequency Band
| i , ,
V-Channel Power Out H-Channel Power Out
(dBm) (dBm)
L 13.5 12.1
C 5.8 6.3
I0.2 9.7
NOTE : The output power of the C- and X-band section is measured at the
RF box rather than at the antenna ports so the loss in the RF cable must be
taken into account before using these numbers in the radar equation.
Table 4. Output Power for the Transmit Channels
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4.3 Delay Line Measurements
After the system was reconstructed, we ran a series of delay line tests to
determine the amount of interference between the channels for the C- and
X-band sections. Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20 show the delay line results for
the all of the C- and X-band channels at gain setting 2 (40 dB) and gain
setting 3 (60 dB). Gain setting I (20 dB) results are not included because no
coupling between channels can be seen at this gain setting.
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Figure 17. Delay Line Results for C-Band (V) at Gains Settings 2 and 3
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Figure 18. Delay Line Results for C-Band (H) at Gains Settings 2 and 3
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Figure 20. Delay Line Results for X-Band (H) at Gains Settings 2 and 3
Table 4 lists the isolation between channels obtained from the
measurements displayed above for gain setting 3, which is the worst case.
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Frequency
Band
Delay Line
Position
Transmit
Switch Pos.
C V V
C V H
C H H
C H V
X
X
X
V
V
H
HX
V
H
H
V
Channel
Measured
Isolation
from VV
(dB)
H 26
V 53
V N/A
H N/A
H
V
V
29
33
N/A
Isolation
from HH
(dB)
N/A
, i
N/A
27
65
N/A
N/A
29
H N/A 39
Table 5. Isolation Between Channels for C and X bands
We also tested the functionality of all of the switches on the control box.
Figure 21 shows the results of a test of the X/L switch. During this test the
L-band radar was not connected and the delay line was connected to the X-
band V channel.
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Figure 21. Functionality of the X-band/L-band Switch
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Although the isolation provided by the amplifier is at worst 26 dB, this is
not the limit of the system. The antennas provide only 25 dB isolation
and this determines the isolation between the channels for the entire
system. After the delay line tests were completed and we were satisfied
with the system's performance, we connected the antenna and took the
radar outside to perform lens measurements.
4.4 Lens Measurements
Lens measurements were collected in the field behind Nichols Hall using
all three frequency bands and both VV and HH polarizations. We
collected data at two different ranges for each of the bands' VV and HH
channels. The ranges were chosen to represent typical ranges to targets
present when taking data from the helicopter. The X-band returns exhibit
a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than the returns at L and C bands.
Figure 22 shows the X-band VV return from the lens at ranges of 100 feet
and 157 feet. Figure 23 shows the X-band HH return from the lens at
ranges of 100 feet and 160 feet.
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Figure 22. X-Band VV Lens Return at 100 and 157 feet
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Figure 23. X-Band I-IH Lens Return at 100 and 160 feet
At R = 100 ft (30.5 m), the SNR is about 40 dB for both the W and HH
polarizations. Using this value for the SNR, we can determine the
minimum detectable oo for the X-band radar at this range. The radar cross
section of the lens is known to be 13 dB and we can calculate the area
illuminated at nadir using
z _2 R2 (4.4)
Using the value for the half-power beamwidth for X band given in Table 3,
we find that the area illuminated is 3 dB. Therefore the equivalent o o that
we are measuring is the radar cross section of the lens divided by the area
illuminated or 10 dB. This means that we can measure scattering
coefficients as low as -25 dB with a SNR of 5 dB at a range of 100 feet with
the X-band radar. Before we decide that the radar actually has the ability to
detect a o o this low, we must calculate the power returned when o o = -25
dB and make sure that the IF amplifier can handle a signal this small.
Using the radar equation and the values Pt = 5 dBm, G2 = 60 dB, _,2 = 30 dB,
o o = -25 dB, Aill = 3 dB, (4g) 3 = 33 dB, and R4 = 60 dB, we find that the
power returned is -80 dBm. Therefore, since the IF amplifier can
accommodate signals as low as - 100 dBm (see Section 2.3), we can detect
this signal.
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By performing the same calculations for the return at 160 feet, we find that
the X-band radar can measure scattering coefficients as low as -18.5 dB at
this range. Since typical X-band scattering coefficients for vegetation are
above this threshold, the radar provides sufficient dynamic range at X
band for use in the forest.
Figures 24 and 25 show the C-band VV and HH lens returns at ranges of
100 feet and 160 feet.
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Figure 25. C-band HH Lens Return at 100 and 160 feet
The signal is 10wet-at C Band ihanX l_and-because of the i6_e-r-_tle_a
gain and the smaller cross section of the lens at this frequency. Also, the
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difference in the returns from the VV and HH channels can be attributed
to differences in focusing of the antenna. Table 6 lists the results of
calculations made to determine the minimum measurable scattering
coefficient. We performed these calculations using the method described
for the X-band radar.
Figures 26 and 27 show the lens return at L-band for the VV and HH
channels at ranges of about 100 feet and 160 feet:
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Figure 27. L-Band HH Lens Return at 108 and 165 feet
The L-band returns do not exhibit peaks at a single frequency because the
ground is present in the area illuminated by the antenna. Also, the noise
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ofloor is higher at lower IF frequencies because of the larger internal
reflections in the L-band section. Table 6 shows results of calculations of
the minimum measurable scattering coefficient at L band.
Frequency Band Range (ft) SNR (dB)
i iiii
aOmin (dB) with
SNR = 5 dB
ii
L 108 35 -36
L 165 2O -21
f ,
C 100 30 -27
C 160 20 -21
X 100 40 -25
X 160 30 -18.5
NOTE: Results are shown only for HH channel with but VV channel
results are similar.
Table 6. Minimum Measurable Scattering Coefficients
The results from Table 6 indicate that the system gain is sufficient to
measure the backscattering coefficient of vegetation at 150 feet. However,
the helicopter often flies at an altitude of more than 150 feet. Also, larger
incidence angles will increase the range to the target. Furthermore, the
forest canopy will cause more attenuation than air. Therefore, we would
still like to add an 80-dB gain setting to the system. This gain setting would
be very useful for the C- and X-band portions of the radar.
Following the lens measurements, we performed measurements with the
radar pointing at evergreen trees behind Nichols Hall.
4.5 Tree Measurements
We collected backscattering data from several evergreen trees behind
Nichols Hall. We took these measurements to test the radar's ability to
see trees with foliage present at ranges comparable to those that will be
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encountered during field experiments. When taking the measurements
we manually adjusted the antenna position to point at the trees. We
made sure that the antenna was pointing in the right direction by placing
the lens in front of one of the trees and validating that the tree was being
seen by the radar. Linear plots of the X-band VV and HH returns are
shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Linear Plots of X-Band VV and HH Tree Returns
The X-band antenna was a_med at three trees at ranges of about 130, 150
and 160 feet. The VV return from the second tree is not large but the third
tree can be seen fairly well. The HH channel shows a large return from
the second tree which shadows the return from the third tree.
Linear plots of the C-band VV and HI-I returns are shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Linear Plots of C-Band VV and HH Tree Returns
The C-band antenna was looking at only two trees. The VV return in
Figure 29 has some reflections from the ground in the lower frequency
range and only one of the trees is present in the return. This is a result of
the antenna's position. With the H-H channel, we have no reflection from
the ground and a second tree can be seen behind the first.
The L-band returns from the trees are broader than those at C and X band
because of the larger antenna beam. The large beam also allows many
reflections from the ground to be seen by the radar. Unfortunately, these
ground reflections were dominant in the data that we collected. Figure 30
shows the L-band returns from the trees from both the VV and HH
channels.
Although the ground return can be seen in these plots, it does not appear
at the same range as the return from the trees. Therefore, by using filters,
we can easily separate the return from the ground and the trees.
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Figure 30. Linear Plots of L-Band VV and HH Tree Returns
4.6 IFC-3 Measurements
We collected data at all three frequencies during IFC-3. However, we have
only processed the L-band spectra from the YJP site. Figure 31 shows
normalized power return vs. range at incidence angles of 5* and 20*.
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Figure 31. L-Band Normalized Power Return vs. Range at 5 ° and 20 o
The data show a single spike at 5 ° incidence that is most likely the ground
return preceded by smaller returns from the canopy. At 20" incidence, we
see a spreading of the spectrum and the ground return no longer
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dominates. Further processing is necessary before a more complete
analysis of the IFC-3 data will be available.
Although the radar is currently working well, we have planned to make
several additions to improve the system's ability to obtain a high quality
data set. These additions along with conclusions are the subject of the next
two sections.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions
Over the past year, we developed a three-frequency radar for use in
backscattering studies over the boreal forest region in northern Canada.
The radar is operated on board a UH-1 helicopter provided by NASA.
During the summer of 1994, we participated in two IFCs as a part of the
BOREAS project.
IFC-2 took place in July of 1994. The L-band portion of the radar was not
operational during this experiment because of changes made in the design
of the feed antenna. Therefore, we operated the radar at C and X band.
We collected backscatter data in the SSA at the OJP, YJ'P, OA, and OBS sites.
Although some of the data from this IFC are good, we experienced several
system problems. As a result, we made improvements to the radar system
in the time between IFC-2 and IFC-3.
The primary change that we made was to replace the IF amplifiers used in
IFC-2 with higher gain amplifiers capable of driving a 50-fl load. We also
built a new control box that includes a switching power supply rather than
the heavier series power supply that was used during IFC-2. We also built
PCBs for the switch driver and the filters used in the system.
During IFC-3, we once again took measurements in the SSA. The L-band
portion of the radar was operational at this time. We repeated the flight
lines from IFC-2 paying special attention to the YJP site. The data taken
during IFC-3 are good with the exception of those data sets taken when the
amplifier was set to the highest gain.
Although the system was improved greatly for IFC-3, we still experienced
some problems because of the long RF cables used to connect the RF box
to the feed antennas. Also, the noise spike present at 12 kHz and the
inability to operate the radar at the highest gain setting decreased the
sensitivity of the radar during IFC-3. At present, we have rewired the RF
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section of the radar and made further improvements to the IF amplifiers.
As a result, the radar is performing better than ever before.
We plan to take the new radar system to the field in the summer of 1995.
We will once again perform measurements at the SSA over the
previously mentioned sites. The improvements that we have made to the
radar over the past year will allow us to collect a superior data set for use
in studying the canopy's interaction with microwave radiation. By using
the data collected with this radar, we plan to develop scattering models
that will allow us to estimate important geophysical parameters. These
parameters include soil moisture and biomass.
Although the radar is fully functional at this point in time, we plan to
make several additions to the system that will improve its functionality
during the 1995 experiments. ........
r
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Chapter 6 - Future Work
We collected data using the helicopter-borne radar during IFC-2 and IFC-3.
The IFC-2 data are very difficult to interpret because of the numerous
system problems that were present. Also, during IFC-2, the L-band RF
section was not operational. After IFC-2, we repaired the radar and
improved the data acquisition system. We also built a new L-band radar
during this time. Therefore, the IFC-3 data set is easier to interpret and
more complete. Although we did experience some problems during IFC-3,
we feel that the data collected will be useful.
After IFC-3, we made further improvements to the radar system. As a
result, the radar is now working better than it was during either of the
IFCs. It is for this reason that we are attempting to organize another set of
flights during the summer of 1995. Since the radar system is performing
well and time still remains for system testing, we believe that a better data
set can be collected. If our proposal is accepted, we will repeat the
measurements made during IFC-3 using the radar in its improved state.
6.1 Improvements to the Radar System
Although the radar is fully functional at this point in time, we still would
like to add several features to the system. These features will improve the
radar's ability to provide accurate backscattering coefficient measurements.
The following is a list of the improvements that we would like to make to
the radar system. The list is not in the order of priority.
.
,
,
4.
Use of a differential-mode GPS to determine the position of the
helicopter
Add another inclinometer to the mount outside of the helicopter to
provide information about the azimuth angle or build a more
advanced antenna mount for this purpose
Add a delay line to the system for more accurate internal calibration
Temperature stabilize the RF box using a Minsco heater
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°
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Add gain setting switches so that each bard can be controlled
separately
Improve the data acquisition program
a) Add the capability to sample at any frequency
b) Real-time display of time domain data for all bands
c) Faster transfer of data to storage medium
d) Ability to process data in the field
Mount a video camera on the antenna structure and synchronize
the clock with the GPS
Cut the antenna pattern for all three frequencies
Add two more BNC connectors to the front of the control box for
monitoring X-band signals
Calibrate the digital panel meters (DPM) properly so that angle
calibration does not have to be performed before flights
Purchase sturdy low-loss RF cables for the connecting RF box to the
antennas
Calibrate the radar system using comer reflectors to allow for
application of vector correction techniques to the data set
Put new IF amplifiers in the L-band section
Figure out why the highest gain sett_g of the IF amplifier will not
work and repair the problem
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Appendix 1
Antenna System Information
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TRUE FOCUS OFFSET REFLECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
DISH DIAMETER DIMENSION "A t' DIMENSION "B"
(.75 M)30.0 IN 18.3 IN 30.5 IN
_-_M': 36.0 IN. 21.96 IN. 36.75_
(1.0 M) 42.0 IN. 25.62 IN. 42.31 IN.
(1.2 M) 48.0 IN. 29.28 IN. 48.87 IN.
PARENT DISH F/D .305
OFFSET REFLECTOR F/D .610
A1-2
-v w" '_
REPORT 9 116-'/10
5UMHARY OF TEST DATA
ANDERSEN MANUFACTURING
36" |.gH) KU-BAND OFFSET ANTENNA
FREQUENCY: 11.7 11.95 12.2 GHz
PEAK GAIN:
EFFICIENCY, NET (s):
39.1 39.65 39.75 dBl
65 7O 69
BEAHWIDTH5 (3dB):
AZIMUTH
ELEVATION
1.9 1.9 1.8 l )
1.9 1.9 1,8 ( )
CROSSPOLARIZATION:
MAXIMUM'WITH
1 dB CO-POLAR
BEAHWIDTH
SIDELOBE5:
HAXIMUH IN
24.2 21.3 22.1 dB
24.0 24.5 2;.6 : dB
AZ. OR EL, ,_
('J NET EFFICIENCY I5 BASED ON ACTUAL REFLECTOR DIAMETER USING THE GAIN,
HEASURED AT THE WR-75 FEEDHORN WAVEGUIDE FLANGE.
NOISE TEMPERATURE AND G/T:
ELEVATION ANTENNA NOISE G/T
ANGLE ( ) TEMPERATURE dB/K
30 28K
40 26
50 24
G/T ASSUMES A LNA WITH A 1.4 dB NOISE FIGURE,
SKY CONDITIONS.
18.3
18.3
18,4
AHBIENT OF 290K AND CLEAR
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IEEE TRANSACYIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGA'nON, SEPTEMBER I_
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0.7
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0.6
0.55
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0.35
0.3
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Attenuationfor a CircularWaveguide (a = lcm)
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The next step is to calculate the bandwldth that we can get.
• ¢
Eo := 8.854' 10-12 Po :=4"X" 10-7 X° "=_r
k ° :=2.a-ft. Eo_.p_ k o - 31.437
" / I_oW-_(e)\_ _
0
ioa_um := .0005
I i - 1.798511
Q "-e_e
r "" _ Q r = 7.585
L Q2
R c := "0°°27"1_o(W_--'_'_c r R ¢- 0.0t4_25
30. loss_tan . Z o -- 2
Rd'P" _ '°h'L.-----------------___"_ r R d = 0-t52794
120.n 2
R r :- R r = 366.146
It 2
R r
i_-_Fime := --
2
Q r"( Rr_.mtme + R d )
Q T := Rr_.m'ime Q T " 7.591
s ;=2
BW:-- s--! BW - 0.003
This shows that we can only gel a 3% bandwidth with the thickest substrate that we can
get from Rogers (meaning a standard thickness). To obtain the desired bandw_Ith we
would need to use a substrata with a 410 rrdl thickness. As of June 19, 1994, three
substrates have been obtained (125,125,93) and they will be stacked to obtain better
bandwidth than the 125 roll slab alone (about 8.7% can be obtained ideally).
A1-15 OI Poo  up,
Fl V
¢ r "=2.33
w_,_:=.---L--_-...---L--I
(2"fr) _r_
W cak. O.077
This width is gPven In meters and needs to be converted to mils
con_fi_'tor .'= 39370.0787402 "Convemlon factor (meters to mils)
W_mil ;: W calc.con_fuc'tor
W_mi] = 3.051' 103
fr :--1500"l06 c := 3"I0g
"Equation 2.ee In Bahl and Btumle (page 57)
h_mi] :--375
h_mi!
h:-
c__f_-lor
h = 0.009525
The effective dielectric constant is calculated using equation 2.31 (page 4_)
' 'lie[2
W__dc/ J
E • _' 2.088
Now, calculate the line extension using equation 2.32 (page 46)
.4,2.h.( _ ¢+ .3). (-_ + .264)
&l'- AI - 0.004814
(z e- .258 ). (--_ + .8)
Using the effective dielectric constant ar_l the line extension, we can calculate
the length of the resonant element using equation 2.67 (page 57)
L "-
c
2"fr'_¢
2"41 L - 0.059581
Next...convert the length of the element to mils
L_mil := L.con_facto¢ L_mil - 2.346"I03
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 rly Polartzed Log-Periodic Anten s
i II IIII
• 20 MHz TO 18 GHz FREQUB,_Y COVERAGE
• BROADBAND
• NEAR CONSTANT GAIN AND BEAMV_DTH
Array d WJ-4_ Anlennas WJ-48015
WJ-48050and WJ-48100Series.These standardlog-
periodicantennascoverthefrequencyrangefrom
20 MHz up to 1100MHz.Allmodelsare linearly
I:x_arizedand mat_ to50 ohms.Theseantennasare
designedfor receivingapplications,andare capableof
handlingmoderatetransmitterpower.
Alltheantennas_ thisseriesareconstructedwith
stainless-steelspars and stainless-steelradiators,the
longerofwhicharettveadedforeasy assemblyand
disassemb_.Such constructionmakesthemequally
practicalforportableusesaswellas fixedinstallations.
Log-padodlcdesignresultsinelectricalwoperties that
areneadyi_t offrequency.TheWJ-48075
deffx)nstratesthe lowVSWRof these Iog-periodics;its
VSWRneverexceeds2:1as measured from225 to
1100 MHz. Uniformityof thepatlem characteristicsof
the WJ48050 Seriesantennasisillustratedby the
radiationpatterns fortheWJ.48055whichare takenat
30, 100,500, and 1000 MHz.Gab forall antennasinthis
.seriesalso.rernaJt_neara conslantvalueol 8 dB.
WJ-48000 SedeL TheWJ-48000 Seriesconsistsof
fourlinearlypolarizedantennas:the WJ-48005forthe
frequencyrangefrom 1 to 12.4 GHz,theWJ-48010 from
0.5 to 12.4 Gl-lz,theWJ-48015 from 1 to 18 GHz and
theWJ-48020 from0.5to 18GHz. "Theseantennasare
specP_cally designedto illuminateparabolic reflectors.
They are fabricated byhigh-precisiontechniquesand
arecompletelyenclosedby foam-fi_=<louterfd:)ergiass
housings.
The radiating structureof theWJ-48(X)0Seriesof
antennashas been painstakinglyadjustedto obtain
outstandingelectricalperfocmance.Radiationpatterns
remainnearly constantfrom 1 to 18 GHz,yieldingan
averageilluminatbntaper of 10 dB forreflectorswith
F/D ratiosof approximately0.4.
PHYSICALIPECIF1CATtONI
•A" '1" "C" "O" -Lr, V_jhl Im'o
Numb= In. (¢m) IR (¢m) in. (cm) it. (¢m) I.. (o'.) i=. (ktl-) How
WJ-48005 9 (23) 7 (18) 4.815 (1238) 1250 (3.18) 1.78 (4`82) 0.6 (0.3) 8-32 N Fimiie
WJ.-4801017(43.1) 1375(35.9)12 (30.48) 2 (508) 3 (7.62) 2.7(1.2) ¼-28 N
WJ-,480159+6(24,4) 7.7(19.6) 4,875(1238)1250(318) 1.95(495) 07 (.32) 8-3_ 3mmFemab
WJ-480_O17 (43.1) 13.75(359) 12 (30.48) 2 (5.08) 3 (7.62) 2.7(I.2) ¼-28 3mmF.emale
N_
OUTUN[m
WJ,-48000Ik_**
o-.tl---
204(51e)
78 (+_) 6"/(t_) 20 (9)WJ-48_O
WJ-4_06531 (79) 24 (62) 4 (2) N Finale
WJ-48070156(_) I= (331) 60 (27) N Femlle
WJ-4807837 (94) 28 (71) 5 (23) N Fernlde
WJ,-481_244(8_0) 206(52O} 132(60) N
"OUl,mdr_i'_ _ onm_.*esL
WJ,,48100Ikldm
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BROADBAND
DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNAS
SPEClFICAllONS
05-18.0 _ 25:1 8 dB Linear 18 dB 10 dB 5w
30-1100 IvIHz 22&1 6 d(3 Linear 20 dO
AI:_ 35 MHz
90-1100 Ivfl,.Iz 225:1 6 d8 _r 20 _ 15 ¢_ 400w
Above 110 MHz
15 dB 400w
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Appendix 2
RF Section Information
A2-1
_1 1I 1-
Installation
Bias voltage shou|d be wlth|n ± 0.2 volts of the correct value to obtain
specified operation. At 2 or 3 volts above the correct value the Zener
dIode_ placed In the bias circuit to provide protection, will begin to draw
excess current.
CAUTION: If the bias current exceeds the maximum blas current Shown on Zhe
data sheet by as much as 50 mill;amperes, the protective Zener will
be endangered. For GaAs oscillators, a current peak up to 200 mA
higher than the value recorded on the data sheet may be observed
at low (-2 to -4V dc) negative bias levels, however.
If excess current is drawn, check For high bias voltage or reversed
bias polarity.
Heaters
Heaters are often included in the oscillator to minimize such temperature
effects as Frequency drift and power output variation. These heaters are
seIf-regulatlng and may be operated from an unregulated voltage within the
range of 22 to 30 volts. Transients of up to 80 volts in accordance with
Figure 6 of HIL-STO-704-A will not normally damage the heater.
Mountin 9
The oscillator may be mounted in any orientation. The unit (_articularly
units that tune above 4 GHz) should be mounted to a smooth heat sink capable
of dissipating up to IO watts without raising the temperature at the base of
the unit adjacent to the heat sink above the specified operating temperature
range. (Use of heat sink compound (e.g., Oow Coming 340) Is recommended on
mounting surface).
YIG-TUNED GaAs OSCILLATOR
Type No.: 5157-3000
Operatrn 9 Conditions:
Heater Voltage: +28.O Vdc
B_as Voltage: ±I8.00 Vdc
Test Data:
Serial No.: 1027 (ER)
Current= 180 mA at -54 ° C
Current: 1050/500 mA
Tuning Calculated
Vdc Frequency A Frequency (HHz) Power Output (m_)
(GHz) +25 e C +25e C
0 8.00 0 30
I 9.00 -10 58
2 10.00 -13 62
3 ll.nO -I0 68
4 12.00 - 6 &4
5 13.00 - 3 46
6 14.00 - 2 49
7 15.00 + I 41
8 16,O0 + 2 29
9 17.OO + I 21
I0 18.00 -3 19
Hysteresis: I! HHz
A2-2
YIG[TUNED GaAs OSCILLATOR
Type No: 5157-300 OF
Operatin 9 Conditions:
Heater Voltage:
Bias Voltage:
Test Data:
+28.0 Vdc
+18.00 Vdc
Caiculated
Tuning Frequency
Vd¢ (GHz)
O 8,O0
1 9.00
2 IO.O0
3 11.00
4 12.OO
5 i3.O0
6 14.00
7 15,oo
8 16,00
9 17.0o
1o 18.00
Serial No: 1092
Current: 170 mA
Current: 500 mA
6 Frequency (MHz)
+2_" C
O
+1
+9
+7
+9
+13
+9
+16
+10
+5
0
Hysteresis: 8.0 HHz
Power Output (mw)
+25" C
24.0
38.0
38.0
54.0
54.n
44.0
_8.o
35.0
31.o .
28.0
19.0 ;
4
I
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I-|[-
FR[OUEHCY (GHZ)
POW[R OUTPUT,YZG-OSC|LLATOR HODELJ 5157-3000F
i_ ii'iiiiiiiiiii_ii_iii
tO0.0 ......
gO.O_.--
°..°m"*...t"
_°-°E- /_....... _.._ .._ \
30"0_ "" "_
"8.0 9.0 SO.O _,l.O 12.0 |3.0 14,0 t5.O 18.0 17.0
• _70.C
|u.O
FREQUENCY (GHZ|
POWER OUTPUT. YIG-OSCXLLATOA _t0OEL# 5157-30OO
A2-4
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YIG-TUNED TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR
TypeHo.: 6708-304F Serial No.: 1094 (Cataloo Item)
Operatln9 Conditions:
Heater Voltage: 28 Vdc Current: 26 mA
Translstor Voltage: +15 Vdc; -15 Vdc Current: 643 mA; 44 mA
Tuning Calculated
Voltage Frequency Frequency Deviation (MHz) Power Output (mW)
(v) • (CHz) 25" C 25" C
O 2.0 O 35
1 2.6 - .8 53
2 3.2 - .3 46
3 3.8 +1.4 60
4 4.4 +2.1 73
5 5.0 +4.8 4o
6 5.6 +7.2 - 55
7 6.2 +7. I 5_
8 6.8 +9.0 5o
9 7.4 +9.5 54
10 8.0 - .2 65
Drift: 7.7 HHz (max) Hysteresis: 8 MHz
1---.:,'_'---1 1-"_--I ..-
If""
.LI. LLLLI. "
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• _ AT -54.0 orGiES CLrNTZr._ikDE
m ....... AT 25.0 DE_EES CF.HT][G;IADE
• ....... AT 71.0 [_Gl_l[S ¢F..NTIGRADE
o .
90.
_80. ..s"
,,°*
_,o.g_./_. ..........o..,
• Fa _ . oLo___..- ..... *
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2-18 GHz
MEDIUM SPEED
MULTI-THROW
Models S123, S123D, S133, S133D,
$143, $143D, $1235, S123DS, $133S,
$133DS, S143S, S143DS
DESCRIPTION
These SP2T, SP3T, SP4T switches are medium speed
multithrow PiN switches employing a series/shunt diode
configuration to provide high isolation and low insertion
loss with moderate switching speeds. These switches are
available in hermetic and non-hermetic versions, with and
without TTL compatible drivers.
Custom configurations are available. These configurations
can include filtering, phase matched arms, amplitude
matched arms, optimization of performance over narrower
frequency bands, drop-in packages, and ruggedized
construction,
SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY INSERTION
RANGE LOSS
2-19 GHz dB (Max)
MODEL
NO." TYPE
S123 SP2T
S123D
$123S SP2T
SI23DS
S133 SP3T
5133D
2-4
4-8
8-12
12-18
2-4
4-8
8-12
12-18
1.5
1.7
2.0
2.5
1.8
20
2.3
2.8
2-4 1.5
4-8 ! .7
8-12 2.0
12-18 2.5
narda
In order to insure the availability of custom configurations,
consult the factory with your specific requirements.
FEA TURES
• Laser Welded, Hermetically Sealed*
• Low VSWR
• Low Insertion Loss
• High Isolation
• Small Size
• With or Without Drivers
VSWR
(Max)
1.75:1
1.75:1
1.75:1
2.0:I
1.75:1
1.75:1
1.9:1
2.0:1
1.75:1
1.75:1
1.75:1
2.0:1
ISOLATION
dB (Min)
6O
6o
6O
55
6o
6o
6O
55
60
6O
6o
55
SWITCHI_IG
SPEED/
50 nsec
50 nsec
50 nsec
50 nsec
50 nsQ¢
6O nsec
50 nsec
6O nsec
50 nsec
50 nsec
50 n,._c
50 nsec
OUTLINE
DRAWING
3/4
3/4
5/6
J
""S"Suffixdenote|Hermeticas mModelS 123S.T1/1_
A2-7
;PECIFICATIONS
MODEL
NO." TYPE
S 133S SP3T
$133D5
$143 SP4T
$143D
S143S SP4T
$1430S
FREQUENCY INSERTION
RANGE LOSS
2-15 GHz dB (Max)
2-4 1,8
4-8 2.0
6-12 2.3
12-18 2.8
2-4 1.5
4-8 t .7
8-12 2.1
12-18 2.7
2-1 t .8
4-8 2.0
8-12 2.3
12-18 2.8
tRile/Fall Times (See Switching Definitions)
POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
(ONE (1) PORT "ON")
$123/$123S, Port "Off" ,,-30 mA
$133/$133S, Port'On" -30mA
S 143/S t 43S
$123D ÷5V -+2% 100 mA
$123DS -5 to - 15V -50 mA
$133D *SV ¢2% 150 mA
St33DS -5 to - 15V - 100 mA
S 143D + 5V -+2% 220 mA
$143DS -5 Io - 15V - 110 mA
NOTE: Data Shown is Typical for $123/$123D.
2.@
_SPEC
I
_ _ _ _-- _ SPEC
"" it 4 • | 'tO I ! 14 11 11 1.0
FREQUENCY GHz
S'CH EMA TIC
SP2T
VSWR
(Max)
1.75:1
1.75:1
1,75;1
2,0:1
1.75:1
1.75:t
1.75:1
2.0;1
1.75:1
1.75:1
1.75:1
2.0;1
ISOLATION SWITCHING OUTLINE
dB (Min) SPEEDz DRAWING
60 50 nsec 5/6
60 50 nsec
60 50 nsec
55 50 nsec
6O
60
6O
55
50 nsec
50 rsec
50 _sec
50 nsec
50 rr_ec
7/10
60 " 7110
60 50 nsec
60 50 nsec
55 50 nsec
CONTROL INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
TTL 2 UNIT LOADS [
(A unit load is 1.6 mA sink current
and 40pA source current)
CONTROL LOGIC
I LOGIC--Non-Inverting TTL ]
Logic"O" (o0.3to ÷0.8V) for port ON
Logic"t" (÷2.4 to *5,0V) for port OFF
---.... /
4 I 0 10 12 14 I& t|
FREQUENCY GH:
SP3T
EPEC
S_
12 t4 16 18
FREQUENCY GHx
SP4T
narda
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2 to 18 GHz DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER
MODELS: DB0218LW2 and DB0218LA1
FEATURES:
• RF/LO COVERAGE:
° IF OPERATION:
° LO POWER RANGE:
2 to 20 GHz
DC to 750 MHz
+7to +13dBm
• 6.5 dB TYPICAL CONVERSION LOSS
• HERMETICALLY SEALED PACKAGE
MITEQ's DB0218LW2 mixer is constructed of a balanced diode quad fed by microstrip RF and LO baluns
and a DC coupled IF structure. The construction, coupled with the hermetic packaging, I=rovlde for high
inherent reliability and performance over an extremely broad frequency range. This device perform_ as an
up or down converter covering most EW bands, utility testing and breadboard applicadons,
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
_NPUTPARAMETERS UNrrS
RF FREQUENCY RANGE GHz
RF vSWR {RF . -1OdBm, LO - +tOdBm) (It° !11_-I=1 RATIO
(2 to 20 GHII RATIO
LO FREQUENCY RANGE OHz
LO POWER RANGE dBm
,o vsv_. m_ -lo dBm, LO - .10 _S._)' . la,.,,*e _H,J _ATJO
(l t= 20 C.d_] RATIO
TRANSFER' C.AlULCT._iSTIC.S - UNITS
CONVERSION LOSS (IF - 100 M,Hz] .... ¢2tete Gh_l dB
.... 12W 2l OHI| de
SINGLE $10EBAND NOISE FIGURE (2 te 1II OHzl de
ISOLATION - LO TO RF (_to tS GHz| BB
ISOLATIOt, i : LO To IF tit= 11GH=I dB
ISOLATION - RFTO IF. (= _. 111°Hi! dB
INPUT POWER AT 1 dB COMPRESSION dBm
L = • .,
INPUT TWO-TONE 3RO ORDER INTERCEWr POINT ¢LO. _.lOdSm} dBm
ouTPcr eA_MrrZ_s" [ uNrrs
IF FREQUENCY RANGE ¢$ dl_ b_4-i4ml _ MHz
rF VSW_. [RF ° .10 dBm. LO - + 10 dSml :- [ RATIO
_.0 = + t0 dSm)
MIN TYP
2.0
1.5:1
'2.5:1'
2.0
+7 °tO
1.5:1
2.0:1
MI,N TYP
6.5
7.5
22 30
zO
2o
+5
+1s
MAX
18.o
18.0
+13
MAX
e.5
10.0
S.O
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Bill of Materials IFAMPRV2.PCB
IF Amplifier Board v2.0
Quantity Type Value Ref Designators
I 25 Pin D-type
2 ADOP07
2 BUF634
31 Capacitor
2 Capacitor
27 Capacitor
2 Capacitor
2 Capacitor
1 DG-189
4 JUMPER
1 LM7805
2 LM7815
2 PGAI03
4 Resistor
4 Resistor
2 Resistor
4 Resistor
2 Resistor
2 SSM-2017
CoN_I
U6,U7
US,U9
.1 uF C 1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,
C9,CI0,CI 1,C12,C13,C14,
C 15,C 16,C 17,C 18,C 19,C20,
C21,C22,C'23,C24,C25,C57,
C58,C59,C60,C61,C62
.47 uF C53,C54
10 uF C26,C27,C28,C29,C30,C31,
C32,C33,C34,C35,C36,C37,
C38,C39,CA0,CA 1,C42,C43,
C44,C45,C46,C47,C48,C49,
C50,C51 ,C52
68 pF C63,C64
220 pF C55,C56
UI
JMP1,JMP2,JMP3,JMP4
PR3
PRI,PR2
U4,U5
R7,RS,R9,RI 0
RI3,RI4,RI 5,RI 6
R11,RI2
R3,R4,R5,R6
R1,R2
U2,U3
2.2 kohm
10 ohm
22 kohm
51 ohm
330 ohm
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,: ::; ,,+ ._-- __ .... _
", , i _ _I_1 I_ !_,_t'_"_ of the SSM-2017 zs detenmmed by the
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.+. _i;: Ibe laln 'l_luadon sccuracy of the $5M-2017. Total lain drift
,,;, ommbin_' the mJm_tch of the exzmmal gain _'t r_iuor drift
'+"ruththat.ofthe wten_ r_+ton (20 ppmPCt_p).
i_+:i: mnd_+ _ tl_ S$M-2017 is reLifively indelxndent of lain Is
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NOISE PERFORMANCE +
TI_ SSM-20i7 is a velT _w. noise 8_lio immam_lir.:r _Jbidal
8 PJpica]_ only ] nV,t'_l_ at 1 kHz. 1'be
exceptionally low nois_ d_risti_ of the SSM-2017 rare iO
pan achieved by opermlnl the input transistors at hJl_ _oll_ctor
currenl$ since the voltage noise is inver_ly propol'tJor_l to
_lu_re root of the collector current. Current noise, howev_, is
d_Rcdy proportional to the r,qusre toot ofthe ¢oB¢_or c_rr_t.
SSM-2.__._.Oi7is__nr, e of c'urrent noi_ _.urfor_
manc._. _Ti_; preamplifier gai_7's
,tahoe and current noise is insiiff_ificant. ".,_. i
"]'be totaJ noi_ of zn audio pre.ampL_fierc_,¢an' be czlcu.
lated by: , ,:,::, ;'
.+. ,.
+... "v'+.++ I_.R,Pt + +] ' '
r
where:
E. - toud _nputreftrr_ noize
e,, .. amplifier voltage noise
I. - amplifier current noit_
It. - murce retlstance
e, = tource re_tstaoce thermal noit¢.
For I microphone presmplifier, lainlg z typical microphone ila-
pedanm of 150 D the total input referred noise It:
e, - ! nl//%/'J_'_ + I M+'+, 35M-2017 +,
£. - "_i .VI'-+-H'==I_+ 212_./'v tts x I.TO.QI_+,I.'II.6 aV?V-_Ip .
' ' :;i"+@'Y';:
,ally tmparent to tt_ umr. ; ,.+,;.. :,.., _ ',1_
: :: '_": ."I ','
: ',";Y,i_ '_::;; ""
•. ";.!;::+. ,:} "_,;
,' : ":+;:: _ _,
! • , , _ +' ._, +..°, :,
' ; : ii ":
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__:._M-2017 hM IW0cectlon dlod_l tgrmm the ba_ e_tter
. , _nt of the input transistors, These prevent accidental avl-
" Imlc1_"bmdulown which could_riously de$_de noise pedof
ma_ee. Addttinmd clamp diodes ire tim provided to prevent the
'i % " '!'-inlaUts fro_ being f6c_'ed too far beyond the supplies•
• ,,_, . ,_ '_ _t,,._, : - i.. ' .... I "_.
i? : ' r-y,an ,
SSM-2017....!
Although tim SSM-2017's inputs lu_ _ _t_, cart mutt I_
•.-e_sed to ensure dmt both inputs Imvt • _ bias cocmecdoa
capable of main_ning them within the iflput co_olll-mo_
range. The usual method of _ _ is to ground one tide
of ,.he transducer _ in Filpxr¢ 24a, l_tt tlt altcmadve wry it tO
n_ _,. ,ra.._ucer,_ ,_ _ _'stoi, _ m theb:.._int.
in Figure 24b. The value of tlmm .t_.._t_ .0ul _ up.to.!_..l_l_ .a.
llgib e_ce it is sttemmted by tl_ _'i _l_[_hm_,
dlrecdyIsin Figure_4c. -.;, ,;!_,p,!_:',,ili'; : i:-ii
The output dgmd it si:t_['t_l with t'_l_. t0't_ Rft_..ll_t ttt'-
isuo=m 
_tcemaytitobe usedf_ off_ ,0rrek'fl__ kWathlftiag.A
' referencetourc*r,isum_ _1 redue__" eommon-nlodere_. .
tlonby the ratiof 5 kfl/Rmm. Ifthe'references_mr_
lance is I fl, d_ the CMR will be reduced t0174 dB'fS karl 1_
•" 74 dB).
COMMON-MODE RF._CrION :
• f ', '/,; . ..... '
'-f_ : ,i";:'
,;, I_!_! . • _ , "¢ ,, ,
',_2_ c :: "_; b. Pseudo Differential
_ 'k, .: i"_":!""". _ _; '
_, 1,} ,,,. _, .'.-,_,.,•
, ._ Ji...._..._ -- .:,.. .
_ _.'.,_5:7,T7.'.C. "_ ;_ ],,]: ', ,. "-It- i°_m'_w_/ "
4 ;,,"_" ';.; ::p';.( .. -. :
:, ,,;,i:_',>,. : .. .
,,__: :;._,,,.,':.;, .::,, , . '.
,_li_?': ':' ::"_'.:,,_.'.,4" _'_ Tin. Oi,..e.tia,
I_._'_'',: ',R_¢m _d ' _m_ Wtys of Interfacing Transduce_ for High
Ideally, | microphone preltmplifier responds tufty to the diffm'-
ence lxtwctn the two input tigmds tnd rejects omamon-mod4
voltages and noise. In prtcti_, tlmm it ! tmall change in output
voltage when both input, _peri_e the same commoa-mode
voltsse ¢hsnge; the rttin of there voltqet it adled the oommon-
mode gain. Common-mode rejection ((;MR) is the logarithm of
the ratio of differential-mode gain to common-mode grin, _.
prested in dB.
-,
PHANTOM POWERING . ;, ,.
A lypical plumtom microplm_ poweringlCi,-'_t b shown ill
Figure 25. Zt through Z_ provldctrxnsl_t _,o_oltsge pmte_-
don for the S5M-2017 whco_ver microphones are plugged in or
unplugged• . _ ;' _,
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ANALOG Low-NoisePrecisionHigh'Speed
DEVICES ,........,* .=, 0perationalAmplifier(Av L>_5)
I
Fm'A.nSRES.'--'" ; " _. ; .,,' ;: " : .,'. ;),:r ,. ",.
.... - ._J: ' _'.,!" 1/: i'i_ ''..'
• LowNolee ......... ;_l..,.; 10nVp-p(O.1HztolOHa)
• i...:,.:_,'_..'.'._/'._,....: .3nV/.._atlkHz.
• LowDdft ..- ............ ;*_ ................... g.2#V/eC
• High Speed. ,._ ,, ..... _,. ..... ,... ,. l_/l_a 8_w Rate
:,. .......... : ...... ISMHz Gain Bandwidth
• Low Input Off_| Voltage .................. ; .... 10/_V
• Excellenl CMRR ... I:MdB (common-Voltage of-+llV)
• High Open-Loop Gain ..................... 1.1 Million
• Re._.lcee 725, OP-0S, OP-04, OP-07, ADS10, ADS17,
• Available in Die Foam .... "
ORDERING INFORMATION t .... , • _ ' ......
PACKAOE - "" ' '" ., "
T,_:;_ ' OPlS1_tllNG
25 OP37AJ" OP37AZ" - :.. - MIL .
2S ,. OP'J?IEJ ,(:F37F.Z •OP37F.p. _ W .
eo OP3_J" oP3mz" - OP_.._,._ M,. ' :,.
I0 OP37FJ OP3?FZ OP37FP
100 OP3/CJ" OP3?P..,Z - .. MIL
1oo OI_?GJ OP3?GZ OP3?GP XlNO
1oo - - oP37Gstt XINO
• FordavlcamproceMedIntotaloomplancetoMIL.ST1)-II83,odd/a83afterpart
numbs. _ fictoq _ m dorashe_.
t Bum-knisavailableon¢ommrdld andiaduslri41temperaturerangeportsin
Cw'DIP,iNultc DiP, andT_ p4_l_. .,
fl FotavaHab_lilylndburn-lnlnfixmatlononSOpecklqle,contlK_your k)cal
ules ellk:e.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The OP-37 provides the lame high performance _ the OP-27, •
but the design Is optimized for clrculte with gains greeter
then five, Thl| design change Increesea slew rate to 17V//_eec
end geln-bandwldth product to 83MIJ, z. "
SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC .. / "': "
, .... ;i 0P.37, }
"'i ,,-"" ," "" " _"i" ;" " ," .... ' . ""
The OP-37 prottdea the lay offlat end drift of the OP-07 plu_
higher speed end lower nolce. Offlab_ ddwn to 2S_.Vend ddfl
of 0.6/W/'C mexlmum make the OP-37'ldeel for precl_don
Inltrumentl_.lpplloItiona. Exceptionally low nolle
(an" 3 ,_nV/_/Ha. It !0HZ), • low 1If nolle oomer.fm(:lUency of
2.THz_end the high gain of 1.8 million, allow accurate high-l_n
empllfl_tion of Iow-level_dgmlll. ...... _ _. , ,
The low Input blu curmnt of + 10hA Ind offmt ourront of 7hA are
achieved by using e bl,,--current.-cencellitlon circuit. Over
the military Iempereture ringe this typically holds Iii and IOS
to :l:20nA and 15nA respectlvely.
The output stage hal good load dd',dng Cll_blllty. A guaran-
teed awing of + 10V Into 600N and low output dtatortlon make
the" OP-37 In excellent choice for profeesional audio
ippilcatlonl. " ' '" '-
PIN CONNECTIONS
4 V- r.AIIEI
TO -N
.'" (J-Ik,'fflx) " " '
I-MH HERMrrlc DIP
(z.sumz)
EPOXY MINI-DIP
(P4ufflx)
S-PIN SO
(S-S._x)
OP-37BRC/84,1
LCC PACKAGE '"
(Re-Suffix)
I
• , j
RI" V0_ 4W"
114 = • . - . .
I
IO I_ : _1_ _ •
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DICE CHARACTERISTIC8 "; :" "
I
i .
(L40 X 1,42 _ :1.14 _ litre) .'
s. (+)
_LL
• +
+ ...
'L*
WAFER TEST LIMITS at Vs ," :1:15V, TA " 25" C for OP-37N, OP-3?G rand OP-87GR devices; TAm 125" C for OP-37NT and
OP-37GT devices, unk)u otherwise noted.
i i 1 i i u .... _m
"_ -' "_' ' -'_ ' OP47NT OP4_l OP-.I?GT OP-37'G OP.-Sl'GR
_ll ''IYIIIOL (_)NOfTI(_' _' LJl_lr" 'l,J[_ ' "_lJIlff '- _'" • LIIMrr
'l
Inl_xOfhetCumm_ Iol , , ,.., L 60 , .16 .," -16. ". IlO
_lnm_mU_Cunln_ " h, ................ :tOO " :1:40 ...... ±W ' :I:U
' ' _t nA k4LAkJ(
"'/,'1_ " nAII4AX
onpoc'uo_,a0*_ _ , ,: ,,.
. u
. . Vcu-.+llV
,,. , _I0.3 :m:_J :1:11 dl:11 V Idll,(
108 114 100 ' , 101 dO MIN
10 10 ;.
_,V/V MAX
Lml_-_ " • Rc:'In_'_,Vo-±_ov e0o lOOO . I0o . 1ooo ?oo
Voltllll O_n P _ RI_ IkI_ VO - :if 10V -- I00 -- I00 -- VlmV NaN
' R_;Z _ +11.11 _13.0
o_ w_ _' vo R.zeoon -- ±_o.o
+11.0 "l"12.0 11"1111
VMHq
-- ±10.0 d: tOJP .
n _
I_l tntl lfll perfumed ll'_1_Ior _ to the lh_I,l ll_m. O_I Io _.Illl_ In llle_y _e_h_ _1 nom_l _ I_., )4dll _ _ulgI_ll II _I
TYPICAL ELECTRICAL CHAR.4_TERISTIC8 mt Vs., :t:15V, TA- +2+5" C, unle. other*Ix noted.
i i L ii i i
• " '" '",.""" : oP-s'm'r OP-S?N oP-,I"#oT op-_o op,_on "
Im_uk,MrlrlR I'YMIOi. CoNorYIo,N_ ..;_. , _ =:- I"Y_C.4U. TYPICAL. _ TYPICAl. 'rl'l_,,J_ uNnl
A_,.m_ ,n_'Oi_. '.-.:"rcvm or ' Nu_ or _O,.a ....... e.z ' o_ o,_ o.= 0.4 ,w" c
_" ......... - .
InlI_IllIIII [ " T_I l ..... :' _ 100 - | .: ,. | - " | pAP(=C_mn010rm .......................... ": •
:LI INI_/_ "_ .
U
" - fO" _ ...........
"" #OmlO00_ *' , I i
!o" !o_'_'
lqlN_Nl_IIe .,.: in ._ -lo..101. _ +, _, ..
_ummt Oiml/ly ...... fo. 1000H I . : .. .: . .;
,IJI ., SJi ..... .1.11 .... $.41
1,1 $.1 $.1 $.1
so. sJ0 :1.o $,o
1.1 I_ .... _.7
0.4. 0.4 0.4
• +.
1.? 1.? . ..
" .:" 14) ' ,":" 1.0 " IW_""
0.4 0.4
ksp,_Nok,.vo_l_ oq_ I, . 0.1Hzto1OHz .: 0.oi 0.o_ - 0.01 0.oi ; 0.00 +,Vp.p
t k,_ o+_,._ xm,+. ,,,_. m _+o+m._ i_, ._ ,..t ' ......
" .+_.,,.,t_*ppmm'm,m_yo.s.._x,m_.,_tmpW;cm_o_a+po,_,:. " .............
._q+"xlr.4k.,t.',3,+'k/.'+.'r',+.'_.,,,_'+_'.:/K+l._.fZ_'._V,'l,_.L ',;f+ +"+,:_ ,: ;+ ; u+' " ';'_ "" .,r_ . , .1., ,.++).- , ,+.. ,
• i_,_u++_ ++' 4++_..;t_ +,I,,,+!T+ _: '. ,-_._ +, -;,i,_;+l,,,_ , _+,, l.:,.j • _ J+,_ !1', ..),, '...._" +.. I " l,,
+ _,+,: +1_.J ! "01 " : ,'+ _ _, ,." "_"+ ; I ' t .... + ... ,',.,
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VOLTAGE NOllE .DENSITY
tz SUPPLY VOLTAGE
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TYPICAl. PERFORMANCECHAI_CTERIST'iCS ......... _ ,), : ,;..: ...... .'.,' ........ * * ' . :: , • "-..:,.."'.'i ...L";"'/T 1
't
OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT OF LONG-TERM OFFIET
EIGHT REPRESENTATIVE ,. VOLTAGE DRIFT OF BIX :,. ; WARM-Up ..OFFSET - .
UNITS t,s TEMPERATURE REPRESENTATIVE UNI'r8 ., .. VOLTAGE DRIFT.
-'I. f .'.,,'
: .; mlm0T IIOt& .;_ ,i
• I i I
L
OFFSET VOLTAGE CHANGE
'DUE TO THERMAL'SHOCK
s(_q[N-LOOP'GAIN v_
.... FREQUENCY
•" 'ml im_HI
SLEW RATE, GAIN BANDWIDTH
PRC_DUC_I',PHASE MARalN n
TEMPERATURE
• ,-::'-INPUT OFFSET CURRENT I
. '.": "' "nTEMPERATURE"_
_r..' 'I
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
' !'" OPE'N-LI_O'PVOLTAIRE •GAIN
' n" SUPP4..Yil/0LTAGE
SMALI_'-$1GNAL OVERSHOOT
vz CAPACITIVE LOAD
• rio *tIN'
VlW - Z_V
I /
/
.
!
f.
II1111,--
II11t1 I]11111 t _
LARGE-SIGNAL TRANSIENT
• "' : RESPONSE'.'_"
:1 IIII
1 IIII
wI,.
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u 3._L
TYPICAL PEAFORMANCE_CTERiSTICS .... .< ." ,t t_, " _._'_....
- II
, _ _ .
i
LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE
OPEN-LOOP VOLTAGE GAIN
vii LOAD RESISTANCE
_ ,jjJi_
- IIII1_
IIIIII/!
!!!_i7:::i]i.I IIIIIII
i;;;illlllllllllllll
- ._._llm,1ilimHi
4.!!!!!_ i....itmiHt
-i.......,"......iIIHHH
•....I/:.iiIIIHJlii
toil lilili_ i Inl
,_, ;, " SLEW RATE
PiRR vii FREQUENCY SLEW RATE vii LOAD vl SUPPLY VOLTAGE
: Iii-i: I' ,I , |G:<L,,!'.'._, liilllllililllillllllllll
1 i i. ,. , ,"_,$ '_;..,_,w IIIIIII1...1111111_ "1 .-.1 I ..... I':1 '_" '_1-_'_ :*-'t-i-_4_'_I_H:_ "_1"
I ul ,_1" . _ _t i _I: '+,VO"livl_'
Ct.N a ;J II111111
_. <'._i!_i'">"_. i -.,'.! 1,_,,II,II
.11111 1Illllllli:ll]'lllll,
1 i I i t I I l 1 iO_ _ I li ! t Ill il II I
PtC_NCY I_l _ I , Is_'Lv _T_n Iv¢_11
APPUCATIONIi INFORMATION OFFSET HULLING CIRCUIT ,_.
OP-37 Series units may be Inserted directly into 725. OP.,06. ' '
OP-07, and OP-05 aocketa with or without removal of external "', J','.,_ I'---]
-convenllonil7llnulllngclrcuItrytilnuie, IlihOuldbemOdl_ _{:;'ll i" !_{':.." _ I-- _I"J, -_--_
fledorremovedtoiniumcoltOl-37obereUon. OP,-37 ;_ fl; _'.']! . ' " ._ , I - FJ I, -
..... ., ".'P' * 4 -
offaet voltage may be hulled to zero (ofotherd!ilrid,mittlng) ' i { *_:"'i . . °_'_-l_/]'
uilnglpotentlometer(mot/Ntnulllngclr¢iJit).- l, . !', I : _]; :.; " .6v- ' " '"
The 0P-37 provlde ! it,,ble OperMIon, with load ¢4p'clti!l 71 _ --
ofuptolOOOpFand_1OVlwlngl;hlrgerc4pmcltancemshouid , /, ,,_, :
be decoupled with i _01"l resistor inside the feedbqck loop. !_ +- '
Cloaed-loop gain must be it least five. For cloa_ld-ioop gain _,'i.*,OFFSET VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT
between five io ten. the dell/her •hould conlider both the ._ TI,, inn.t nffut vail•thai nf that t"lP_qJ? ill trimm*d at wafer
OP-27 and the 0P-37. For gains above ten. the OP-37 has jI. : ;- level. However. If further adjustment of Vos Is necelslry, s
clear advantage over the unity-gain-stable OP-27, 10kCl trim potanilometar may be used. TCVos I| not degrlided
Thermoelectric voltages generated by dleslmll,,r metals •t (lee offset hulling circuit). Other potantlometar values from
the Input terminal contacts can degrade the drift parrot- lk/l io 1Mli can be uaed with • slight degradilion (0.1 Io
mince. Best operltlon will be obtained when both input 0.2FV/_C) of TCVoa, Tdmmlng to I value other than zero
confetti am mllntainecl li the mime lemperelure, createi • drill o! approximately (Vos/300) iV/" C. For exam-
" c
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pie, the change in TCVoe wll ! Ix_ 0.33p,V," C It Vos Is _Jumd
to 100FV. The offNt-voltege iKl|ultment rlnge with i 10kN
potenttometsr Is +4hW. if smaller adjustment range is re*
qulrad, the lulling leneltlvity can be reduced by using a
amlller pot in cohjunctlon with fixed resistors. For eumpte.
the network below will have 1:1:250_V adjustment range.
BURN-IN CIRCUIT
Nail m._URmENTe •' .... :
TO measure the IK)nV polk-to-polk noise !Pe¢lflcallen of the
OP-37 In the 0,1Hz to 101-_ range, the following prec, lutlonl
mull be observed:
(1) The device hal to be warmed-up for It least five minutes.
As shown In the warm-up ddft curve, the offNt voltage
typically changes 4#V due to increlalng ch_p tempera-
ture after power-up. In the 10 second melsut'ement Inter-
vii, these templratum-induced effects can exceed tit;iv-
of- nanovolts.
{2) For similar reasons, the device hal to be well-shielded
from sir currants. Shielding minimizes thermocouple
effects.
(3) Sudden motion In the vicinity of the device can silo"ritual. -
through" to Increase the observed nolle.
(4) The test time to measure 0.1Hzoto-10Hz noise should not
exceed 10 seconds. As shown in the noise-tester fre-
quency response curve, the 0.1Hz corner le defined by
only one zero• The test time of 10 Nconde acts is an
addltlonll zero to ellmlnlte noize contrlbutlone from the
Imquency bend below 0.1Hz.
(S) A noIse-voltlgl-denllty test is recommen¢kld when
mellulqn o nolle on I large number of units. A 1OHz
nolze-voltege-denllty meelurtment will ¢orrellts well
wtth 1 0.1Hz-Io-10Hz peek-to.-polk nolle reading, since
both results Ire datsrmlned by the white nolle end the
location of th4 1/f comer frequency.
OPTIMIZING UNEARITY
Best Ilnelrlty will be oblalned by designing for the minimum
output current required for the application. High olin and
excellent Ilnelrlty can be ichteved by OlD4rstlng the op Imp
with a peek output current of less than :E t0mA.
The .0P47 is • very Iow-noIN monolithic op amp. The out-
etsnding Input voltage noses charecterlaUca of the OP-37 am
achieved mainly by oporlUng the Input stage at s high quies-
cent currant. The Input bill End OffSet currlnts, which would
nom_lly Increase, ire held !o reseoneble veluq_ by the Input-
bles-¢U_ent cancellltlon circuit. The OP-37A/E hal Is end
los of only +40nA Ind 35nA respectively st 25'C. Thle Is
particularly Impatient when the Input has e high source-
resistance, in addition, rainy audio amplifier deslgnerl
!
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0P,.:3t ii....................................................................................;
"L. .+ "
NOISE n SOURCE RESISTANCE_t, :''L.
' ": (INCLUDING RESISTOR NOISE) ",
. .. : . ATIOOOHI , .,
.. ,o ....
.. :.;.
ling llk ' h t0k _ [ ,.
lqlluml " " " _ _mm#x,w._ L ,; +
i
• -:. , PEAK-TO-PEAK NOISE (0.1 Io
'..,10Ha) vs SOURCE RESISTANCE '+
(INCLUDES RESISTOR'NOISE
.. .- llllll 1 I lJ_llll I ._ ." :_,.-
.... .u II 1 ]] _rL_ /
"H_I. I L_'- :.
"_ I !1_1 IIitltll Y_IIIIH .
! IIIIUlll lllI 
Figm :1
:_'._!!!.,.F _. !!!!!!! ! ,_,._J_ ,
:
u " ' • .r .'.I. _ ' ' _' '
_,:.•;,+.....;,...,_,!':+,.. ). t
prefer to use direr, _>upllng. The hlgl_ Is, TOVos of prevlous',
designs hev_ iFmde dlre_t coupling dlfflcul|. If not Impoulble,
tou_. ,_,! /' ....-,._-
Voltage noise le Inversely proportional 1o the _luare-rool o1:
bias curt'eat, but cu'rrenl n'otse ldproporUonal to the square-
root o! bias current. The OP-37'I noise advantage dlseppaars
_when high source-resistors are used. Figures 1, 2, and 3
compare 0P-37 observed total noise with the noise pealer-+
mance of other devices in different circuit eppllc_llonI. • '
Total noise = [(Voltage noise) 2 + (current noise X R$) I +
(resistor nolse_ ] In .... ,', ....
Ftgure 1 IhOwl. noiHrmus-tlource-reslztence I( 1000Hz.
The same plot applies to widebsnd noise. To use this plot,
Just multiply 'the'verticalscale by the. IKluare-root of the
bsndwidth,,, .'_"."'_ " _: '. " .: " .,,.,' ,' -" + ".'+ ' "
At Rs<lkl'l, the OP-37's Iowvoltage noise Is maintained WZth
Re < Ik_ totalnoiseIncreases but Isdomlr,Ited b the reals-
to_nolserethetl_ our_ntorvoltagerelse.itb only
, • ,.'+r t'l_p_, _ (,[. I f 12.'_( "d'. t,k _ u I.'_._rs., ;_, .i'_'-'t_ L'_: I
:::!_ ",oL.|k;(n,t @,| t:t, .,':,'_r_) ,tl_lJILb/_ "1: ._;,_lll=;¢v'_
'+ , • r " "-
• , . ,, t •
I
"" I I_
10Hz NOISE vs
'SOURCE RESISTANCE
INCLUDES RESISTOR NOISE
,, ,,,,
iIlia IIIIU
:IIIK k
,Hm .
I I Illilll
M t aa I +5
I ;;;i;" ; 7;
I [ i IMII l/_'l
I I_I/tUI _I/J..L
[_-T);l" I : )
IIII"K IIIKI Ilia
... • . • :
•_°s, .
: beyond Rsof20kflthet current noise Itartatodominate. The
,, argument can be made that current noise Is eel important for
, eppllcatlons with Iow-to-moderata source resistances. The
crossover between the 0P-37 and OP-07 end OP-08 noise
occurs in the 15-to-40kfl region.
Figure 2 shows the 0.1Hz-to-10Hz peak-to-pe_k nolse. Here
the picture Is tess favorable: resistor noise Is negligible, cur-
rent no so becomes Important because It is Inversely proper-
• tlonel to the oquare-r0ot of f_luency. The crossover with the
OP-07 occurs in the 3-to 5kfl range depending on whether
, b_lanced or unbalanced source resistors ere used (It 3ki"_the
_, Joe error _jsc c_n be three Umes the Vos spat.).
Tl_iraf0re,'lor low-h:equer_c_ ilppllcetloni, the OP-O7 Is bet-
+tar thin" the oP-27/3_ when R s _, 3kl'L The only exception is
when gslnerror Is Important. Figure 3 lllu+strates the 10Hz
noise. As expected, the results ere between the previous two
,figures;.':,,. _, • . ..:.+ .... -. ...... .. +, .: ,
"For' ref0ro_e, lypicll source reiiltances of _me ilgnal
sources are listed In Table 1. " •
Tablel ...... + . , . ,..
• , 'CI_"'041VI _ ..:.. eo(,_Cl .:,. ., :_ :. ,..
• ...+.,..IMP.IDANCI "+ COMilINTII
l.m_n_.Oe' _s + ..drags "..T)qWc._ _,,_in Imv-fm:l_nW
" M_gnetl¢ ' "" ':-'" _:<I100rI '. _ I 0 _ry ImlPorl41nt 1o mduc41
li_d Nlf-magn4_tlo_ _ _m
., ., _ ,,_., . . . ... _w_ r..o_lr_ _- _. OP-aT. Ie
_n be ne01ect_.
-Mignet_..: ,. " <lS00_, • '. SJm|l_r _ _ Io_ II in..dlre_l
StlOnOl)mph _., .:. ,;.,! . ,: _ q)l_iC_tlonl. OP-37 _1 nol
.... 4_roblem.
Un_rv_rl_le <1_00_1 UNd in n_ged Nrv_eeal_k
i.;':_. ',iS '.. ':t... +_. ,i_ " +'.+:,',_.F; _+. • ,', " + i::, +. "+-: ....+ ,+
,-%,t,_;':"r_,d? .-.,_e_"h -..'_t_'_."•_I:_..,IL'eJ;_ _" _ _,"_,'_
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The following applications infonnetlon ham been abstracted '.
from a PMI article In the |2/20180 Iseue of Electronic Design i "
megazlne and updated. ++ _ i
" 1• ............. _..... :_ !
,- +
.p •
• + .,. .
m_.,a_ ; _ L,_X_O,,,
-- : I;,,'_ _ ' _' : ....
• - L47pF
, Pla e+e_d ; mrl. +;, ' '
,-.--.----o
..o ¢3
., .. .-_: _. _p.,,_.--.T_,,,,._ _.
"<..,' , .-: + . ,.. ' ..,+
_'. ' ;-_ .. - ,,_ ,'.'1 iP.":+"
• -- _ O*II_WOAIN
I. ;_: '_" "" "+'•.''' " ".,_. "',_ :;'a. _t_Mt+l)_Jvf_ll.r'_
• ..+-L_I_t_ * --I " '
•..:......: ..,,+: +....,.. ......,.,,_,_-,,_'._,_,_,-._.
"',:,. . , ", 'j_d.':,:
Rguro 4 Is an exl'mpli of i phone Ixt-ampllfler circuit _ng"
the OP-27 for At; RI-R;r-C:_;C2 form l Very accurate RIAA
network w_th standard component v_uea, The popular method
to sccompllsh RIAA phone _quallzatlen Is to •employ
frequency-dependent feedback arourld a hlgh-ClUallty gain
block. Properly chosen, an RC network can provlde the three
necessary time constants of 3180. 318. and 75/+s. _ ....
For Initial equalization accuracy and stability, pl'eCl:sl0n
metal-film resistors and film capacitors of polystyrene or
polypropylene are recommended since they have low voltage
coefficients, dissipation factors, lind dielectric absorption. 4
(HIgh-K ceramic capacitors should be avoided here. though
10w-K ceramics--such as NPO lypes, which have axc+ellent
diMil_tion factors, and somewhat lower dielectric absorption
-- can be considered for small values or where space is at
a premium,) , ...- .' .,
The 0P-27 brings a 3.2nV/,v/-_ voltage holes:and' 0;.45
pA/'_/'_ current, n_Ise to this circuit To"mlr;,Iml_e'.noise
tram other sources, Rs Is set to a velue of 100_, which
generates s voltage nOiSe of 1.$nV/q Hz , The nol_)'In-
cresses the 3,2nVI,_R-z" of the amplifier by only 0.7dB, Wlth
a Ik9 source, the clrcult noise measures 63d8 below a ImV
ralerance level, unwelghted, in a 20kHz nolse bandwidth,
Oaln (G) of the clrcult at IkHz can be calculated by the
expraulon:
G= 0.f01(I+ R-_-I-)
R3
For the velues show_, the gain is Just under tOO (or 40dB),
Lower gains can be accommodated by Increasing R,I. but
9alas higher than 40rib will show more equallzatlon errors
because of the 8MHz galn-bandwidth of the 0P-27,
"Phll clrqull il rApl.ble ol.,very low dlat_llo_ over Its enti+ra
mm_e,ge.n,ra++ybe_o./.0;0!_et_:v;!, .p _o7V.rm_.._3v
output .le....vels,It wlll pro_uca l_se;fhe..n,0,o3% ._d ha r_..gn_
d!stortl0n_etfmq.u, enClec ++p,lo,_OkHz+. :.. _ ,!.... i_ ....+
Capabltor _3"end msistO_ R_'form e+Mm_¢iS_p_*o_.taVe
rumble filter;wlth a cornel'lit 22Hz, AI erl optlbh++the_MtcPP
lelected, ehunt"cepacltor .C4,Ji .nonpoledzld electrolytlc,
bypasselr the Iow_-freque_cy rolloff, Piecing the rumble ill-
tar'| high-pall action, after the preahlp has the deslreble;
result of discriminating against the RIAA-smpllfled low-
frequency noise components end plckup-producad iow. m
frequenc_ dlsturbencea.
A pmamp!lfler for NAB blpe playbeckll almller to an RIAA
phone preah_, though more gain Is typlcaily demanded,.
ilong with bqu_llzstlon re(_ulrlng a heavy low-frequency!
boost+ The (;Ircult in FI_ 4 ckn be readily modif kld for tape:
use, aS shown by FIg; 5_ . , < ! • +,_;+)-.,_ .
"_:_" _ ! r-- • " : ,
+ +i" + ' " :.;;
.....-:;.:_.-._.._,.... ,,_..,_ ._.,_.,+
' :"r ',_.. ,-:_.r;" _., +;:; ._. '., + ,: ,,
++:. :.... : :'.,'._+:r'+_ +:,._...... r;, -_::;\.,.',:+.,: -.++e,.
Whtle :the tepe-edmlllation requirement has i"fl'_l high-
frequency glln above 3kHz (1"3- 50_u_), the lmpllfler need
nol be stabilised for Unity gain. The decompenMtad OP-37
provides a greater blndwldth end slew rate: For many appli-
cations, the Idealized time .constants qhown may require
trimming of R; and R2 to Olptlmlze frequency response for
nonldeal tape-head p_r:formanca and ot_ler fiictorl: s
The network values of the configuration yield eSOdB gain It
lkHz, and the dc gain is greater then 70de. Thul, the worst-
case output offset Is just over 50OmV. A single 0.47#F output
capacitor can block this level without affecting the dynamic
range. : ..: . .-.. .... .
Input,The tape head can be coupled directly to the amplifier
alnce the worat-case bias currant of I_nA with a 400mH, 100
_ln. head (such aa the PRB2HTK) will not be troublesome•
One potential tape-heed problem Is proeanted by amplifier
bias-currant transients which can n_lgnetize a head. The
OP-27 and O1=-37 ere free. of bias.currant tranlienls upon
power up or power down. However, It is alwa_ advantageous
to control the speed of power supply rise and fall, to ellmi-
hale transients.
in addition, the dc resistance of the head Ihould be carefully
controlled, and preferably below IkPL For this configure-
tion, the bias-currant-Induced offset voltage Can be greater
than the 170#V maximum offset if the head resistance la not
sufficiently controlled.
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BURR "BROWN e BUF634
AVAILABLE IH DIE
| I U " _ I I i
250mA HIGH-SPEED BUFFER
I " - I •
FEATURES
• HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT: 2S0mA
• SLEW RATE: 20OOVI_s
• PIN-SELECTED BANDWIDTH:
30MI"IZ/180MI"_
• LOW QUIESCENT CURRENT:
l.SmA (30MHz BW)
• WIDE SUPPLY RANGE: :1:2.25to _18V
• INTERNAL CURRENT uMrr
• THERMAL SHUT_)OWN
• l-PIN DIP, $O_, 5.PIN TO-220
PACKAGES, DICE
APPLICATIONS
• VALVE DRIVER
• SOLENOID DRIVER
• OP AMP CURRENT BOOSTER
• UNE DRIVER
• HEADPHONE DRIVER
• VIDEO DRIVER
• MOTOR DRIVER
• TEST EQUIPMENT
• ATE PIN DRIVER
DESCRIPTION
The I'tL||:634 Is a hi¢h q¢._ uoily-¢=dnOpe_-Ioop
bufl_:rr_o,mncndcd fur • _,Mtd¢nlrll_ _ ippllcadonl,
]!¢;. ix:u_d insidelimef_dhackloopo(opimps lu
l_c_ _il_ ¢_.nr._l,ellmlnalcdlcrmall'_db*ck
improveC"l_,_chlvclo,'iddrive,
For low p_'._r applicado._, the RUF634 Olp,=mcsott
I.SmA qltk'_ccnl t.-ue_nl w|lh 2..S011_oml_t Ind
2000V/Fs _k_' fair. Be._l',_idchis Ill<:lcl.'-eJIfrum
30MIIz¢o .ll_0Hll= by coN_'ding pi_ | to V-.
OuIpL,!¢imuilry is fully I_Y.xcctcdI=},J_¢©l_la]currant
llmii a,_ ll.:rcr_ll .dm,.<Inw,l ,n_kin$ h mSj_ed
C,_Sy lu U_C:,
"111¢R_.ff"6.14is avidlmh]cin il vZlriclyo( piClUllri_ m
suit m_chm,|c.land p._vr.rdlr_llxuinn R_imrnents.
Types t_lude e-pin DiP. SO-S i;.rfac¢-.',o.n_ l._
_-pin TO-22(_. Dice _ lilr,o ,,v,,q.,ble.
s.4_inI'o,._
,,Wlv- I v,
v,, v_
ll_tppiili,_'-.islrlidp_i • li_liild,_l_Fliltll41il - Tm.131sr/i * |lnetmm,_i'PJIdl. flmlelUvl. - Tm.iz _bt
I_1i1:_1_744,.1111 - Tmcll_iikmr'*t-t|ll • r,.idi4_li_il _ * Til_,_it,,,_l * fAJII;III_E_tlII@ • llan_4_B_i"_li_li_ililli4_41si_
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SPECIFICATIONS
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PIN CONFIGURATION
Igp wam
NO. )k,_
ABSOLUTEkt,UOMUMRA11NGS
_..v_;_. ...... '........i ..............................................,1 1
_ vo_o,n,_ .................................................tv,I
c_ r_,_-om_ (_ _ ....................................... _ i
op_aln 0 Tompomm.e......................................... _ W _I;_'C |
OtompeTemDerl_,c0................................... . 40'_ _ ,1_'C
I L..dT--wJ... (._e._.,o,).............................................._'_ I
PACKAGE INFORMATION(;)
DUf(;_4p
PAJFIL'.'MU
,.i_.P:s3aT
PACKAGE DlqA'll_40
PAC*c_S¢. NUI_|A
D.PIn F'D_
S0.41S,._16m_l SILl
$.P_ TO.;"a0 315
NOT(.: (ll .tarmtalksdeawl_ a_l alemema_I_kl. _ s#e _ ofdab
_L_'_ D 01,Ou..IWo,m IC DamCool,.
ORDERING INFORMA11ON
PACI_AO_ I_tXGE
e.l_n I,_e_. OIP ,,40 Is ,t5'¢
IIUF_tU _ _ Ua,_ .so k__4S'G
IBUFE3_cr _ TG.2_ .,4oto ,M'¢
DICE ll4FORMATIOH
my v- s v. NOT_:T_I_VlmI_
(_) ELECTROSTATICDISCHARGE SENSITIVITY
._,y b_,r,llr_l_d c{_.il c_mhc (Sm_Sed by "F._D. Dun-Drown
rc,._v_Js _1_1 ml t_tcX.,t,:d ¢ircui(t 5,= I_dled with
a_riale I_.._utiun_, I;,alu_ Io ob_rv¢ _f_:r handllnl_
•nd in_imion prc_durcs c,_ cau_ _un_g_.
.F_.SDdm_utge _ r_g.e from sub(k: ped'ortr_mo_ de_-
t;o_l Io complUc dcvlcc fsilun:. Ptccis_ inlcL_ralcd ch'cuhs
n_y 5e mon_ _.r, CCl_lt>lc m (burst b:c_u_ ve_, small
_lric cl_ul_s cu.l_ cau_ tl_ _vio_ _ _o .r_c(
publi_ad spr_lfic_dons.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
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F'IGUILU |. Simplified Citcuil 13;aStmtt.
FLgurc 2 sh_ws I1_ 141Ul'q_4 eOlU_lcd ItS In upon-loop
buffer. 11R nu3urc¢iml_hmce mid uptl<m_ input ,_si_ur0 Kp
_flucnce fre.quency v_prm.,_._. 17pical curves, Po,,_.r
Juppt_s sh<,uld !_ byp.+_s_d wkh ca/_¢itors c_nneacd time
to law. device pbk_. Cal_wlfor values Lq low a-'_O.IttP will
I-q._urc slaM.' olaf, don in mPm'l_ppli_,liuns. but hish ouliml
,.-arran* and fa_l t_lpu! slewin| ei_ ¢k:o_d large cur,'e,i
Ira,_-/c_nl$ from 111<:pg_,er _upplics. Solid la,llalum IIJ_
_r_aCllors am rec_
V¢
7
wt_eImr_wk_ -- _ I*_
FIGURE 2. Ruffcr Cx_),e_tiuns.
Iligh fccque..*wy old-ion p al_dk._i¢mx may |.=neff! t'mm
tl_d*d byi_¢ing _ bye: _,_s_tcratlm:._- _ "llish
Fr_l, mW)' Api_ira6t_" at cad _ al_plicatitms ditcpssiot_.
OUTPUT CURRENT
"lilt RIfl_._4 Cdn del|vcf _q: I0 _2_'1_ cm1_lillt_ UUIpUl
¢m_Cnl. l_r1_l chattily lin_s _11_ul (uncm in _r,t,_o_i-
nu_:ly :l-.1,¢,(h.A--k-_ ,yp;c_l peKomuu_'c _,_ "Short
C:hcu_ Cuncm vs Tcnlpexamr_". Fo, many applicmk_l$,
tmwcvr,, Ih¢ conti_ucm._ ,t_tpUl comma will Ix: limited by
thermal _.ffrcl._.
'l'h¢ ntd_i*t vollttlg¢ swing capabillfy varies with jUly'tim
1_:nqx-murc and output cunrc'nl. _ tyl_ical curves "Output
Vohlig¢. Swing v_ Oulput (._Jncm." Alll_gh ill Ih/_t_. lick-
age ty_s ate lesled for tl_ _ ¢lAJ|['l,qlt l_C,ft_mttric¢ axing
a high ._'_cCdt_St, the hi,hcf _t*_:lit.wt teml_rldU¢¢t *|th U_
r)ii' and _0-14 p._.'ka$'¢ lyp_s will ofk_41lsrovldc k_ (mli.d
wollab_."$wlflg. T]3c TO -220 package ca. Ix."II_ with • h¢I¢
f._hk tO l_ce Jun¢l_lt lemFfllur¢, llh+w+l+_ nmxitTttlm
F_._ihlc +mll_:! Swihg.
THERMAL PROTECTION
Puw_ di_ipatcd in Ihe BUF6.14 will _u_e the juru:ltoll
Ictl_pentlur¢ to rife.. A thermal ptalcclioil circuit in thc
BIJF6._4 will di_tblc II_ +li_ll wllral the juncli¢.i leml_+rl-
lun' rcach_ IlP{moxhlhltely I?SoC. When tl_ thcrnl_l _o-
lecliu_, is aclivMcd, IlK: output stif.c i._ditabled, mllowin_ Ihe
dcvi_ lu c_o]. Qulc_'t'.nt currwl is apf,*oxi._d¢iy 6mA
du#ing II_nlla] shutdowd. When the jur_ti_n lelllperalure
cools to ip_o_Jmalcly 16.'i'C lhc Oulpul cif_uit_ i._ 4tgaivt
e,mbled. "l'hixera1c•+_ the pr_cction oh Cull lu cyck. tm and
off will* a i_rlod ringing fi_ll • fraclion nf • SeCOO_ lu
mvcral minul_ u_ mum. dcpc:_lh, gun pack_¢ typc, _;g+ml.
m_! I_+nm! en,,|rtmmmm.
Th_ vie! mat pfot¢clle_ clrcu|l tat designed In prcvci_ tlk_ttutg¢
¢lu/in_ Itl_nltal ctm¢lili_.s. A,y IctKk.flcy to Icliv•l¢ II1¢
thermal wnlcclh'.* circuit dudng _x+mal uI_ralion is I xign
,sftPl iltlttk.quittc Itcxt _+;ISkt_l"CXC¢$SIVCI_,wc¢ tli'_ipalit_ [or
the I_Ck_c type.
The .ei-pin ")0.220 pack•go iwovklu: be.,¢ lhem.! iw'rfof
._nce.W_nuzd _itlt • prope.rh,_i_cd •mat sir.i:, emtt_J._
th¢ TO.220 mira IF p_ I_dlod bY thcmm| IV,'4fon .... __.
3__Uullclin AFI_).'I7 f_" d_l_iis ap he_ s_k
c=l+ul•tJan._._"711cmtmntlng lab of IlK: TO-220 I_Ckagc im
Cl¢¢l,;t:all)' c_l_r_¢i_ In Ibe Vo power _upply.
The DIP _d SO-X _rf_:-ny_tmt I_ckages t_c ¢zcell_m fur
apptic•tiont rcqu|_g high output CU¢leld witlt tow avctNlc
po.+,¢r di++sil_linn
To ach;c,,,, lhe bc,_Ipostil,te lhe_ml I_rfnrm,lm_ w|th t_
DiP r_ SO S I_Ck_g_. t_l_k:r 1he devk.e dircctly to +t_'i,cuh
t,u, cl,"d. Since mq_z ul" Ihe heal i• distilled by CoCtductioh
_hreu_h the i_ckagc pi.s, _x:I_is will degrade iherrmd
pcrf_rnum¢._.. _l_f. wkk circuh _boaill trices t__.all the devla_
phil. iqfludihe hi,Is Ill;_l m nnt C_nJ_cC11_l.Will* the DIP
package:, u_. Iraccs on Iw, h _i_.k:_uf Ihc I_'intcd el,Cut! board
fir pt_iblc.
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POWER DISSIPATION
Pnwcr di._sipilliuit dcl_:nds u, _wcr lipply vulLalF, ,il_.laI
and load c_ld;lintli. Wilh dc _ip._ls, IX_Wel d_ifmlirm |s
•_ltl;li |0 lh_ pi'tWIU_.'1.01" nllfltUI CUt_tl |ill_S Ih¢ Yult_l_._
tt¢:l(J_ts Ihc cl_13thICI;fll_ nUlput Irdl_i$l¢,r. POwI+' d|_ipAlion
c_ Ix mini.li,ed hy u_inl Ib: Iowc_ F_siblc i._w++r ml_lj,
For IPCliilili_-.t Ii%_I+, the lllilll;milm flower dhl:.;ltalll'm r_'cilrl
itl II dc outpu! voltage of me-hid+ tile power supply volllq;e,.
I)itsil_liem wilh a¢ lllllniis is luwe.e. Appl!caiion liul|elin
All-03g ¢iplatnl lll_ Io cik+ulale or mcilllm Iw.l_l tllt_li.
iOliml"'_wilh Unllllll lillnidll ilid I(lll_l.
Ally icni_licy In I_livile tile IIw;l_il IWu4ecliu+l chcliil
ill_cilci Exti,_livl= llOWi:t dl.llillitim of lln inadeqllllc llcli
._nk. For I_ihblc ollClili(WI, j_cli_n lelili_flilil_ phi_ll(I he
Iimiie_J io 150"(.', lilxtmum. To ©llhtialc ihc nilln ut"
llllfi.ly In i eomplei¢ i_iln, inmam lllc Ill_ni Icnil_rlt.
lute unlil Ihe Ilinnll i_lc¢lhm is litlgeli, d, The ilieml
in_lcciiOll t_lould itlp, scr more Ihil 4_+'C Ill'lYe Ihc mlllj-
lllulii {II_CCIcll llilibicnl ¢ondhi01i # yt[ lillplitilloll.
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
]mmmil clrcutlry Is i_olecicd wilh a dio(k clamp ¢twmcci_d
ll_llli die ;ltpUl Io mllWll nflhc UUF6._I f_c Ftlure I. iflll
re,It,,! is umlb]© I0 follow the inl_l within lpll_oxinlilely 3V
(._m'K i_ wllti Im output tl+l-eimuitI, die inpul wlii E(mdu_l
incl_llt_d cli¢icnl from ih¢ Inl_lt tJul_'+, _tlis i_ limited by
il++. l..lee.l.I ?llllt_i l_tllinf" |f Ih_ flIP ill #lf&ir('w_ l ll_ dilttl.
ip, cd. tl_' IKis |liCfcli i_l lllld cuHcnl, In i,_lliit+_l I'_li_tol
CI/! _ I_¢dlilltlc A in I/_t_iC-tl wllh lil_ inl_d,
ItANDW1DTH CONTROL PIN
"Ill=-.'ldFI hil'1411_kh of lilt RUi_I ii lIpIVnzlmll¢ly 30MII+
hi Ihc low q_,i_i_¢lli eul'_nt iil(tlte (| .5 rl-_/i typlcld), '1% llciecl
thil nllxll_, kll+.e ihe blutdwidlh Ix_rlirul phi i-ipcn (rio lmllnec.
Iim,).
ltluldwidlh _o he e_te.ndi_l Io Ippml_imtleJy lli01vtHx hy
c<Wl_lin i Ihc lilnlwkhh comr_ pin lu V-, TiIil |ncre.l_i
quletccnt EUI'_il IO Ippmxli_iely 15iliA. lnlcmlcdlllie
b',mdw_dths fl_ be I by cl+wIrl_¢lhl l II I_llilllnf i, lri_s *ilh
Ihc Kil_wkllh ctlrllrol pill l_ lylliclll i;urve "_NiIC,I¢cnI
OP IWI_
ll_Ai 71, (_AI013
OPAl I i, OPAllI!
IllZl
OPAZ'/, (._All_?
U_iO_. OPAIN
ull i_,, I, mo_+ II ill
,,+,,,i+ _,, i,llm___, u___..w_.k_M+,__,
Lill INi_ 0W _i_i, P,i : iO{il@. O. I llllill.
i _l r _+ kl O > i.
Cllrmnt vs Kesillilce" &+ rcsi_loc l_lEclltm, Clllclcrlflicl I
of Ill ba_lwlfllh cmilrl_l I,ili t'_ll ll_ 1 in III _lmpiin_|
_l_ull dtilrini, Filulc I, •
"rlw. rlllcd uuti_ll CUllt'lll lllli_ .%|¢w lit" itil_ uid ll_f¢ci_4J b_ IIIc
Ixmdtidih (-_+,lll_l, hill the ciln_ll Ihllii vlluc l,hll I ldip+hily.
O%llpol volllig¢ swtn Iil lolilwhai inlpl_Vl, l.l iel Illi wll
l_lidwidll_ nine. 'l_w_ lnl:i_l_cxt qul¢l_tll i:lli¢ill wh¢l_ ill
i'll l_l_k+IW_llh flW,WJCpl(lllil_£ _J'EiII.'.I _IOWCf dii_liplliOll
Jlll;ll_. |ow OUtlet ¢UlICIil coIwIhi<wli. _Dl;_ I;llii_'P-lll IxIw_ct
11 cquli lu ll+e Inlal lupply vt41ap, r, (V+)+IV4. lilli_,! lhE
4Nie._m Cm icm.
_IfBOOSTING OP AMP OUTPUT CURRENT
"ille litlFf;34 cln Ix mlicCl+t hlxid<_ Illu l'cedlutck Imp of
Ill_[ I_l + IO JIK:f('_li._. _lll_il UttllOl,l--l,_ i;il,'ur¢ 3,
_lCil Ct31Wl_4_Ed ilill I_ fccdbllck lip, Ik [tlj_.'_4"a
ofir.icl voitiGc lllld olllcl" enuri lli_ ¢oltcclcd by lhe I'c,_hlck
of tim up ilml+.
Tu al_p; _ (he op aii_ll rcmailil I_,bl¢, Ihc BUI_34's
pltl_'_ ll6ft lnlilil I%:lillill Ill, ill thruliglmiil II_ Imp liin (if
Ih_ _'il_uii, [:1.1¢li {'}=+| I_ ltlllli clrcUiL UIc I:IllF634 mu_l
millbUlC lilllC Iwkliliunlsl idmllc shift (il,i_oxinullcly 20" or
k+) l lhc unlly-gain fttquerK'y uf tim nil imp. Pllag i_iiA
imtlTEc_cdby va+inusol_r+li,1t CIwwlitinlll thai lillly iff_cl
silbllily ui" lilt _1} llnlp--im_ lypiral Gain and Ptlll_ cur-e_.
Mull l¢ii¢tPal-plirrcsl: ur precision W) iUlillA rcnllln uilily-
fJllll .qablc wilh IltC I_IIF634 c_tuCCl¢:d inside the fccdhlck
I(wlp li illWll, iir_ fal_ciliVt ll_lds Ililiy ltquim thc
UUi_34 to hc eo<v_cit+d fr¢ wide birdwtdill lmr lialle
lIpc+liti_ll, llilh il_c(I ol ful-illlhl h op Impi $+l_tidly
,'cquil_ Ihe #lilt b_mdwidt nK_d_ in i_lnlin it/bit ll_ Io
ltium good dylilif pl_l_Olllillntc, I'll check f+tr llllbilitj
wi_ll-,i _ii imip.i_ £+ oicrlhliemsor+xtil_ivc dn_inl(wi
lillial I_lllli wltll illc l.l¢lldcd Ioiid mid t_-_ii + c(.trli-
IiPili lhil Illlm.1 Ftl_. lSplml _ the huffcr.
HIGH FREQUENCY APPLICATIONS
TIw_ RUF634 "i e+tillclll lllIwIwidlli a,d t'llfl i|cw _llC l'l_c it
uscfui in I Vluiely t_'hilh (n:qocncy ol'_l_-iuO I) lIppllciliOlls,
_heil Olaf ileal (Ipi_ -i+. cir_lil bolzd layoul _ byimiislnp,
i_l.l_lil¢ tin ll_c_l dyliiltni¢ _l_Ol'llllllll.
I'u+ t,_+_l +ctuhx, ul i ll_uM plir_ iype clrcui( l'_al'd lay<Wit
mild hypiss the p(iwcr #iupplies with l).lpl: i+:elllllliC chip
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Cai.q_il_ al lJ_ dcvi,'-" p;m,. Source fc_|i:lincc _,;ll ai'lcc_
high,l'r_lUCn_ a' pr._klng md Inep rt.,q_nr_, uvcrd_nn* and
ttmilm$. _ _c h_vsunlly tcl_Cvcd with i S¢l_.._ihl_S!
re_iMm" oir _ Io _'0(_!, dt_n_ Od Ih¢ xi_nal la._JiW,
geip_ wiIh _um¢ loads (ar_pr._ially t_p_ilivc) cam hc
Imlxoved _idl. l_.sh_t_ hi" IOL'_to 150_} h_scrics wkll lhc
oQIpUl,
G-,t1
V_ slw ee_ mea_
L
F'IOURJE 4. High Pcd'ern_,_ce IIc_lpl..,t_ I,)rivcr.
i ,
.._._ _dfC @-
"1 'r
fq(.;URE 5, I'_udr_,,_,,d I_r;vc,.
"iGURE 6. Ctut_r_-Ou_put V.Ivc Dd_,v.
|, Jl
F"JGURE 7. Brldg©-C.onnecled Mom_ i'_;vcr.
FIGUP.F.R. _ffcmndal I.tne Driver.
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PGA202/203
I Ilml I I
Digitally Controlled Programmable-Gain
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
I I I 1 I I I I I I II
FEATURES
• DIGITALLY PROGRAMMABLE GAINS:
DECADE MODEL--PGA202
GAINS OF 1, 10, 100, 1000 TM
BINARY MODEL--PGA203 ,a_ollP
GAINS OF 1, 2, 4, 8
• LOW BIAS CURRENT: $0pA max
• FAST SETTLING: 2ps to 0.01%
• LOW NON-LINEARITY: 0.012% max
• HIGH CMRR: 80dB mln
• NEW' TRANSCONDUCTANCE CIRCUITRY
• LOW COST
APPLICATIONS
• DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
• AUTO-RANGING CIRCUITS
• DYNAMIC RANGE EXPANSION
• REMOTE INSTRUMENTATION
• TEST EQUIPMENT
DESCRIPTION
The PGA202 is • monolithic instmmem._donImpli-
tier with di_tal|y controlled g,t_s of t, tO. 1(30and
1000. The PGA203 provides pins of I, 2, 4, tnd 8.
Both hive ']'i"Lor CMOS-compatlble Inputs for eisy
mi_essor interface. Both have FET inputs and a
ll'lnscol_luctiuice ¢ircuiti7 thai keeps the band-
ne_ly c_lnt with iltl_ Gain and offsetsire
laser trimmed to allow use without any external corn-
pennis. Both Implifien ire available in certmi¢ or
pliitl¢ l_CkalF_: _ ¢ermdc pickille ts specified
over the full industrlil temperliture range while the
plastic package covert the commercial range.
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"sPEciFI-cATi0NS
ELECTRICAL
,_ m,c. v.,. ,lsv,,._m _.,,,_ ,=,._
PARAMETER ¢ONOmON
GAIN
Etimcm G < 1000
G- 1000
O .c Io00
G. 1000
GaM _nl Tentp,lra_m G .c 100
G-100
G. 1000
IqATI[D OU71_T
O_r ,_q)ecJKJ Temlpe_kJre See Ty1_cal Pe_. Cufl_
¢u_em IVw_ I < IOV
Iml=,*d=_
ANALOOII_U'_
¢*mmo_Ued*
,_NI.m I,k_ vo_v_e,m I_ !_m._e
ImlpElar,c_. Ollle,mllal
Ccxnn_.Mode
OFII_k'T VOLTAGE (RTI)
Irdllal Offset al 25'C _
vs TempenRum
_ w'rlme
Om_ v, Sup_ tosv=¢< is
BIAS CURRENT
INilal m,- C.wm_ .* :_S•C
m iS*(:
lNIId O(/_l Cunm_ m 25'C
I_ 15"(;
COMMON IdOOE REJECTION RATIO
G-1
G-t0
G-100
G. 1000
INPUT NO41SE
NI_e V_tl_e 0.! to 10Hz
Iqk_ D_nd_, _ 101_m
O_PUT NOISE
Nd_ V(I_I_I 0.110 t0HZ
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Fmqu_cy P4Sp_S*
F_I P0w_" 8;md.,_d_
Slew P,m
Sem_g _ (0.01%)m
i O_xt_d P.ec_erf 11mere
DIGITAL INPU'i'_
_=_ H_hvo_
POWER SUPPLY
Rind V=_ag_
v_
TEMPE.RAIl,IRE RANGE
G < 1000
G. 1000
G < 1000
G - 1000
G < 1000
G. 1000
G ¢ 1000
G - 1000
• Ilame u Ihe PGA202/'_03AG
Iq3_0_Gm I_A_d_;180m
0.05 0.2S 0.1|
0`1 1 0.01 0`S
0,OO2 0.0tS 0`01|
0.0_ 0.O4 0.04
:l 2;5 • 1S
40 120 • gO
100 300 150
0`S •
:ktO 213 •
:kVeS •
1013 •
*(O.S * _R * • _(1 +
60
10¢. 100÷ • $0+
_ 14S4_
10 $0 ' "
640 32_O " "
S ,,x
:_0 IS00
10 100 ' •
M 110
92 120 " •
94 120 *
1.7
12 •
32
4OO
1000
250 •
400 *
100 •
10 20 IS •
2 •
10 •
S
10
-v= v,_. l "
U
'IO
2.4 •
10
,t1:18 • •
1,3 •
.-aS INS * "
-65 1_S ° •
.-4S 150
100
IAN TYP MAX UI'
• ppr
• IW
• m"
it0
• Ir
• $
• * lit
• _v,
• IN,_U
• * I_
• p_
• p.
• • p,
• • d_
de
• de
• pvp
• nW'_"
•
• • V
• ¥
• V
• * V
0 70 _
"IS M "I=
*_• L¸
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qH CONRGURATION
lrq) 1new
A._
A,
,m.V_
v_
m,,A
V_ A4ul
_'_]_C_
_-v_
vc,,,
I"I'_]Vcurr,4,nle
Irmw6
o--"_v_, k:lu,N
B'_ +VN
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
oP kq_/vma0e ..... tlw
Im,_ _ mm_, #somw
An,loGandDMd InW_ ....... *(Vm +04V )
O PadulOe ..4S*Gtl *12S*G
L*adT*n_rmm (sokbdnO.10_) .:_'r.,
¢:_putSho,1C_n_lDuradon C*,vlnuOuJ
J_T_ .......... 178'_
)ACKAGE INFORMATIONP)
laCOEL PAC_OI[
P_ 144_ _ OP
14-Pk Gmm_ [_
14-_t Pt_¢ OP
I'GA203N) 14-_n Cemn_ 01P
PGA._OBO 14..(m_I_ DIP
PACKAGEDRAWING
NUMBER
010
16S
169
0t0
lU
1119
NOTE:(1) Fu detailed(_llvv#_amldkTtensJonlable please14eiil_l M dabl
mint. w _op*hdk O d Bun.Brian IC 0aa 80ok.
I
ORDERING INFORMATION
MODEL
PGA202XP
I'GA202AO
PGA20290
PGA2OOKP
I'O_OaAO
POA._BO
GklHS
1. lo. loG.lOGO
1.1o. loG. tooo
I. lO. loG,IOOO
I. a. 4. II
1.2.4.8
1.2. 4. ii
PACKAGE
Iqu_ DIP
Camm_ DIP
C,emm_ DIP
fflwmcDiP
CeramicDIP
Cmand¢DIP
0'C w +?0*C
-2S'C Io+85'C
*2S*CIo,,4S'C
0*Gt_,?0*G
-25"C to,I_'C
•-25'C Io+SS_,
OFFSETVOLTAGE
MAX (mY)
SR * ;_4.,G)
:t(t • I:_G}
_(2 +2,uG)
*(I • 12_)
11t*ln_maV_Wm4cledl',m_bb*aev_Jtol_m_e _ BURRBROW_uwnmnonWondba_lodnaocueadw oromlssk_ BURIq-BIq0WNw_um_
ea_m_nslbly totIh* use_l Ihb kdom..sd_mdd UH O/w_h k_nv_m sh_ b, rely al _ _S _ _ p_ _ _ _ _ _ _
WllltmAn<_r,4.Nopa_rd_ghlsorllce_es ioarffo/_hedm_s ooscrl_4dher_ amknp4ed_ _ _ _ _ _. 0_,6_ _ _ _e _ _
m_yilURR-BROWHp_xk4 _r usek_Wes4_ d,.doesandts,i_ms.
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
T.. _S.C. v,. itSV ,,Vm oew*_ nm¢ ,
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (com')
T:. _IrC, Vo. tllN mires d_md_ slt*d.
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0
OUIESC_NT CURRENT _ POWI_ IRPPLY
O lZ S$ I|
t_PUT P,N_[ vs POW_ SUPPLY
II
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J
12
i.
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£
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t/
/
|
/
II 12 15
OrJ1t'Ul"swlf,_ _ POw-r.R SU/q't.Y
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II
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
T...15"C. Vs. lily imbm _ haul.
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I
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INl_ff li_ cx_lmtr u TtBIqt_
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-II 0 H
CURRENT UMIT vii TEMPERATURE
IS _ A 16
llL_eW RAll _ _qD_AI_JE
10
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
CURVES (CON'r)
i
IWo_,
DISCUSSION OF
PERFORMANCE
A tin@if'ted dligrm_ ot d_ PGA202/203 is shown on the
flrii pllge. _ deJign cons'isis of • dii_ullly cor_irollcd.
dlfrcxontlal ItamcontkJcianc¢ &ore ¢ml stage using precision
FE'T buttcNI lad d_ classical u-ansimpedaace outpul r_ag¢.
C,ain Iwitching le accomplished with • novel current steer-
in& lechnique Ihal allows fo¢ fast settling when changing
IP_ 1'11¢ rf.,iult Js • high perform•ace, proctammabl¢
iasltgmontadoa amplifier with excellent si_ed &rid galn
zccurlc'y. ..
The iapuz i_aip_ or,_ • new circuit topology that includes
FLL'r buffers tO siv.¢ extremely low input bias currents, The
diffcamtiaJ input voltage LI ¢onvcrled into • dittcrcuiial
_'tpui cunre.nt with the zransconductance galn selected by
Ilee_$ _ input ll•ge bias ¢unre_t bctweefl four identical
inpui _ differing only in ihe value o( _ gain setting
lesistor. Each input slllie iI individually lascr-lrimmed for
Input otfsei, offset drift and lain.
output stage is • diff¢_dal mmalmpedea_ amplifier.
IJ_like the da._dcaJ diffcRnee amplif'_r output st•ge, ll_
o_rnoe mode Rjecdoa is not Umhed by the R.d._or match-
big. Howeltt. die oulput reslstors Ixc il._r-uinmted to l_lp
_mizc the ootput olTset atKI d_ft,
BASIC CONNECTIONS
Rlpm: ! d'mws _ proper coonecdom for power supply and
dp.d. The ix>wet suppll_J should be de¢oupted with lpF
ltllum gap•churl pl•ccd Is close to the amplifier as
Polslblc for miximum performance. To ivold gain 8rid
C]vlP. errors Inlroduced by the external components, you
should connect d_ grounds as indicated. Any resislance in
Ihe sen_ line (pin 1I) or the V.B line (pin 4) will lead to a
gsin en'or, so _ lines should be kepl as d_orz as possible.
Also Io mllmain slabilky, •void c•pacilanee from the output
•l° _ inpul or die offsel Idjusi pins.
, .o..,,, v,v,. luun-um/I .....
14
V¢la
÷VI
FIGUP.E I. Basic Circuit C_¢dons.
OFFSET ADJusTMENT I
R_rc 2 shows d_ offs_ adjustment drcuiu for d_: PGA202/
203. The input offset and tl_ output of Lr_Aare bo_h Cpa-
rarely adjustable. No(ice tluu because the P_A202/2.03 dum_
betw_n four different input sllges Io change grin, the input
uffll voltage will chanle slilhily wiih llln, For lystcnll
using computer lutozeroing techniqueJ, neither offset nor
drift is a major concern, but it should be noted dial since the
input oRr,¢l does chan_e with pin, It_r,¢ sl_terns should
perform in -utozero ¢yc1¢ after each gain ehazzl¢ for ol_i-
mum perfon'nance.
in the output oITP.l adjustment ¢ircult, the choice of
buffering up amp is Verd Important. The up amp needs to
have low output impedance and • wide bindwldth to mlin-
,-in full accuracy over the entin_ trequency range of II_
• PGA202/203. For Ihese relsons we leconul_nd the OPA602
u in ex_llent choice for this Ipplicldon.
*Vc_
, i
FIGURE 2. Offset Adjusm_m Circuits.
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C,amCem-d
RGUP_ 9. FJoadngSourcePro_p-ammabl©Gaininsu_men-
lallc_ Amplifier.
C :
VN
C
" As V_ ...
7 4 ' "" " .": •
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G,._CmRI GI_ Conwd '*
FIGURE 10.Low NoiseDifferential Ampliller with Gainsof ;.
10O020O.400. 80O.
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FIGURE 13. _d Amplirten.
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Appendix 5
Data Acquisition System Information
A5-1
IIV
INNO VA T&'ON ,lind EXCELLENCE
PC-414
High Speed Analog Input Board for
IBM-PC/AT', PS-30, or EISA Computers
[ III I • IIII II Illiilil i mill i
FEATURES
Up to 5MI-iz A/D sample rate
Very low harmonic distortion
Analog input comparstor trigger
Choice of 12 or 14 bit A/O resolution
Optional 2 or 4 channel simultaneous sampling
On-board FIFO memory up to 16,384 samples
Meal for FF'I"s. OSP or array processor "front ends"
Non-bus burst parallel port for seamless recording
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Offedng very high I_/stem s0eed, the PC-414 is a multi-
¢hann_ analog input board for the IBM-PC/AT, PS-30, EISA
and compatible computers. Full power input bandwidth is
available up to 2.SMHz and may be sampled at up to 5MHz.
A common mothefooard is used. with the analog section con-
tained in S pluggat_e 2" by 4" module. This allows for a family
of several different Sample/Ho_d - A/D Conveder speed and
resolution options by exchanging analog modules
The analog input ranges of the A/D converter are selectable as
unipolar 0 to +10V, or bipolar ±SV. or ±10V depending on mod-
el. The gain on the PC-414A may be user-salected times one
or times ten for two channels. This offers one-volt input ranges
for receiver signal measurement. The input conSguration is ex-
regent for analyzing wide band communications signals. Model
PC-414E offers 16 single-ended or 8 differential high speed
channels.
Models PC-414A, F. end G use a Simultaneous Sampling
section. This function acquires signals on parallel channels at
the same time. This provides phase correction and deskew-
ing of multichannel correlated signals. Applications include
i i i j ii ii
high speed cross-channel computation, beam-former cohe-
rency for sonar or acousScs, telemetry, multiple carder de-
modulatk:)n, and highly concurrent system tasSng.
A/D data passes to an on-board First-in, First-Out (FIFO) data
memory and then to the host computer bus interface under
software control. The RFO acts li decouple the precise timing
of the AID section with the blick-oriented data transfers on the
buS. The design can conSnuOusly collect analog deta with non-
stop Converter triggering while data is simultaneously read from
the FIFO. This allows the collection of "seamless" wide-
bandwidth signals of millions of samples or greater. Functions
such as FFT sampJing cannot tolerate lost samples without in-
ceases in "arithmetic" noise during computation processing
Data may be transferred to mass storage peripherals such as
disk or magnetic tape. Applications inc.Judeling-baseline
studies in astrophysics, component life tesling, and anoma-
lius pattern search.
l III I II •
Control
TdggerIn
OtA Out
Figure 1. PC-414 Block Diagram
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The FIFO data output may also be routed under host software
control Io an on-board parallel data port instead of being sent
to the computer bus. Th_s parallel burst channel data may be
mad by an mdemal processor at very high speeds and ovoids
possi_speed_ oftheccmpua,bcs.Theoutpon
uses • very zdmp_ mlidyl•c_ tranlier handshake
which is adaptable to any remote parallel port including DT
The anabg mc_on of _ PC-414 is o¢_imized _ hlgh _¢_nal
¢lulrdy end very low dynandc nolu. Tbe PC-414 is idaai al en
FFT "fmnl _mr' or DSP quen_e_ for anay pmcecsom
The AK) conversion timing section is designed for accurate
multi-scan data acquisition. Software programmable timers
control the inte_al between each oonversion end each multi-
channel scan. A programmable sample counter will allow
sample blocks of specified length independent of FIFO length.
The timer/counter section uses a precision on-board crystal
dock. Twrneoul and sample count activities may be monitored
using I/O ststus regi$1ers and/or programmable interrupts.
The interrupt method may be fully synchronized with software
programmable DMA Iransfers direclly to I'K_SI_ _I_
memo_.
S/H-A/t) triggering may use several sources under software
control. The internal tim•base ts the normal trigger source al-
though single conversions or scans may be directly oom-
mended by host I/O r_isler wdtes. An external trigger clock
may also be used to precisely synchronize sampling with ex-
ternal events. This external Idgger may start a single multi-
channel scan or "N" multiple scans separated by programma-
bla delays.
Anaiog sarnpllng may =Iso be level-tdggerad using an on-board
analog comparator ar¢l an extema! level input, The referance
_gg_Ar level to the corrcarator is derived from an on-board 12-
conveder. If pmferrad, the D/A converler may also be
used as an analog output channel for any purpose.
The PC-414 A thru G contains five signal connectors. Four
connectors ere for the sampled analog channels. The filth co_
nector is for a choice ot the exlemal timebase dock input, the
external analog trigger reference level or for the D/A output,
The PC-414E accepts 16S/8D input channels plus trigger.
The computer interface for control and status uses 16-bil I/O
addressing, A/O data uses 16--bit transfers under program or
host DMA control A sh'_e inlenupt is generated for a vadety
of conditions. These include A/D data ready, DMA terminal
count, sampte count roached, FIFO heft-full or FIFO full.
/V_ output date coding is dght-juslified two's complement with
sign extensk)n. Thls format ts •xuallent for integer data typing
with high level computer languages such as "C', FORTRAN,
Pascal or/ida. It is also directly compatible with very fast
adthrrmtlc inelru_ons for ell microprocessor assembly lan-
gunges and math cowocessors. Straight binary coding may
also be selected.
A high-eff'K;iency, low noise DC/DC (x>nverler provides qtAet
power to linear sections. PC-414A * G analog inputs use rear
SMA coaxial threaded connectors (DB-25 for 414E). The burst
channel parallel output port uses an internal header conneclor.
Software
A manu-ddv_ _ndowed setup and ¢_onfigurattonprogram is
optionally available on both 5.25" or 3.5" MS-DOS disks. The
program automatically adapts to the display type end mouse.
The program sets the VO base address, Interrup! and DMA
I II
systems, loads registers and D/A converter data, starts timers
•nd saves data to disk or memory. The entire hardware con-
figuration may be saved to disk. The software also includes
AK)-O/A calibaalion procedures.
AK) data may be Ixmt to b•se memory (l_dow 640K) either by
OlVlA, program transfer, or extended memory (above 1Mb).
Disk data formats lndude binary inleger, IEEE-754 binary
floating point, and ASCII floating point (Lotus PRN format).
The setup program is a|so available in source language for.
mat and tm=ludes llst assembly language modules which may
be linked to usar-wdtten pn:)grams. Both WINDOWS and MS-
DOS versions am available.
Users have three methods of implementing PC-414 soflware;
the optional setup/configuration program, third party soflware
or user-written code. Third party display and processing soft-
ware offers graphic outputs, DSP lunctions such as FFT's and
statistical analysis of data rdes. Third party packages will ac-
eept data by file transfer. A QuickBASIC disk is available at
no charge for user modification.
Slmultaneou• Sampling
In Rgure 2, Iour Inpul signals are sampled at the same time us-
ing the PC-414A's Simultaneous San_e/Ho_l (SSH) option.
Once Itm signals are acquired, _ey are _ digitizedsKluon-
by the A_ converter. For correlation of phase-related sig-
nals. SSH removes ,skew cletay errors from conventior_l sequen-
lial multiplexer scanning. The PC-.414F or G offers the same
function et a higher speed ur_ two _neous A/D's.
ChannelS
!
I
Chattel 2
I
I - I
Chlmnel 1
I I !
Chlnnl| 0
S_uhneou=
Sampla/Hold
laSH), model _ : : _ Data errorsk_ no_-SSH
PC-414 i i _ by samplir_
skew delays.
[_] DATEL'I SSHDESIGN
(_ WITHOUT SSHTECHNOLOGY •
Flgure 2. PC-414 Simultaneou• Sampling
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
(Typical et +25"C. dynamic conditions, gain • 1. unless need.)
ANALOG INPUTS
Number of ch41nnels
Input Configuration
(non-iso_t_
Full Scale Input Ranges
(user-selectable)
(gain = t)
Input Bias Curt'eat
Input Overvoltage
(no damage)
Overvoltage Recovery
"r'mte. maximum
Common Mode Voltage
Range. maximum
input Impedance
[Notes 6 and 10]
SAMPLE/HOLD
PC-414
I
414E
16S/8D
SE or OifL
0to 10V
=10V
=5V
[Note 1]
=1hA
= 15V
21_
=10V
tI_M_
simt, [ 2 slmul.
I
SE [ SE
lo t C [ =SV
=5V I 0 to 10V
; I (_oeclsl)
_lnA l =InA
=15_ i =15v
2ps [ :s
Acqulsltlon Time
(FSR step) 50
Aperture Deia [N_n11 ]
A/O CONVERTER
Resolution 12 b'_ts 12 bils 12 bits 14 bits
Conversion Period 50Ons
SYSTEM DC CHARACTERISTICS
Integral Non-tinearlty _
LSB of FSR I -,t I
Differential Non-Ilneadty I I
LSBoIFSR I =0.75 l
Full Scale Temperature , ] "t ] ='0'75 J =1 ] :z0'75 ] ":1 I =1
Zero or Offset l I .=0. t =-0.I =0.1 =0.3
Temperature Coerf¢ient I J
(LSB per "C) _ _--0.3 ¢0.1 =0.3 =0,1 =0.1 =0.3
SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE [Note 2]
(single channel.FSR input)
Throughput to FIFO 200ns J 50Ons I 500ns I lps
Throughput to FIFO
(sequential channels, ' J I 250nS ] 500ns
gain - 1) [Note 4]
FS Input [Note 31 --68dB -72dB -70dB -80dB
ANALOG INPUTS
i
See Note 1Programmable Gains
Common Mode Rejection
(DC - 60Hz)
Addressing Modes
-e0dB (g = leo) (414E)
t. Single channa_
2. Simultaneous sampling
3. Sequenlial with auloSe-
quenced addressing
4. Random addressing by
hOStsoftware
AJO CONVERTER
Output Coding "
Tdgger Sources
(Software selectable)
A/ID 8smpia Clook
Pos_ve-true _t-ju_'.3d
strait _. (unipelsr) o_ ,_t-
justir_d 2's comp. (bip_r)
v_ sign extension _m bit 15.
I. Local Pacer frame clock
2. External TTL frame clock
3. Analog threshold cornp.
I. internal programmable
82C54 lirnar
2. Ext. I"TL input, active high
(PC-414 "dot" only)
el in I
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i A/D MEMORY
i
Architecture Rnsl-ln, Find-Out (RFO)
Memory Capacity t024, 4096, or 16,384 AID
samples
TRIGGER CONTROL
Programmable Inlervad
Timer Type
Functions
Pacer Sample Counter
I_C54 Clock Source
Scan Tdgger Clock
Analog Trigger Input
Range [Note 5]
Analog Trigger Response
Analog Trigger Hysteresis
82(354
I. ND =_ple coum raachad
2. A/O start rate (16 blt divtsod
3. SSH san_ oountar (414A)
3 to 65,536 samples. Drives
the Acquire fllg/'mtarrupt gate
for/VD start pulses.
1. Internal 8MHz crystal clock
2. External "I"I'Linput, 10MHz
max. On PC-414 "dor' models
only, the 82C54 is docked
only by the internal 8MHz
source.
125, 250, or 500kHz
=10 Volts (not avail. 414D)
2ps to set stalus flag
40mV
ANALOG OUTPUT (nol available PC-414D)
Number of Channels
Function
(user-salectabte)
Resolution
Output Voltage Range
(user-setecteble)
Llneadty
$ettlln 9 time
(10V step)
Input Coding
(user-setectable)
One channel
1. General purpose analog
output
2. Threshold comparator for
A/D tdggar.
12 bits
0 to +10V, = 5V and al0V
at 5mA max.
= 0.05% of FSR
5 microseconds to 0.05%
Same as A/D section
PC/AT BUS INTERFACE
Architecture
I/O Mapping
Dote Transfer
Date Bus
Direct Memory Access
DMA Request Conditions
(software selectable)
Control/Status Functions
Number of Interrupts
[Notet 4]
But Interrupt Sources
I/O mapped, pluggable to
IBM-PC/AT, PS-30, EISA bus
Imd compatibles. Decodes
eight 16-bit I/O registers.
Decodes I/O address lines
Ag-A0,
I/O transfer or host DMA. loft-
ware selectable.
16 bits.
I chann_, sek_table on chan-
nels 5, 6, or 7, set by software.
FIFO full, half lull, not empty,
scan acquire flag (sample
count reached).
Board reset, FIFO flags, Inter-
rupt select and status, DMA
sak_ and status, tdggar
source, timer control and ped-
ed, sample count load, paralet
outport enable, A/D enab_,
MUX auto-sequence.
1 interrupl, selectable on level
7, 9 Ihru 12, or 15. The intar-
n_ level is set by loft, rare.
Scan acquire nag (sample
count), FiFO lu]tor half full,
DMA letmtnal counl Item bus.
II I I
PARALLEL DATA PORT
Outporl Type
Operating Modes
Parallel Port LoiKllng
Parallel Port Connector
Port Data Rate
16 data outt_t lines, TTL
ieve/s from AVD FIFO. In-
dudes _hake signals
and FIFO flags. The outport
ODes not provide addrasdng.
Asynchronous master In ex-
ternal =lave receiver. On PC.
414 "dot' models. 4 modes
are Included, offerin 9 internal/
externaJ clocking (to IOMHz),
s_ronous/as_chronous
harxJshaking. Sequencing is
adaptable to DT Connacle.
24mA out. 1 .GmA in. On PC.
4t4 "dot" models, the data
outputs maybe 3-stated for
shared bus 60nnaction.
2-row2_n headerM_emourt-
ed on board irde_or.0.100" pn
spa_0 s,JaUe t_ _ _0Je.
So-ant_epadsamh:_dedIo
mconr,gum_ p_t o_eron
PC-414 "doe've_. I:Ynou(is
edap_a_e to DT Concec_.
4MHz maximum. On PC-414
"dol" models, data may be
Iranslerred up tO 10MHz with
external clockir_
DIGITAL I/O PORT (PC-414 =dot" models only)
Connector
Configuration
Levels
Outport Settling Time
Dual row, 26-pin header
mounted on board interior.
Uses 0.100" pin spacing suit-
al_e for flal cable. Includes
+5V do and digital ground
Connections,
8 digital outputs, 8 digital in-
puts (unlatched)
All lines are buffered, TTL
levels. 10 output loads.
,50nsmax. after write operation
MISCELLANEOUS
Analog Section Moduterit_
Analng Section.
Adjustments
Analog Input Connectors
Multipurpose Connector
[Note 8)
Operating Temp. Range
Storage Tamp. Range
Humidity
Altitude "
Power Required
OuUine Dimensions
(10.5" long 414 "dot')
The MUX-S/H-AJD module is
socketed Ior function inter-
change.
Offset and gain per channel
for aSH on PC-414A,FoG. A
single offset and gain pot is
provided on PC-414B,C,D,E.
Recommended recalibration
inten/al is 90 days in stable
conditions.
Four SMA rff_atura coax_l,
mounled on rear slot. [Note 8)
5th SMA usar-selectable Io8":,
1. Pacer Irigger input
2. Analog threshold compar-
ator input
3. DIA output
0to* 60"C
-25 to +85°C
10% to 90%° non-condensing
,0 to 10,000 feet. Forced
¢oo/ing is recommended.
+SV dc @ 3,5A max, from
AT bus.
4.5x 13.31 xO.625inches,
Compatible to PC/AT bus,
I I
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TECHNICAL NOTES
1. Fk_stor-pmgrammed gain from X1 to Xl00 is wallabie
on PC414E with lnoraasad settling delay at higher gain.
Fixed gains of X1 and X10 or=2 channels, ofledng IV
ranges, are selectable on the PC-414A.
2. Total throughput include= MUX U_ng time after changing
the channel address, S/H acquisition time to rated specifi-
cations, A/D conversion, and FIFO transfer. Total through-
put is not delayed by host software whenever the FIFO is
not fiJlt.
3, THD tasl corclitlons are:
1. Input freq. 500kHz (414A,F) 200kHz (414B,E)
300kHz (414C) 1MHz (414D)
t00kHz (414G)
2. Generator/filter THD is -gOdB minimum.
3. THD computed by FFT Io 5th harmonic,
( V2= + V32 + V4 _ + V52 )0.s
THD = 20 "log10 Vin
4. Inl_Jts are 1/2 full scale. No channel advance.
5. AK) trigger rate = 1,SMHz (414A), 500kHz (414B,C,E),
4MHz (414D), 2MHz (414F), 1MHz (414G)
4. The rates shown Ior sequential sampling are the maximum
A/D converter stad rates and include MUX sequencing and
se_lEng. For example, if four cham_eis of the PC-414C
were scanned, the maximum sample rate on any one
channel would be 21JsX 4 channels ,,=8ps (125kHz per
channel).
5. For fastest response on the armlog comlN_retor tdgger,
keep the reference voltage near the tdp input voltage, To
avoid ovedoad recovery delays, do not let the trip input
(or any other analog input) exceed .,-10V.
6. The Input impedance of 10MQ minimum avoids attenuation
errors from external input source resisiance. For many aPl_-
ca_ns, an k't-linecoaxial 50 Ohm shunt, inserted adjacent to
the froat ¢onnecfo_, is _ to reduce reflections
and stench9 wave _om,
7. Allow 20 minutes warmup time to rated speciFcations for
models PC-414B, G.
B. A 25-pin DB-25S connector is used for the PC-414E.
9. 5MHz samplk'_g on PC-414D requires an extama! dock.
Maximum on-boaKI sampling is 4MHz.
10. Input impedance is shown with power on. Impedance
with power off is 1500 Ohms or less.
11. PC-414G acquisition time Is 250as to :_,0.003% of FSR.
12. Digital I/O registers apply to PC-414 "dot" models only,
BASE + 2 bits 15 through 8.
r
13. Refer to the PC..4t4 User's Manual for added PC-414
*dol" modes.
14. IRQ 12 is not 8va'dabie on PC-414 "dot" medals.
PC-414
FIFO DATA FORMAT
A/D data is dativerad IB | Itraam from the FIFO memory. For
multtchannel inputs, this means that data is multiplexed. For
example, for 4-channel inputs, the output channel sequence is
O, 1, 2, 3, O, 1 ........ Some applications may need this
data de-multiplexed by aoftware so th=t each channel's data
is placed in Its own separate buffer.
PC-414 "dot" Series
Beginning in mk:1-1993, an alternate version of the PC-414 is
available under spec;al order. This version (the "dot" series),
is fully downward compatible to the PC-414 but offers a separ-
ate digital VO port, additional data pod modes (including OTe
Connect) and other minor changes. The PC-414 "dot" is 10.5
Inches in length. Contact DATEL for details.
PC-414SET Setup/Configuration Software
• Automatically configures Io the display adapter, CPU. and
mouse.
• Sets the I/O base address.
• Initializes the interrupt and DMA systems and D/A output.
• Allocates base or extended memory.
• Performs self-test and A/D-D/A calibration.
• Configures A/D sample rate, frame rate, and _ counter.
• Selects Irigger mode and DMA or VO block transfer.
• Selects disk file output format to integer binary, float bi-
nary, or ASCII float.
• Saves data to base memory, extended memory, or disk.
• Full source code in "C" and assembly is available.
• MS-DOS or WINDOWS version (visual "C" interlace).
• Analog
Inputs
Binary A/D Data
Port
Array
Processor
Board
PC-41_4
DaDArrays .
PC/AT Bus
CPU t-o
Display _ Graphics
Controller J _ Display
Figure 3. Array Preprocesslng
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I/O Register Memory Mapping [Note 13]
The base IKIdrese may be selected anywhere up to 3F0h on
I r_yts bix_ar_s.
I_ Address
(hex) Direction Description
Basa + 0
Base, 0
Base + 2
Base + 2
Base +4
Base + 6
Base +6
Base + 8
Base + 0Ah
Base + 0Ch
Base + 0Eh
Wdte
Read
Write
Read
Wrile
Write
Read
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Writa
Read/Write
Command Register
Status Regisler
Cham_l Address/_tal
Output {Note 12]
Digital Input Register
{Note 12]
D/A Data Register
FIFO Reset Register
FIFO A/D Data Register
Counter #0 (82C54)
Counter 11 (82C54)
Counter #2 (82C54)
Control Register (82C5,1)
At power-up or PC bus reset, all registers contain zeroes ex-
cept Ihe FIFO HF and FF bits. The registers may be pro-
grammed in any sequence as long as the command register
is last. Use 16-bit lid word operalions.
Command Register (Write BASE + 0)
I,s,,I,3,2t,l,o,I 8L,I 61 'l 3121 'l 0 I
DMA ] Inlrpt I DMA ] Intrptl PrVl Trgl AUtl Scn I Cn JTrg I
LVl I Lvl I Req I Req I Bus[Poll IncI EnI En I Src I
1 012 1 Oll 011Ol I I ! I I I
Bits not shown or "x" bits are not used or don't care.
Trigger Source 0 ,, Sample from the Internal trigger
[Bit 0] 1 ,, Sample from the external trigger
Internal triggers are generated from the 82C54 timer. Each
_nlernaJ Irigger will enable sampling until the sample count is
done or command I ,, 0. For continuous triggering, use timer
mode 2. For a single Irigger, set timer mode 5 and enable
the A/D converter.
The external trigger may be from the analog threshold com-
parator or the digital TrL trigger.
Convert Enable 0 = Disable A/D conversion (default)
[Bit 1] 1 ,, Enable AK) conversion
Scan Enable 0 = One A/D conversion per A/D start clock
[Bil 2] 1 = Up to 16 A/D conversions per A/D start
clock (set by the channel address register).
Channel Address 0 = Single channel (no |ncremenl)
Auto-increment I ,, Sequence channel address at AA3 con-
[Bit 3] version (The address counter v_ll wrap
around from channel I5 to 0).
External Trigger 0 ,' Trigger on falling edge (default)
Polarity [Bit 4] 1 ,, Trigger on rising edge
Bit 5 Not used. On PC-414 "dot" models,
0 = Internal 8MHz clock
1 ,, External A/D start clock
Select FiFO 0 ,, Select PC bus data register
Output Data (inhibit parallel l:)Ort)
Steering I = Enable FIFO transfers to parallel port
[Bit 6] (inhibit PC bus data access)
I I m
Interrupt Bit
Request Source a Z
0 I = Inlerrupt on FIFO full
1 0 ,, Inlerrupt On FIFO hatf full
0 0 ,, Interrupt on data Acquire flag
1 I - Interrupt on terminal count of DMA
o0_npletion (required Ior DMA).
DMA Request Bit
Source lo
0 1 = DMA request on FIFO full (block
mode)
1 0 = DMA request on FiFO halt full (block
0 0 = DMA request on data Acquire flag
Coiock mode)
I 1 =DMAreque_onFIFOnotempty(de-
maid mode)
On PC-414 "dot=models. DMA Request Source is connected
to the FIFO empty flag for demand mode transfers.
Block Mode: After saffing up the DMA controller registers, a
DMA block transfer will occur on a DMA request. At the end of
the transfer, the PC-414 will generate a terminal count interrupt.
Demand Mode: This is identical to the Block Mode except
that the transfer will continue as long as the FIFO is not emp-
ty. The transfer will stop when the FIFO is empty or a terminal
count occurred at the end of a 64k word transfer.
Interrupt Bit
Level Select 13 12 11
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
1 0
1 0
1 1
I 1
0 - Inten'upt disable
1 mInterrupt request on IRe 7
0 ,,, Intarrupl request on IRQ 9
1 mInterrupt request on IRQ J0
0 ,= Interrupt request on IRQ 11
1 ,, thlerrupt reques! on IRQ 12
0 = Interrupt request on IRQ 15
1 = Nol used
IRQ 12 is not available on the PC-414 "dot" models.
DMA Level Bit
Select 15 14
0 O,, DMA disable
0 1 = DMA requesl on DRQ 5
I 0 ,, DMA request on DRQ 6
1 1 ,, DMA request on DRQ 7
Channel Address Register (Write BASE * 2)
I 15-8 I Scan I Chennell
oio,,=,,,oI 76 s 4 I 3 2 I 01
J Control J AddressI
.[Notet2] [ 3 2 1 0 I 3 2 1 01
Channel
Address
[Bits 3 - 0]
Only bits 1 and 0 are used for the 4-channel
analog modules. All 4 counter bits are
available at the A/D module.
Scan Centre1
{Bits 7 - 4]
in the scan mode (command 2 = 1), each AID
start convert pulse will cause multiple AK)
conversk_'_s as selected by these bits. Each
scan starts from channel zero.
II II
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PC-414F,G Addressing:
01h
O_h
Do not use autobcmrnent. Set BASE + 0, bit 3 = 0.
Status Register (Read BASE + 0)
-81 7 le' '_"413 I 2 I'1 Jr=0 I
NOt I Xtr _ FIFO I err IAnalEOCIACQt
usedI In I sta= I Smpl TrOI SisI Sis I[ Prot FFNFEF[ Err [ Lvl [ I I
Acquisition 0 1 A/D scan not tn progress or scan done
Status (Counter 0 sample count was reached),
[Bit O] 1 n A/D scan In progress (Counter 0 sample
count not reached).
0 - NO conversion In progress, data invar<l
1 = A/D conversion done, data valid
End of A/D
Conversion
Status (EOC)
[Bit 1]
Analog Tdgger
Comparator
Output [Bit 2]
Oversample
Error
[Bit 3]
I
Channel Selected
Owv_ oonly
ctwv_ i o_y
Both channels, =dmu_meously
0 = Analog tdgger input is below reference
1 - Analog tdgger Input is above reference
0 =,NO error
1 - A/O was triggered before EOC is done..
Bit 3 is dsered by dashing/v_ o0nve_on= (w_e corrcnar¢l 1,.0).
FIFO Status Bit 4: 0=FIFO is empty, 1= FIFO not empty
Flags BIt 5: 0-FIFO is halt lull or greater,
1=less than half full
Bit 6: 0=,FIFO is full, I=RFO is not full
NOTE the negalive Irue coding on these bits. The FIFO stal-
us bits are not latched
Transfer in 0 • Remote receiver is not ready lor transfer
Progress 1 = Remote receiver is ready for transfer
[Bit 7]
Bit 7 displays parallel tnport pin 2 (extemil Transfer Enable
In) ANDed with command bil 6.
D/A Data Register (Write BASE + 4)
_l-l_l s le171 s lsl 4 I_1 = _ o
PC-414
I '
FIFO Reset Register (Write BASE + 6)
[': ::-7:
........ ....3..J
Any write to this register will dear the FIFO and set the empty
flag true. If A/D conversion is still running, the FIFO will be not
empty when the next A/D sample EOC occurs.
FIFO Data Register (Read BASE + 6)
I lsJ ,4"J ,'3 , ,2J ,t O0 Is j s j s j s j .SB---',SB12 ALL
12-bit AK) data
MSB'-- LSB
14 ALL
14-Bit A/O Data
"S" bits are sign-extended from either bit 11 (12 bit AK)'s) or
bit 13 (14-bit/VD's) in bipolar input range. For unipolar rang-
as, S= 0.
82C54 Programmable Interval Timer
Refer to the PC-414 User Manual for detailed programming
information.
Countar Register (Read/Writa BASE + 8 - Courtier #0)
(Read/Wdta BASE + OAh - Counter 11)
(Read/Write BASE + 0Ch - Counter 12)
I':.:lo;, co,I Ic o,1o',Iool
Control Word Register (Read/Wdta BASE + 0Eh)
1,581, I 8 I 5 I ' I 3
Select Counter SC1 SCO
Read/Load
Mode
BCD
0 0 Select counter #0
0 I Setacl counter #1
:t 0 Select counter #2
1 t Read back command
RL1 RL0
0 0 Counter latch operation
0 1 Reed/Load LSB only
1 0 Read/Load MSB only
I t Read/Load LSB then MSB
M,?,M.t Me
x 1 0 Rate generator
1 0 0 Soltware trigger
1 0 1 Hardware trigger
BCD
0
1
16-bit binary count
4-decade binary coded decimal count
Transfer Speeds
PC/AT bus transfer tales are host dependent and should be determined by testing. For example, a 80386 Compaq operating at
33MHz achieved 800 nanoseconds instantaneous sample-to-ssmple timing using the REP INSW instruction..To optimize
throughput, disable all possible interrupts. For higher speed conlinuous (non-stop) A/D sampling, consider using s parallel port.
I I : I III •
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TRIGGER
FLAG
Figure 4. PC.414 Timing Diagram
ORDERINGINFORMATiON
MODELNUMBERING PC-414 T T
A/D Type, Channels, Speed Resolution
A ,, 4 SSH (:hans., 1.5MHz. 12-bit
B : 4 chans., 500kHz, 14-1_t
C = 4 chans., IMHz, 12-bit
O = IO chan., 4MHz, 12-b_!
E = 16S/8D chans,, 250kHz (scan), 12-bit
F ,, 2 simul, chans., 2MHz, 12-bi!
G ,, 2 simul, chans., 1MHz, 14-bit
I
I FIFO Memory Slza
Iii,°--°---4,096 AID samples16,384 AK) samples
Example: PC-414F3 Two simultaneous A/D's, 2 MHz, 12-b_t resolution,
16,384 FIFO samples.
For PC,.414 ,'dot" models, add a period after the model number,
Examine: PC-414B2.
61-7342340 SMA male !o BNC male coaxial cable, 1 meter length. (One cable required per channel)
PC-490B DB-25 screw termination adaptar, 25-pin for PC-414E
Each board is power-cycle burned-in, tasled, and calibrated. Nl models include a user's manual. The warranty
period is one year. A QuickBASIC source disk is available on reques! al no charge.
Software:
PC-414SET
PC-414SRC
PC-414WIN
PC-414WINS
PC-DADISP
Setup/configuration program. Indudes executable files on both 3.5-inch and 5.25-inch
1.2M MS-DOS disks.
Source code to setup and configuration program on both 3.5-inch and 5,25-1noh MS-DOS
disks. Includes "C" and assembly source code and window driver library. Documentation
is on disk.
Setup/configurallon program lot Microsoft WINDOWS. Executables only.
Source code for PC-414WlN.
Signal Display and Analysis worksheet soflwara on 3.5-inch and 5.25-inch disks. Includes
manuals. Accepts PC-414SET,'_NIN files.
_" ____ 0AT[L, 'A¢. 1 | CA_)T _ULIcVARD, MAN_;F'EL_), MA 02048" ' ' '4 TEL IS08) 33"3000 11rAX (,_08} 339"6356INTERNATIONAL: DATEL (UNn'ED KIN_0GM I B_$1o_ Tel 12.T_) M0o444 • DATEL (FRANCE) Tel [I) 3460.0HH
_TEL _ _ T_ _] _ _k_4_, I_TEL(JAPAN)T_ T_ [_ _T_ _03_. _ T_ (6)_._
ro_JN_ak,_ A_.d_11400-_JO,:mlS.II:30a,m. lo4:30p,n_.£ST PmledinUSAO_ 1_3 DMEL.Incklllt_txsRoUe,_U D_.4_C 7,'93
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DG189/190/191
High-Speed Drivers with
Dual SPDT JFET Switches
FEATURES
• Constant ON-Resistance Over
Entire Analog Range
• Low Leakage
• Low Crosstalk
DESCRIPTION
BENEFITS
• Low Distortion
• Eliminates large Signal Errors
• High Bandwidth Capability
jE]r ,._'lfconix
incurpnrated
APPUCATIONS
• Audio Switching
• Video Switching
• Sample/Hold
• D/A Ladder Switches
The DG189-191 are precision dual single-pole, double- and a bipolar driver ('rTL compatible) to achieve fast and
throw (SPDT) analog switches designed to provide accurate switch performance. The driver is designed Io
accurate switching of video and audio stgnals. This achieve break-before-make switching aclion, eliminating
series, like the entire DG180 family, is ideally suited for the inadvertent shorting between channels and the
applications requiring a constant ON-resistance over the crosstalk which would result. In the ON state, each switch
entire analog range. _ _s current equally well in either oirection_ In the
._ _!_.. '_F_ndition, the switches will block up to 20 V
The major design difference is the ON-resistiVe, b_:. _i_eak with less than -60 dB at
10, 30, and 75 fo the DG189, DG190, _DG_!._li#_:. t0MPI_
respectively. Reduced switching errors are._ie_ :_';_._!_ •....
through low leakage current (IS(OFF) ,_A_forthe i91 include the 16-pin
DG190/lgl). Applications which The flalpack version
ON-resistance '191. Performance grades
and sample and holds. _ 'both the military, A suffix (-55 to 125aC) and
B suffix (-25 to 85°C) temperature ranges. The
Each flatpack option is only available In the military grade.
i
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DuaJ-ln-I.Jt_ Package
Top View
o, rT__ s,
NC r_ ;1"_ IN1
o,_ '_ v-
s,_ !N v.
o, 1_ _ v+
NC FT" 'I-'_INz
Order Number=:
Side Brmze:
DG189AP. DG189AP/883. DG189BP
DGlg0AP. I)Glg0AP/883, DGlg0BP
DGlglAP. DGlglAP.883. DGlglBP
Fmt
Oz, !..... 13
Sz, ,I 4
INz ' " 15
V+' ' 16
VL, _7
,,p__ s,
11L • Sl
I
101 _ '
I
9
81 , V-
.. VR
_ Number=:
toJAN_IO
DS XXIC I0&30 _003 -
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ORIGINAL PP_:_IE_S
OF POOR QUALITY
jE_,- _-ioordx
incarparal"-,d
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM AND 'TRUTH TABLE
81 C _ Dt
• j C I D-,
IN1 0-_-_-- -J
Szc _o=
$4 0 " D 4
Two SPOT Sw_hm per Package"
DG189/190/191
Trulh Txble"
SWI* SW3
Logic SW2- SW 4
o o.OFF
L_'o" <osv
LoCc'_"_: 2,0v
=,m,
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
V+ toV- . ......................................... 38V
V+toVD .._ ...................................... 33V
vo to v-. .......................................... _v
vo toVo ........................................ ± 22 v
vL toy-. .......................................... _v
vLtov_ ...........................................a v
voo v,_............................................8 v
V,N_OV,q...................................... ,: .... iv
VR IoV- ...........................................2;'V
V. 1oV_ .........................................._2V
Cun_r_ (SorD) DG180 ........................... 2COMA
Cummt (S or D) (_181. DG182 ..................... 30 r_
Cummt (_ OUw P_) ............................. 30mA
Sl)rlge T_rx_re ........................ --_5 to 150"C
Ocera_ _ (A Su_) .............-s6 _o_2s'c
Power _oh"
18-Pln DIP'" ................................... g00 rnW
R_ Pack°'* .................................... 900 mW
"AI leadlw_ded ormolderedtoPC boerd.
• "Dera_ 12 mW/'C _ 75"C.
""0erate 10 mW/'C above 75"C.
SPECIFICATIONS = (DG1 89)
PARAMETER
ANALOG SWITCH
SYMBOL
AnaJog,S_gr_ V_vucoaRang_
Drain-Soume
ON- Reststar_e ros(O_
Souroe OFF
L=ak=_ C,um_t _om
Drain OFF
u,_=g,,Cum,nt _,_
Char¢_ ON _ +
Leakage Current ls(o_
Sa_
Dn_n Current _ss
TEST COND|TIOI_S
Unlelll Otherwtle Specified
V+ - 18V. V- - -15V
Vl. - SV.V. - OV TEMPt I TYP*
Is - -10 mA. Vo - -7.5 Room 7.5Fu_
v= = IOV.Vo = -toy Room 0.05
V+ - 10V. V- - -20V Hot
v, - 7.5 V.vo = -7.5 v Room 0.06HOt
.oom 0.o4vs--_o v,vo- toy
V+ -- 10V, V- - -g0V I-_
vs - -7.5 V. Vo - 7.5 v HOt
Vo - Vs - -7,5V Room -.0,IHot
2 n_ Pube Dur_on Room 300
A SUFFIX S sUFFIX
-55 to 125"C -25t0 85 *C
,.MIN=,IMAX_ MIN'IMAX_ UNIT
-7.5 15 -7.5 15
10 15
1000 3O0
10lo= _
to _
10 15
1000 3oo
-2 -10
-200 -200
v
nA
mA
I "
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DG189/190/191
SPECIFICATIONS" (0G159)
i,,
TEST CONDITIONS
Unless Otherwfile Specified
v+ - 15v. v- - -15v
PARAMETER SYMBOL VL = 5 V.VA = 0 V
DIGITAL INPUT
tr,pu_ C,urre_t
Input Voltage HIGH _ V_N" 5 V
Input Current with
Input Voltage LOW tiM. VIN " 0 V
.j_;SiEconix
inr'arpnrated
TEMPt I TYI_
IIHI , i
A SUFFIX
-55 to 125°C
MIN b ,M_
B SUFFIX
-25 to 85 *C
MtNb i MA)P UNIT
Room <0.01 10
Hot 2O
Fum -30 -2SO
10
2O
-250
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
,m ,
Turn-ON Trne
Turn-OFF T._e
Source-OFF
Drain-OFF
Q',mn_-ON
Cap_arce
OFF Isolation
to,
c_
%%+
k
See Switching Trne TestC,_cu#
Vs = -5V. I_; = 0
f- 1MHz VD " -5V, Is- 0
Vo = Vs.- 0 V
f - 1 MHz. RL = 75 I"I
,, _,,,
Room 240
Room 140
Room 21
Room 17
Room 17
Room >55
4OO 425 rm
225
pF
dB
POWER SUPPLIES
Po_kl Supp_ I+
Cun'_t
NegalMm Supply
Cummt • I-
Lo_ S.p_ I,Cu_mt
Current IR
V_N- 0V. or 5V
Room
Room
Room
Room
06
-2.7
3.1
-1
J
1.5
-5
4.5
-2
1.5
-5
mA
4.5
-2
SPECIFICATIONS' (DG190) ..
TEST CONDITIONS
Unless Otherwise Specified
V+ - 15V.V- - -15V
PARAMETER SYMBOL Vk - 5 V.V_ = 0 V
ii
TEMPf I TYP"
A SUFFIX
-55 to 125°C
MINb I MAX_
B SUFFIX
-25 t_ 85 °C
MINb I MAX_ UNIT
ANALOG SWITCH
Ar_og S_n_
Range= V,x,j.oo
Dndn-Souroe
ONoReslstarce ror,K_,_
OFF
leakage Cummt Is(or_3
Drain OFF
LNkage Caxrent Icxo_r)
5-36
, 111
V_ =0.8V
or2_P
Fu¢
Is ", -10 mA. VD ,, -7.5 FR_n_
18
Vs., 10V. VD = -10V Room 0.06
IV+ - 10V. V- - -20V Hot
Vs - 7.5 V. VD - -7.5 V R_
0.1
Vs ,, -10 V,Vo = 10 V Room 005
V+ =, 10V. V- = -20V Hot
vs = -7.5 V.Vo = 7.5 V Room 0.06Hot
-7.5 15 -7.5 15 V
30 5O
6O 75 "q
1 5
lO0 lOO
1 5
100 100 r_
1 5
100 100
1 5
lO0 loo
DS_XXIC__0530_9003 -
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oF" QL ALITY
_['SiBconix
incorporatmd
s_eC'iFicA_o.s'
PARAMETER
DG189/190/191
i iill
(oG190)
TEST CONDITIONS ' A SUFFIX B SUFFIX '"
Unless Otherwise Specified -S5 to 125"C -25 to 8S "C
SYMBOL VL-- 5V, VR - 0V TEMP # TYPe IN b M MII_ MAX b UNIT
ANALOGSW;'rCH(Conl'_)
ON
Leakage Ccrrw_
!O,G,TAL,N =
J IO(ON)+ iVD.Vs..7.SV. Vm.0.SVo¢2,, P
Input Current _ I_
Input Vottage HIGH
!Inp_ Current w_
Input voltage LOW
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
V_ = 5V
%N-0V
i
Room
Hot
Full
<O.Ol
-30
lO
20
-25o -250
I nA
Turn-ON 1'1me tON
Turn-OFF Time to_
Socwce-0FF
Drak'POFF
c_o,c_ corm
jChwrY-ON
rOFFt_
L i
POWER SUPPLIES
Poettve Suppty I+
Cummt
ICurrent
LogicSup_ kCurrent
See Sw_chVt0"nineTezdCtcult
Vs - -5'4, Io - 0
f- IMHz Vo-,-5V,I s -0
Vo" VS " 0V
t- 1MHz,_-75N
Vw - 0V. or 5V
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
85
95
9
8
14
>50
Room O.8
Room -2,7
Room 3.1
Room -1
150
130
i
1.5
I
-5
4.5
-2
180
15O
1.5
-5
4.5
-2
rul
pF
dB
mA
SPECIFICATIONS a (DG19i)
"' TEST CONDITIONS :
Unless Otherwise Specified
V+ -, 15V, V- - -15V J
PARAMETER SYMBOL Vt. = 5V, V_ - 0V TEMP f TYI _I
A SUFFIX
-55 to 125"C
.,N'I
B SUFFIX
-25 to 85 "C
MIN" I M/lOP_ UNIT
ANALOG SWITCH
S_n-J V_u_ FulRang_
D_n-SourcQ Room
ON-Resistance r=_) Is - -10 mA, VD = -7.5 Full
so_ OFF' v,, - o.ev v;- ;or,vo- -toy
Leakage Currerd Isz,o,cF) or2V D V+ - 10V, V- - -20V Hot
vs = 7.5v.vo - -7.5v RoomHot
DS_XXlCj0S30_goo3-
,i
-10 15 -10 15 v
75" I_
_5o 15o N
0.05 I 5
1_ 1_ nA
0._ 1 5
lOO 1_
,5-37
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DG189/190/191 j[_" S_Tm.onixincr_rp-rated
I SPECIFICATIONS" (DG1 91)
TEST CONDITIONS
Unless Othen_dse Specified
v+ = 15V. V- - -15v
PARAMETER SYMBOL V_ - 5V, V_ - 0V TEMPV I TYI_
A SUFFIX
-55 to 125°C
MII_P I MAXI'
ANALOG SWITCH
Drain OFF Vs = -10V, V o = 10V
LeakageCurtenl to(o_3 VIN--O.SV V+ =10V, V---20V
Or2V j
Vs = -7.5 V. Vo - 7.5V
Chenm_ ON Ioto_ +
Leakage Curm_ IS(ON)
DIGITAL INPUT
Vo - Vs = -7.5 V. V,_ = 2 V
Room 0.G4
Hot
Room 0,05
Hot
Room -0,03 -2
Hot -2OO
1
100
1
100
Input Curmn! wt_ I*NH VaN = 5 V Room
Ir'o.d Voltage HIGH Hot
Input Currertt with
Input Voltage LOW IN- VIN = 0 V FuN
< 0.01
-30
10
2O
-250
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Turn-ON Time tON See Switching Time Te=t Ckcuit
Turn-OFF Time toFF
Source-OFF
Capacitance Cs_°Fn Vs = -5 V. Io = 0
Drain-OFF
Capacitance C-o(oFv-) f - 1 MHz Vo - -5 V, Is - 0
Channel-ON _ + Vo - Vs = 0 V
OFF IsotalJon f - 1 MHz, I_ - 75
Room 120
Room 100
Room 9
Room 6
Room 14
Room >50
|
B SUFFIX
-25 to 85 °C
MINI' I ;MAX_
POWER SUPPLIES
5
100
5
100
-10
-200
10
20
-250
25O 30O
130 150
Supply I+ Room 0.6 1.5 1,5
Cummt
Negative Supply I- Room -2,7 -5 -5
Current V_ - 0V. or 5V
L.o_c Supply it. Room 3.1 4.5 4.5CUrTe_
Reference Supply
Current IR Room -I - -2 -2
NOTES:
IL Refer to PROCESS OPTION FLOWCHART for addt_onal Informa_n.
b, The aigebraio oonvert_on whersby Ihe mo_ negative vaJue b i mlnlffpJm and the mo_ _ a _, b ueed in _ _ _,
c. Ouar_ by _lgn. not subjec_ to pn_uc_on _
d. _ values are for DESIGN AID ONLY. not guarw_teed nor =ubjec_ to pmduc_on I_.
e. v_- Irmut voea_ to p_fon'n pmp_" _¢'lton.
f. Room = 25"C. Hotand Fua = NdeimaWx_ed bylheope_ating t=mperalum =Jffix.
UNIT
nA
pA
fts
pF
0B
mA
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